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EC 22 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIAN EXPANSION

(History of Missions) Mr. Moffett - Spring, 1986

Course Description

This survey of the expansion of the Christian church will outline the major
periods of missionary outreach from the first to the 20th century, noting
patterns of advance and decline and analyzing factors which may have contri-
buted to success or failure. It will discuss changing theories and methods of

mission, and will include biographical sketches of key missionary and national

church leaders.

Textbook

The textbook will be Stephen Neill, A History of Christian Missions . (Penguin,
1964). Its purchase is recommended. Also worth buying, if you can find them,
are any of the seven volumes of K.S. Latourette, A History of the Expansion of
Christ ianity . and F.M. DuBose, Classics of Christian Missions .

Requirements

1. In add it ion to readings as assigned weekly in the textbooks, 800 pages of
reading from the list of recommended books (on the attached lists) will be
required as follows:

300 pages on pre-Reformation missions
300 pages on post-Reformation missions
One missionary biography

2. Two book reports will be required. Each will contain a one-page outline or
summary and an additional half-page of your own personal reaction to the
book, whether positive or negative.

3. A raid-term test, tentatively scheduled for Friday, April 4th.

4. A 10-page term paper will be required on one of the suggested topics (list
attached separately), OR on a subject of your own choice (which must be ap-
proved by the professor).

Schedule

Feb . 3

Mar. 12

Apr . 4

Apr. 28

May 2

First class
Classes on Mon. 11-12:00; Wed., Fri. 11:40-12:30
First book report due
Mid-term test (one hour). Tentative date.
Second book report due
Last class
Term paper due on date set for Final exam

Term papers and book reports may be turned in to the Faculty Secretary in
Room .105 at 21 Dick inson Street . Any requests for time extensions or absences
must be made to the office of Professional Studies in Room 118, Hodge Hall.
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Recommended Reading List - Spring, 1986

EARLY PERIOD
Brown, L.W., The Indian Christians of St. Thomas. Cambridge: Univ. Pre66, 1956

Dubose, F.M., ed . ,
Classics of Christian Missions . Nashville: Broadman, 1979

Harnack, A., The Mission & Expansion of Christianity in the First Three
Centuries. N.Y.: Harper, 1962

K.S. Latourette, History of the Expansion of Christianity, I. NY: Harper, 1937

Allen, Roland, Missionary Methods: St. Paul's or Ours? Gr . Rapids: Eerdmans, 1962

Foster, John, After the Apostles: Missionary Preaching of the First Three
Centuries. London: SCM, 1952

Green, Michael, Evangelism in the Early Church. Gr. Rapids: Eerdmans, 1940

Hanson, R.P.C., St. Patrick. N.Y., Oxford, 1968

Hinson, E. Glenn, The Evangelization of the Roman Empire. Macon, GA: Mercer U. '81

Jones, A.H.M., Constantine and the Conversion of Europe. Lond . : Hodder & St., 1948

McMullen, R., Christianizing the Roman Empire (AD 100-400). New Haven: Yale
U. Press, 1984 \

Thompson, E.A., The Visigoths in the Time of Ulfila. Oxford: Clarendon, 1966

Watt, Mary C., St. Martin of Tours. London: Sands, 1928

MEDIEVAL
Latourette, K.S., Hist, of the Expansion of Christianity, II. N.Y.: Harper, 1938

Addison, James T., The Medieval Missionary: A Study of the Conversion of Northern
Europe, AD 500-1300. N.Y.: Int . Miss. Council, 1936

McNeill, John T., the Celtic Churches. Chicago: U. of Chi., 1974

Robinson, C.H., The Conversion of Europe. N.Y., Lond.: Longmans, Green, 1917

Rockhill, W.W., The Journey of William of Rubruck to the Eastern Parts of the
World, 1253-55. London: Hakluyt Soc., 1900

Stewart, John, Nestorian Missionary Enterprise. Edinburgh, T & T Clark, 1928

Talbot, C.H., The, Anglo-Saxon Missionaries in Germany. N.Y.: Sheed & Ward, 1954
Dvornik, Francis, Byzantine Missions Among the Slavs. N. Brunswick: Rutgers, 1970
Trevor-Roper, H., The Rise of Christian Europe. London: Harcourt & Brace, 1965

Walroud, F.F., Christian Missions Before the Reformation. London: SPCK, n.d.

Zwemer, Samuel M. Raymond Lull: First Missionary to the Moslems. N.Y.: Funk & W.,

Plattner, F.A. Jesuits Go East. .. 1541-1786. London: Burns & Oates, 1950

MISSIONARY BIOGRAPHY ( a sampling )

Axling, William, Kagawa . N.Y.: Harper, 1932

Andrews, C.F., Sadhu Sundar Singh: A Personal Memoir.
Marshman, John Clark, Life and Times of Carey, Marshman and Ward. London, 1859

Broderick, J., Saint Francis Xavier, 1506-1552. London: Burns Oates, 1952

Padwick, Constance, Henry Martyn: Confessor of the Faith. London, S.C.M., 1922

Cronin, V., A Pearl to India: The Life of Robert de Nobili. Lond: Hart-Davies, 1959

Paton, W.
,
Alexander Duff, Pioneer of Missionary Education. London: SCM 1922

Lewis, A.J., Zinzendorf the Ecumenical Pioneer. Phila.: Westm., 1962

Anderson, Courtney, To the Golden Shore: The Life of Adoniram Judson. Bost: Little
Hubbard, Ethel Daniels, Ann of Ava. N.Y.: Friendship Pr., 1941

Wilson, D.C. Dr. Ida: The Story of Dr. Ida Scudder of Vellore. N.Y. 1958

Coveil, Ralph R., W.A.P. Martin :Pioneer of Progress in China. G. Rapids: Eerd., '78

Pollock, John, Hudson Taylor and Maria. London, 1962

Tinker, Hugh, The Ordeal of Love: C.F. Andrews and India. Delhi: Oxford, 1979

Northcott, Cecil. Robert Moffat. N.Y.: Harper, 1961

Northcott, Cecil. David Livingston: His Triumph, Decline and hall. Phila.: West. '73

Tucker, Ruth A. From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1983

Buchan, James. The Expendable Mary Slessor
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Outline and Main Chronological Divisions

There is no single satisfactory way to divide the history of the develop-
ment of Christian Missions into neat regular time periods. There are too many

currents and counter-currents to fit a systematic pattern. You should be

familiar, however, with some of the better known attempts.

I. The most familiar pattern divides church history of which missions

history is a part, into three periods: Ancient, Medieval and Modern.

But there is no agreement as to when one ends and the next begins:

1. Ancient is variously dated up to Constantine (300 AD) or as late

as the conversion of northern Europe beginning in 700 AD.

2. Medieval , therefore, begins either in 300 or 700 AD, but by common
consent ends with the Reformation, 1500 AD.

3. Modern , however, sometimes excludes the Reformation (which is often
put in a separate period by itself) and may begin as late as

1650 to 1750, (the "Enlightenment" and Deism).

II. But Kenneth Scott Latourette's classic history of missions, the History
of the Expansion of Christianit y charts the history of the church in

terms of waves of advance and recession:

1. The First Advance: Christianity Wins the Roman World (1-500)
2. The Great Recession: Barbarians and Muslims (500-950)
3. The Rising Tide in the West: Second Advance by Roman Cotholics,

Nestorians and Orthodox (950-1350)
A. The Second Recession: Fall of Mongols, Rise of Turks, Decline of

the Papcy (1350-1500).
5. Three Centuries of Advance: Reformation and Counter-reformation

(1500-1750)

6. The Third Recession and Signs of Revival (1750-1815)
7. The Great Century: the Modern Missionary Movement (181 5—1 914)
8. Advance through Storm (1914—1945)

(To which we might add):

9. Rising Tide in the Third World (19A5-2000)

III. Our major textbook, however, Stephen Neill's A History of Christian
Miss ions separates mission history up to 1500 AD into three periods of
roughly 500 years each, and shorter irregular periods thereafter:

1. The Conquest of the Roman World (100-500 AD)
2. The Dark Age (500-1000 AD)
3. Early European Expansion (1000-1500)
A. The Age of Discovery (1500-1600)
5. Roman Catholic Missions (1600-1787)

New Beginnings, East and West (1600-1800)
6. New Forces in the West (1792-1858)
7. Heyday of Colonialism ( 1858—19 1 A)

Rome, the Orthodox and the World (181 5—19 1 A

)

1 9 1 A and After8 .
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IV. Still another systematic and easily remembered alternative comes from
Ralph Winter, whose mathematical mind divides missions into equal periods
of 400 years each:

1 .

2 .

3.

A.

5.

Encounter with the Roman Empire; Rapid expansion (30-400 AD)

Encounter with Barbarians and Muslims; Structures of mission and the

rise of Monasticism (400-800 AD)

Encounter with the Viking World; Irregular expansion (800-1200 AD)

with special notice of the Celtic church.
Upheaval in Western Europe, and the Reformation (1200-1700)
Encounter with the Non-Western World (1600-2000 AD)

1 74 1 - UJ*i- Ltd'llV
6S — ds/nr

^
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MISSIONS CHRONOLOGY

AD
19 ?

34

40

45-49
50-52

50

54

180?

96

300
301

311/13
320

325
328

339-380
341

345/6

367

410
413
420
431

432
440

451

457/8

486

496

497

523

529

540

542

547

550 ?

563

590

597

Gundaphar becomes King in Northwest India

Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch

Addai's mission to Edessa (Osrhoene) (?)

Paul's first missionary journey, Asia Minor

Paul's mission to Europe (Greece)

Mission of Thomas to India (?)

Nero's persecution of Christians in Rome
Conversion? of Abgar VIII of Osrhoene (Edessa)

Reports of Christians among the Bactrians (Afghanistan)

David, Nestorian bishop, to India (?)

Tiridates, king of Armenia, converted by Gregory the Illuminator

Conversion of Constantine and Edict of Toleration
Arian Controversy
Council of Nicaea
Frumentius consecrated bishop for Ethiopia

330 Constantinople founded
The great Persian persecution
Mission of Ulfilas to the Goths
Thomas the Merchant brings Christian refugees to India (?)

361 Julian the Apostate
Mawiyya, "first Arab Christian queen".

407 Romans evacuate Britain
410 Alaric sacks Rome

First Nestorian Synod (Issac's)
Mission of Hayyan to Yemen (?)

2nd Nestorian Synod (Yabal laha ' s ) declares Asia's independence
Patrick returns to Ireland
Nestorius condemned
Pope Leo the Great (r. 440-461)

Council of Chalcedon condemns monophysites
Egyptian monophysites (Copts) separate from west

476 Last western Roman emperor
School of Edessa exiled to Persia (Nisibis)
Clovis, King of the Franks, converted
Shah Kavadh of Persia sheltered by Christian Huns in Bactria
Christian Ethiopia invades Yemen, aids Arabian Christians
Benedict founds monastery at Monte Cassino
Mar Aba I, Nestorian Patriarch
Jacab Baradaeus initiates Monophysite missions, western Asia
Cosmas Indicopleustes finds Christians in India and Ceylon
Scriptures translated into language of Huns, Bactria

552 Justinian reunites Rome
Columba, "apostle to Scotland", founds Iona

568 Lombards take Roman west
571 Birth of Mohammed

Pope Cregory the Great (r. 590-604)
Augustine of Canterbury's mission to Britain

611 Roman Empire becomes Greek
622 The Hegira (to Medina)
633 Death of Mohammed

Alopen; Nestorian mission to T'ang China
Aidan; mission from Iona to northern England (Northumbria)

642 Persi F alls to Islam

635
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Missions

AD
664
692
698

699

716

745

774
781

800
826

863

864
920

954
966/7
983—
987
1000

1009

1096

1217

1219

1266

1275

1281

1294

1315

1330

1358
1370

1457

1480
1482

1486

1491

1493

1500

1503

1511

1512

1550

Chronology - continued

Synod of Whitby; Celtic and papal missions begin to merge
Willibrord; beginning of Anglo-Saxon missions to Europe
Persecution of Nestorians in China

Theodore of Tarsus to Canterbury
710 Islam invades Spain

Boniface (Winfrith), "apostle to Germans", to Europe
732 Charles Martel stops Arabs

China's Nestorians change name from "Persian" to "Syrian" church

751 Chinese clash with Arabs
756 Charlemagne, Kg. of Franks

Copper charter granted to Christians in India (Kerala)

Nestorians consecrate bishop for Central Asiatic Turks
Nestorian monument in China

786 Danes attack England

Pope crowns Charlemagne Holy Roman Emperor
Ansgar, "Apostle of the north"; mission to the Danes
Cyril and Methodius, "apostles to the Slavs", in Bohemia
Baptism of Boris, king of the Bulgars

Nestorian bishopric in Burma, at Pegu

Olga of Kiev baptized, beginning of mission to Russia
Duke Mieszka of Poland baptized
Bp. Adalbert of Prague begins Czech mission to Magyars, Poles

Conversion of archduke Vladimir of Kiev (Russia)
Stephen, king of Hungary, leads mass conversion of Magyars
Nestorians convert prince of the Keraits (Mongolia)
The first Crusade; Christians invade Seljuk Turk empire
Dominic organizes Dominicans
Francis of Assissi preaches to the Sultan of Egypt
Kublai Khan asks Pope for missionaries to Mongols
Nestorian church reorganized in Far East
Nestorians elect Mark, a Mongol monk, as Patriarch in Baghdad
John of Montcorvino brings Roman Catholicism to China
Raymond Lull, missionary to Muslims, martyred in Algeria
Jordanus, first Roman Catholic bishop in India (Kerala)

Tamerlane begins extinction of Christianity in Central Asia

Mongolia converts to Buddhism
1453 Fall of Constantinople

United Brethren (Moravians) organize Christian village
Russia expels Muslim Mongols; restores Christian state

First Roman Catholic missionaries to Zaire
Portugese convert African chief in Senegal
King of Benin (Nigeria) baptized

1492 Columbus to America

Pope divides world between Portugal (Africa, Asia) and Spain for

missions

.

African chief in Congo baptized
Franciscan college in Haiti
First Roman Catholic diocese in America (Puerto Rico)

First mission to Cuba (Dominicans)
1518 Martin Luther's theses

First Roman Catholic missionaries in Tanzania
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MISSIONS CHRONOLOGY

AD (many of the dates below are approximate)

34

40
45-49
50-52

50

54

180

96

300
301

311/13
320
325
328

Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch
Addai's mission to Edessa (Osrhoene) (?)

Paul's first missionary journey, Asia Minor
Paul's mission to Europe (Greece)
Mission of Thomas to India (?)

Nero's persecution of Christians in Rome
Conversion of Abgar VIII of Osrhoene (Edessa) ?

Reports of Christians among the Bactrians (Afghanistan)
David, Nestorian bishop, to India (?)
Tiri dates, king of Armenia, converted by Gregory the Illuminator
Conversion of Constantine and Edict of Toleration
Arian Controversy
Council of Nicaea
Frumentius consecrated bishop for Ethiopia

330 Constantinople founded
339-380 The great Persian persecution
341

345/6

Mission of Ulfilas to the Goths
Thomas the Merchant brings Christian refugees to India (?)

367

407

361 Julian the Apostate
Mawiyya, "first Arab Christian queen".
Romans evacuate Britain

410
413
420

431

432
440
451

457/8

410 Alaric sacks Rome
First Nestorian Synod (Isaac's)
Mission of Hayyan to Yemen (?)
2nd Nestorian Synod (Yaballaha's) declares Asia's independence
Patrick returns to Ireland
Nestorius condemned
Pope Leo the Great (r. 440-461)
Council of Chalcedon condemns monophysites
Egyptian monophysites (Copts) separate from west

486
496
497
523

540
542

547

550 ?

476 Last western Roman emperor
School of Edessa exiled to Persia (Nisibis)
Clovis, King of the Franks, converted
Shah Kavadh of Persia sheltered by Christian Huns in Bactria
Christian Ethiopia invades Yemen, aids Arabian Christians
Mar Aba I, Nestorian Patriarch
Jacab Baradaeus initiates Monophysite missions, western Asia
Cosmas Indicopleustes finds Christians in India and Ceylon
Scriptures translated into language of Huns, Bactria

552 Justinian reunites Rome
563 Columba, "apostle to Scotland", founds Iona

568 Lombards take Roman west

590
597

571 Birth of Mohammed
Pope Gregory the Great (r. 590-604)
Augustine of Canterbury's mission to Britain

611 Roman Empire becomes Greek
622 The Hegira (to Medina)
633 Death of Mohammed

635 Alopen; Nestorian mission to T'ang China
Aidan; mission from Iona to northern England (Northumbria)

642 Persia falls to Islam
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Recommended Reading List. Spring, 1983.

EARLY PERIOD

DuBose, F.M., ed., Classics of Christian Missions . Nashville: Broadman, 1979

Harnack, A., The Mission & Expansion of Christianity in the First Three
Centuries. N.Y.: Harper, 1962

K.S. Latourette, History of the Expansion of Christianity, I.. NY: Harper, 1937

Allen, Roland, Missionary Methods: St. Paul's or Ours? Gr. Rapids: Eerdmans, 1962

Foster, John. After the Apostles: Missionary Preaching of the First Three
Centuries. London: SCM, 1952

Green, Michael, Evangelism in the Early Church. Gr. Rapids: Eerdmans, 1940

Hanson, R.P.C., St. Patrick. N.Y., Oxford, 1968

Hinson, E. Glenn, The Evangelization of the Roman Empire. Macon, GA: Mercer U. ,
'81

Jones, A.H.M., Constantine and the Conversion of Europe. Lond.: Hodder & St., 1948

Medlycott, A.E., India and the Apostle Thomas. London: David Nutt, 1905

Thompson, E.A., The Visigoths in the Time of Ulfila. Oxford: Clarendon, 1966

Watt, Mary C., St. Martin of Tours. London: Sands, 1928

MEDIAEVAL

Latourette, K.S., Hist, of the Expansion of Christianity, II. N.Y: Harper, 1938

Addison, James T., The Mediaeval Missionary: A Study of the Conversion of

Northern Europe, AD 500-1300. N.Y.: Int. Miss. Council, 1936

Maclear, G.F., Apostles of Mediaeval Europe. London: Macmillan, 1869
McNeill, John T., The Celtic Churches. Chicago: U. of Chi., 1974

Robinson, C.H., The Conversion of Europe. N.Y., Lond.: Longmans, Green, 1917

Rockhill, W.W., The Journey of William of Rubruck to the Eastern Parts of the

World, 1253-55. London: Hakluyt Soc., 1900
Stewart, John, Nestorian Missionary Enterprise. Edinburgh, T & T Clark, 1928

Talbot, C.H., The Anglo-Saxon Missionaries in Germany. N.Y: Sheed & Ward, 1954

Dvornik, Francis, Byzantine Missions Among the Slavs. N. Brunswick: Rutgers, 1970

Trevor-Roper , H., The Rise of Christian Europe. London: Harcourt & Brace, 1965

Walroud, F.F., Christian Missions Before the Reformation. London:SPCK, n.d.

Zwemer, Samuel M. Raymond Lull: First Missionary to the Moslems. N.Y.: Funk & W. ,
'02

MISSIONARY BIOGRAPH Y (a sampling )

Andrews, C.F., Sadhu Sundar Singh: A Personal Memoir.
Marshman, John Clark, Life and Times of Carey, Marshman and Ward. London, 1859

Broderick, J., Saint Francis Xavier, 1506-1552. London: Burns Oates, 1952

Padwick, Constance, Henry Martyn: Confessor of the Faith. London, S.C.M, 1922

Cronin, V., A Pearl to India: The Life of Robert de Nobili. Lond: Hart-Davies, 1959
Paton, W., Alexander Duff, Pioneer of Missionary Education. London: SCM, 1922
Lewis, A.J., Zinzendorf the Ecumenical Pioneer. Phila.: Westm., 1962
Anderson, Courtney, To the Golden Shore: The Life of Adonisam Judson. Bost: Little '56

Hubbard, Ethel Daniels, Ann of Ava. N.Y.: Friendship Pr., 1941

Wilson, D.C. Dr. Ida: The Story of Dr. Ida Scudder of Vellore. N.Y. 1958
Covell, Ralph R., W.A.P. Martin: Pioneer of Progress in China. G. Rapids: Eerd., '78

Pollock, John., Hudson Taylor and Maria. London, 1962
Tinker, Hugh, The Ordeal of Love: C.F. Andrews and India. Delhi: Oxford, 1979
Hunt, Everett N., Jr., Protestant Pioneers in Korea. Maryknoll: Orbis, 1980
Hubbard, Ethel Daniels, The Moffats. N.Y.: Friendship Pr. , 1944
Northcutt, Cecil. David Livingston: His Triumph, Decline and Fall. Phila.: West. ‘73
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Recommended Readier List

Mode i n Rpr i od
P. Pierre Reaver. American Missions ’ n Li centennial Perspective. 3. Pasadena:

VM 1 1
i am Pa rev. 107 7

A.J. Provi , One hundred Years [N. Preslryterian IT/’"
1

. NY: Revel 1, 1936
halter Puhlmann, The Per 1

' re </ the Third Church. Maryknoll, NY: CrMs, 1979

dol l I ester, lo All tiie World. London: World Christian Books, f.?5, 1966
P..I 1

.
Plover % J.H. Kane, The Prrcress r.t World-wide Missions. NY: Harper, '60

fiormar C; coda 1 1 : A History of the London Mis c iorrary Society 1896-1946.
Lx lore', 1 964

P.F. Goodsell, Ye Shall Pc My Witnesses r ABCFMl. Boston. 1959
Martin P. Harney, The Jesuits tp History. NY: America Press, 1941

Chin i c| her Hollis, 1 lie Jesuits. NY: familiar. 1968
P.P. Millet Mimicrs iri the World Today [R.C.], NY: 30th c. Frr. Cat.h., '61

F. Steel- History cl the Church Missionary Society, vr-i ?

.

London: 1914

R.G. Torhet. wr-'iH rM faith [American Baptist]. Philadelphia: 1955

W. Reninald Wheeler , The Crisis Decade 1S37-47 r N. Presbyterian USAl. NY:

Bd. of Foreign Missions, Fresh. LISA, 1951

Ralph I

’

r
f r r . Thp 35 Hnhel ievahle vcars. S. fasadena: Win. Carey, 1970

A f r 1 1 <

T .A. Pcctham, Christianity ant! the New Africa. London: Pall Hall, 10 f7

Pe f rr Tr 11
, 'lie Growth of the Church in Africa. Grand Rapids: Zordervan, ‘79

C.P. Groves, Thc Plant' to cl the Church in Africa, vol . i. I.crc'er:

Lut r ervorth ,
1°48. pp. 147-311.

Adrian Hastings, A History of lUUrr Christianity 1950-1975. Cambridge:
Camhr i dge U. ,

1

/9

, Church Mission in Modern Africa, london: 1567
A. l.iul

,
African Saint: The Story of Apolo Kivebulaya. London: 1963

Roland Oliver, The Missionary Farter ip Fast Africa. 1.order: Irrcrrans,

Green, 1553

G.C. Oosterhu i ::en ,
Prrtrrostal Penetration into the Indian Community in South

Airicc. Lorlsan. Human Sciences Research Cci.ncil, 1975
Lamin Sanrieh, West African Christianity. Maryknoll NY: Orbis, 1983
Charles /. Tthor.. od.. The Church in Africa. 10 7‘7

. S. Pasadena: W. Carey, '77

East Asia
Ci. Ihcmpmr Pmwn, The Church in the People's Republic in China. Richmond:

John Knox, 1987. rev. rr|.

Archie r
'. CroucLi, Rising Through the Dus! [flrinal. NY: Friendship Pr. 1948

Francis P. Jones, The Church T Communist China. NY: Friendship Press, TGf
L.6. Letcurette, history of Christian HTf'cns in China. London: Macmi 1 lari

,

1

89
C. Cary-Flwps. Chirp ard the Cross [R.C.]. London, 1957

C.P. Boxer, 1 he CLristian Century in Japan 1 549- 1650. Cambridge D. ,
1951

Pirhard H. Drummond. A Piston of Christianity in Japan. Grand Rapids:
Ferdmans , 1571

C. W. Iglehart, A Century r * rrofpstant Christianity in Japan. Rutland,
Vermont: Tuttle, 1959

Joseph Vprcs, A History of the Catholic Church in Japan. Tokyo: Oriens
Institute. 1r 73

II. T. Thomas. Protestant beginnings in Japan: 1859-89. Rutlard, VT: Tuttle, '59
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Reading List : Modern period ( 2

)

Tomonobu Yanagata, A Short History p f Christianity in Japan. Sendai:

Seislio Tosho Kankokai, 1957

Allor T. Clark, Historv of the Church in Korea. Seoul: Korean CLS, rev.
ed. 1 973

Martha Huntley, Caring, Crowing, Sharing [Korea, 1884-1919].
NY: Friendship Press, 1984
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EC22 History of Missions, Final Examination

Mr. Moffett

I. True or False . (Mark T or F at left margin)

1. The Moravian missionary movement began with the "Haystack
Prayermeeting".

2. The Pope abolished the Jesuits because they linked mission too

closely to western colonialism.

3. The dominant structure in 19th c. Protestant missions was the

voluntary society, not the church mission board.

4. Carey's challenge to the church to engage in world mission was as

much statistical as theological arid Biblical.

5. The 1850 missionary conference at Jerusalem marked the high point

of 19th c. missions, and the beginning of a new era.

6. Roman Catholic missions were in almost fatal decline at the

beginning of the 19th century.
7. Py the end of the 19th century (in missions, 1914) the New

Testament had been translated into all the main living
languages of the world.

1 1

.

Complete the following sentences by filling in the blanks .

8. The slogan of the Student Volunteer Movement was

9. The founder of the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) was .

10. Adoniram Judson, one of the American pioneers, went to .

11. The missionary strategy of Venn and Rufus Anderson called for:

(a)

(b)

(c)
—

12. Matthew Ricci pioneered in
;
Xavier in and

III. Answer only ONE of the following question s: (A or B)

A. Why did the Reformation not produce the same kind of 16th and
17th century missionary explosion in Protestantism that emerged from the
Catholic counter-Reformation? Compare the Jesuits with Calvinists and
Lutherans in mission in that period.

B. How did German Pietism influence 18th century Protestart
missions? Describe in some detail the beginnings of Moravian missions.

IV. Answer only ONE of the following three question s. (C,D Gr E)

C. Describe the student movements in 19th c. Protestant missions
both at the beginning and end of the century. Who were some leacers?

D. What were the successes and failures of Roman Catholic missions
in South America. What do you think were the principal reasons for the
success, and what weaknesses led to failure?

E. Discuss colonialism and the Protestant missionary movemert. How
is the connection defended, and how criticized? What is your own view?

A.



"Yesterday's Lessons for Tomorrow's Mission"

David A. Schattschneider
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Three Men
,

Three Eras
The Flow ofMission History

By Ralph D. Winter

C ollege students around the world

today are being bowled over by

Marxist thought. One powerful

reason is that Communism has a “long

look." Communists claim to know where

history is heading, and that they are

merely following inevitable trends.

They “never give up” as a result of

momentary reversals, because they

“know” that time is in their favor.

Recently, evangelicals, too, have
thought a lot about trends in history

and their relationship to events to come.
The massive response to Hal Lindsey’s

books and recent films about possible

events in the future has shown us that

people are responsive to a “Where are
we going?" kind of approach to life.

In comparison to the Communists,
Christians actually have the longest
look, backed up by a volume of facts.

Yet for some reason, Christians often
make little connection between discus-
sion of prophecy and future events, and
discussion of missions. They see the
Bible as a book of prophecy, both in the
past and for the future. Yet, as Bruce
Ker has said so well, “The Bible is a
missionary book throughout . . . The
main line of argument that binds all of
it together is the unfolding and gradual
execution of a missionary purpose.”

Did I even hear this in Sunday
School? Maybe. But only recently have
I come to a new appreciation of the fact
that the story of missions begins long
before the Great Commission. The

Bible is very clear that God told

Abraham he was to be blessed and be

a blessing to all the families of the earth

(Gen. 12: 1-3). Peter quoted this on the

day he spoke in the temple (Acts 3:25).

Paul quoted the same mandate in his

letter to the Galatians (3:8).

Yet some Bible commentators imply

that only the first part of that verse

could have happened right away. They
agree that Abraham was to begin to be
blessed right away, but somehow they

reason that two thousand years would
have to pass before either Abraham or

his descendants could begin “to be a

blessing to all the families of the earth.”

They suggest that Christ needed to

come first and institute his Great Com-
mission. (I call this “The Theory of the

Hibernating Mandate.”)

A more recent and exciting interpre-

tation observes that Israel, as far back
as Abraham, was accountable to share
that blessing with other nations. In the

same way. since the time of the Apos-
tle Paul, every nation which has
contained any significant number of

"children of Abraham’s faith” has been
similarly accountable (but both Israel

and the other nations have mainly failed

to carry out this mandate).
The greatest scandal in the Old Testa-

ment is that Israel tried to be blessed
without trying very hard to be a bless-

ing. However, let’s be careful: the
average citizen of Israel was no more
oblivious to the second part of Genesis

12:1-3 than the average Christian today

is oblivious to the Great Commission!

How easily our study Bibles overlook

the veritable string of key passages in

the Old Testament which exist to

remind Israel (and us) of the mission-

ary mandate: Gen 12:1-3, 18:18, 22:18,

28:14, Ex. 19:4-6, Num. 16:22, Deut.

28:10, 32:21, 2 Chron. 6:33, Ps. 69, 96,

105, Isa. 40:5 42:4, 49:6, 56:3, 6-8, Jer.

12:14-17, Ez. 6:9, Zech. 2:11, Mai. 1:11.

Likewise, today, nations which have

been singularly blessed by God may
choose to resist and try to conceal any

sense of their obligation to be a bless-

ing to other nations. But that is not

God’s will. “Unto whomsoever much is

given, of him shall much be required.”

Thus, how many times in the average

church today is the Great Commission
mentioned? Even less often than it comes

up in the Old Testament! Yet the com-

mission applies. I believe it has been

constantly applicable from the very

moment when it was first given (Gen.

12:1-3). As individual Christians and as

a nation we are responsible “to be a

blessing to all the families of the earth.”

This mandate has been overlooked

dir g most of the centuries since the

apostles. Even our Protestant tradition

plugged along for over 250 years mind-

ing its own business- and its own
blessings (like Israel of old) -until a

young man of great faith and incredi-

ble endurance appeared on the scene

named William Carey.



1st ERA
“Coastlands”

1st ERA
“Coastlands”
1 792 William Carey
(early prophet of 1st Era)

An “under thirty” young man,

William Carey, got into trouble when he

began to take the Great Commission

seriously. When he had the opportun-

ity to address a group of ministers, he

challenged them to give a reason why
the Great Commission did not apply to

them. They rebuked him, saying,

“When God chooses to win the heathen,

He will do it without your help or ours.”

He was unable to speak again on the

subject, so he patiently wrote out his

analysis, “An Enquiry Into the Obliga-

tions of Christians to Use Means for the

Conversion of the Heathens.”

The resulting small book convinced

a few of his friends to create a tiny mis-

sions agency, the “means” of which he

had spoken. The structure was flimsy

and weak, providing only the minimal

backing he needed to go to India.

However, the impact of his example

reverberated throughout the English-

speaking world, and his little book

became the Magna Carta of the Protes-

tant mission movement.

William Carey was not the first

Protestant missionary. For years the

Moravians had sent people to Green-

land, America and Africa. But his lit-

tle book, in combination with the

Evangelical Awakening, quickened

vision and changed lives on both sides

of the Atlantic. Response was almost

instantaneous: A second missionary

society was founded in London: two in

Scotland; one in Holland; and then still

another in England. By then it was
apparent to all that Carey was right

when he had insisted that organized ef-

forts in the form of missions societies

were essential to the success of the

missionary endeavor.

In America, five college students,

aroused by Carey’s book, met to pray

for God’s direction for their lives. This

unobtrusive prayer meeting, later

known as the “Haystack Prayer Meet-

ing,” resulting in an American “means”

-the American Board of Commission-

ers of Foreign Missions. Even more

important, they started a student mis-

sion movement which became the

example and forerunner of other stu-

dent movements in missions to this day.

In fact, during the first 25 years after

Carey sailed to India, a dozen mission

agencies were formed on both sides of

the Atlantic, and the 1st era in Protes-

tant missions was off to a good start.

Realistically speaking, however, mis-

sions in this 1st Era was a pitifully small

shoe-string operation, in relation to the

major preoccupations of most Euro-

peans and Americans in that day. The
idea that we should organize in order

to send missionaries did not come

easily, but it eventually became an ac-

cepted pattern.

Carey’s influence led some women in

Boston to form women’s missionary

prayer groups, a trend which led to

women becoming the main custodians

of mission knowledge and motivation.

After some years women began to go

to the field as single missionaries.

Finally, by 1865, unmarried American
women established women’s mission

boards which, like Roman Catholic

women’s orders, only sent out single

women as missionaries and were run

entirely by single women at home.
In the 1st Era, progress on the field

was painfully, agonizingly, slow. Mis-

sionary after missionary succumbed to

fever, especially in West Africa. Early

missionaries were well aware that they

were probably going to their death. Out

of 35 who went to Ghana between 1835

and 1870, only two lived more than two

years. Yet the Gospel took root and

grew.

Where the Gospel went, the results

were often amazing. As a result, in

1865, missionaries from the Hawaiian

islands (one of the earliest fields) began

to go home. They believed the job was

done. With their withdrawal, the 1st

Era in missions began to decline. But

another was about to begin.

2nd ERA
“Inland”
1865 J. Hudson Taylor
(early prophet of2nd Era)

Hudson Taylor, also under thirty, was

considered impertinent because he

thought he should start a new mission



2nd ERA
“Inland”

3rd ERA
“Unreached Peoples

”

organization. With much trepidation he

did so in 1865, even though that was the

year missionaries were being brought

home from Hawaii. It took 20 years for

other missions to begin to join Taylor

in his special emphasis -the untouched,

inland frontiers.

One reason the 2nd Era began slow-

ly is that many people were confused.

There were already many missions in

existence. Why more? Yet as Taylor

pointed out, all existing agencies were

confined to the coastlands of Africa and

Asia, or islands in the Pacific. People

questioned, “Why go to the interior if

you haven’t finished the job on the

coast?”

Finally, in the late 1880’s, existing

agencies began to re-tool for new fields,

and a rash of new mission agencies

were born with the new inland empha-
sis: the Sudan Interior Mission, African

Inland Mission, Heart of Africa Mis-
sion, Regions Beyond Missionary
Union, as well as others whose names
did not so clearly reflect their

awareness of the new frontiers. The
2nd Era had arrived.

As in the early stage of the 1st Era,

when things began to move, God
brought forth a student movement.
This one was more massive than before

-the Student Volunteer Movement for

Foreign Missions. In the 1880’s and 90’s

there were only l/37th as many college

students as there are today, but the Stu-
dent Volunteer Movement netted
100.000 volunteers who gave their lives

to missions. 20,000 actually went
overseas. As we see it now, the other
80.000 had to stay home to rebuild the
foundations of the missions endeavor.
They began the Laymen’s Missionary
Movement and strengthened existing
women’s missionary societies.

However, as the fresh new college
students of the 2nd Era burst on the

scene overseas, they did not always

fathom how the older missionaries of

the 1st Era could have turned responsi-

bility over to national leadership at the

least educated levels of society. 1st Era

missionaries were in the minority now,

and the wisdom they had gained from

experience was bypassed by the large

number of the new college-educated

recruits. Thus, in the early stages of the

2nd Era, the new missionaries, instead

of going to new frontiers, sometimes

assumed leadership over existing

churches, forcing 1st Era missionaries

and national leadership (which had been

painstakingly developed) into the back-

ground. In some cases this caused a

huge step backward in mission strategy.

By 1925, however, the largest mission

movement in history was in full swing.

By then 2nd Era missionaries had finally

learned the basic lessons they had first

ignored, and produced an incredible

record. They had planted churches in a

thousand new places, mainly “inland,”

and by 1940 the reality of the “younger

churches” around the world was widely

acclaimed as the “great new fact of our
time.” The strength of these churches

led both national leaders and mis-

sionaries to assume that all additional

frontiers could simply be mopped up by
the ordinary' evangelism of the churches

scattered throughout the world. More
and more people wondered if, in fact,

missionaries weren’t needed so badly!

Once more, as in 1865, it seemed logical

to send missionaries home from many
areas of the world.

In 1967, the total number of career

missionaries from America began to

decline (and it has continued to do so to

this day). Why? Christians had been led

to believe that all necessary beachheads
had been established. By 1967, over 90
percent of all missionaries from North
America were working with strong na-

tional churches that had been in ex-

istence for some time.

The facts, however, were not that

simple. Unnoticed by most everyone, an-

other era in missions had begun.

3rd ERA
“Unreached Peoples”
1934 W. Cameron Townsend
(early prophet of 3rd Era)

This era was begun by another young
man. Cameron Townsend, a Student

Volunteer in Los Angeles, was in so

much of a hurry to get to the mission

field that he didn’t bother to finish col-

lege. He went to Guatemala as a “2nd

Era” missionary, building on work which

had been done in the past. In that coun-

try', as in all other mission fields, there

was plenty to do by missionaries work-

ing with established national churches.

But Townsend was alert enough to

notice that the majority of Guatemala’s

population did not speak Spanish. As he

moved from village to village, trying to

distribute scriptures written in the

Spanish language, he began to realize

that Spanish evangelism would never

reach all Guatemala’s people. He was
further convinced of this when an Indian

asked him, “If your God is so smart, why
can’t he speak our language?” He was



just 23 when he began to move on the

basis of this new perspective.

If, in our time, there is any one per-

son comparable to William Carey and
Hudson Taylor, I believe it is Cameron
Townsend. Like Carey and Taylor,

Townsend saw that there were still

Unreached frontiers, and for almost a

half century he has waved the flag for

the overlooked tribal peoples of the

world. He started out hoping to help

older boards reach out to tribal people.

Like Carey and Taylor, he ended up
starting his own mission, Wycliffe Bible

Translators, which is dedicated to reach-

ing these new frontiers. At first he

thought there must be about 500
unreached tribal groups in the world.

(He was judging by the large number of

tribal languages in Mexico alone.) Later,

he revised his figure to 1,000, then

2,000, and now it is closer to 5,000. As
his conception of the enormity of the

task has increased, the size of his organi-

zation has increased. Today it numbers
over 5,000 adult workers.

As happened in the early stages of the

first two eras, the 3rd Era has spawned

a number of new mission agencies.

Some, like the New Tribes Mission,

carry in their names reference to this

new emphasis. The names of others,

such as Gospel Recordings and Mission

Aviation Fellowship, refer to the new
technologies necessary for the reaching

of tribal and other isolated peoples of the

world. Some 2nd Era agencies, like

Regions Beyond Missionary Union, have

never ceased to stress frontiers, and have

merely increased their staff so they can

penetrate further -to people groups

previously overlooked.

More recently many have begun to

realize that tribal peoples are not the on-

ly forgotten peoples. Many other groups,

some in the middle of partially Chris-

tianized areas, have been completely

overlooked. These peoples are being

called the “Unreached Peoples” and are

defined by ethnic or sociological traits

to be people so different from the cul-

tural traditions of any existing church

that missions (rather than evangelism)

strategies are necessary for the planting

of indigenous churches within their par-

ticular traditions.

India will serve as an example. It is

a country of 3,000 sub-nations. Some of

these have been penetrated with the

Gospel of Christ. In fact, about 100 have

some Christians among them. Only 21

have substantial numbers of Christians.

This means that over 2,900 of the sub-

nations of India still have no church
which is native to their particular social

or people group.

If the 1st Era was characterized by
reaching coastland peoples and the 2nd
Era by inland territories, the 3rd Era
must be characterized by “Unreached
Peoples” people groups which are so-

cially isolated. Because this concept has

been so hard to define, the 3rd Era has

been even slower getting started than

the 2nd Era. Cameron Townsend began
calling attention to forgotten peoples in

1934, but only recently has any major
attention been given to them. More
tragic still, we have essentially forgotten

the pioneering techniques of the 1st and

2nd Eras, so we almost need to re-invent

the wheel as we learn again how to ap-

proach groups of people completely un-

touched by the gospel!

However, as the timeline shows, there

is an increasing number of events which

are focusing the church’s attention on

the unfinished task in missions. We are

no longer content to glory in the really

amazing achievements of the mission

movement.
We know that there are at least 16,750

people groups in the “Unreached
Peoples” category. Each one will require

a separate, new missionary beachhead.

Is this too much? Can this be done? Is

there any realism in the slogan gaining

currency, “A Church for Every People by

the Year 2000"?

CAN WE DO IT?
The task is not as difficult as it may

seem, for several surprising reasons. In

the first place, the task is not an Amer-
ican one, nor even a Western one. It will

involve Christians from every continent

of the world. In 1980, we know of over

400 mission agencies in the non-

western world, which are sending over

10,000 missionaries - and the number
is increasing.

More significant is the fact that when
a beachhead is established within a

culture, the normal evangelistic process

which God expects every Christian to be

involved in replaces the mission strategy,

because the mission task of “breaking in"

is finished. Thus, establishing a beach-

head in each “Unreached Peoples” group

by the year 2000 is a goal readily within

our grasp.

Furthermore, “closed countries” are

less and less of a problem, because the

modern world is becoming more and
more interdependent. There are literally

no countries today which admit no
foreigners. Many of the countries con-

sidered “completely closed- like Saudi

Arabia - are in actual fact avidly recant-

ing thousands of skilled people from
other nations. And the truth is, they

prefer devout Christians to boozing,

womanizing secular Westerners.

Thus certain exciting meetings in

1980 -the COWE meeting in Thailand

(see Mission Frontiers, August 1980), the

World Consultation on Frontier Mis-

sions in Edinburgh, and the associated

International Student Consultation on

Frontier Missions (see Mission Frontiers,

December 1980) in the same city -are
all flash points of new departure in this

heating up of the 3rd Era.

Meanwhile, key 2nd Era mission

agencies like the Sudan Interior Mission

are turning their attention to new fields.

SIM’s Gerald Swank has located over a

dozen new beachheads where SIM is

seeking to begin again. The Missouri

Synod Lutheran Church has voted to tri-

ple its missionary force by 1990 in order

to open 10 new major fields where they

will reach “Unreached Peoples.”

At this writing, at least 1,000 local

churches are consciously stepping for-

ward into the 3rd Era with new concern

for remaining frontiers. ACMC (Asso-

ciation of Church Missions Committees)

is a vital new force, getting stronger

every day, which is offering help to any

church which wants to get serious about

the Great Commission.

No one organization has ever been

able to do what a movement can do. We
all can thank God that the 3rd Era is

now an authentic reality, pulling all vital

Evangelical efforts into perspective, and

the single motivating force of the Abra-

hamic mandate and the Great Commis-

sion are giving new compelling purpose

to our generation.

“And this gospel of the kingdom will

be preached in the whole world as a

testimony to all nations (ethne, peoples),

and then the end will come. . . .

Matthew 24:14.

Reprinted from

MISSIONFRONTIERS
February 1981, U.S.

Center for World Missions
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R
AMON LLULL (1232-1316) was a true origi-

nal — poet, storyteller, mystic and philoso-

pher. But his work, except for William Cax-

ton’s 15th-century translation of “The Book

of the Order of Chivalry,” has been hidden from

English-language readers. Now, although most of

Llull’s 263 works remain untranslated, Anthony

Bonner has provided a representative selection that

reveals the many facets of Llull’s complex person-

ality and vision. While he sometimes wrote in Ara-

bic or Latin, the bulk of Llull’s work was in Catalan.

In fact, he was the originator of Catalan literature.

And since the revival of that literature in the last

century, following a period of several hundred

years when there was virtually no Catalan writing,

he has become again a widely read author with real

influence on modern Spanish and Catalan writers.

Born in Majorca shortly after James I of Ara-

gon took it from the Moors, Llull grew up in privi-

leged circles and became a steward in the royal

court. As a young courtier, he found love and poetry

much more fascinating than the great theological

debates of the age, with which, however, he was
well acquainted. He mastered the techniques of

troubadour and amatory verse and tested them, as

it were, in extramarital affairs. Then, abruptly, he

changed. Writing a love poem one night, he saw

Christ on the Cross— a vision that reappeared each

time he tried to return to the poem. He destroyed

his manuscripts, renounced secular life and forsook

his wife, children and possessions.

For nine years after his conversion, Llull lived

under the tutelage of Cistercian monks, studying

theology and Latin texts. He also bought a Moorish

slave, who instructed him in Arabic and Islamic

doctrine. He then retired for a while to a mountain

to meditate. One day as he gazed heavenward, he

received divine inspiration to begin work on his

“Art” — an attempt to relate the created universe

to the nature of God and explain Christian thought

in logical terms that Moslems and Jews would also

find persuasive. He organized schools in which mis-

sionaries could study Arabic and other “pagan”
tongues. For the rest of his life he wrote, preached

and undertook perilous travels. Three trips to North

Africa proved especially risky, two of them ending

in beatings, imprisonment and expulsion and the

third, legend has it, in his death.

• • •

Llull’s influence as a thinker was enormous.
Among his early admirers were the 15th-century

cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, who collected and anno-

tated many of his books; the Renaissance philoso-

pher Giordano Bruno, who published seven studies

of Llull’s ideas; and the German philosopher and
mathematician Leibniz, whose “Dissertatio de Arte

Combinatoria” (1666) seeks to reform and improve
Hull’s system of thought. In all these cases, the pri-

mary focus was on his “Art,” described in Mr. Bon-

ner’s introduction as “a complex system, using

semi-mechanical techniques combined with sym-
bolic notation and combinatory diagrams, which
was to be the basis of apologetics in addition to

being applicable to all fields of knowledge.” More-
over, Llull acquired an unfounded reputation as an
alchemist. No fewer than 77 works on this subject
have been attributed to him. (Six of these, dogeared

David H. Rosenthal, a poet and critic, trans-

lated “Tirant lo Blanc” and Merce Rodoreda’s “My
Christina: And Other Stories” from the Catalan.

and heavily annotated, were in Isaac Newton’s li-

brary.) And with the advent of empiricism, Llull

also acquired some famous detractors, including

Rabelais and Bacon.
Part of Mr. Bonner’s editorial achievement is

to give us a balanced view of Llull, whose purpose
was to instruct even when he entertained or in-

spired. Volume One begins with “The Book of the

Gentile and the Three Wise Men,” Llull’s greatest

essay in apologetics and a relatively painless intro-

duction to his “Art.” “The Book of the Gentile” is

an astonishingly evenhanded account of a courteous

debate about faith among a Christian, a Jew and a

Saracen. Llull clearly thinks the Christian has the

better of it, but no winner is declared. The volume
also contains two denser works explaining how his

“Art” developed. Volume Two includes “Felix, or

the Book of Wonders,” one of Llull’s major novels,

plus a scientific treatise, “Principles of Medicine,”

and a mystical work, “Flowers of Love and Flowers

of Intelligence.” As Mr. Bonner stresses, all these

books are closely related, and Llull perceived them
as presentations of the same system in various

guises and applications.

The most arresting piece is a section of “Felix”

called the “Book of the Beasts.” This allegory con-

cerns the machinations of Dame Reynard, a fox

who sets rivals and superiors against one other,

kills some and persuades her king, the lion, to dis-

pose of others, until at last she is her monarch’s sole

counselor. As the book progresses and Dame Rey-
nard approaches her goal, she grows bolder and
more insatiable, while the lion becomes increas-

ingly murderous and besotted by his accumulated
bloodguilt. Dame Reynard’s story is reinforced by a

secondary tale in which the leopard and the lynx

are sent as ambassadors to the king of men, in

whose court we behold strikingly modern scenes of

graft and corruption. When eight notables complain
to the king about his rapacious appointees, His Maj-
esty, in a classic case of official waffling, refers

them to his council. But the councilors, who receive

a cut of all extorted money, reprove the petitioners

in a scene any big-city politician would recognize.

T
HE “Book of the Beasts” stands out among
medieval fables for the vehemence and
specificity of its assaults on courtly life. In-

stead of a generalized satire on human foi-

bles and fatuity, we find almost Swiftian moral out-

rage at the viciousness of power and what Shake-

speare called the insolence of office. At one hign

point, amid a scene of gluttony and lechery in -he

court of the king of men, Llull (who often appears in

his works as Ramon the Mad) suddenly looms up

before his readers and accuses his own characters

:

“Let neither the king nor queen forget, nor thoir

barons, nor any others, great or small, who eat :d

this hall, that God created all the things which are

on the king’s table, and on those of the others; that

He made them varied and delectable to eat; and He
caused them to be brought from faraway lands Jo

that they might be at the service of man, and so tiat

man might serve God. Let neither the king nor the

queen think that God will forget the improprieties

committed in this hall, in which God is dishonored,

for there is no one here to reprove what is reprov-

able, nor to praise what is praiseworthy, nor to

thank God for the honor which, in this world, He has

bestowed on the king, the queen, and all the

others.”

As one can see from this passage, Mr. Bonner
has resisted what his preface calls “the translator’s

temptation to smooth over what he considers ‘rough

places.’ ” In those selections primarily aimed at

presenting Hull’s thought, this approach does lead

to a kind of transparency. In the more literary se-

lections, however, it works badly. Mr. Bonner
would have done better to vary his style — espe-

cially in “Felix.” This, however, is a minor quibble

about a generous and illuminating introduction to

one of medieval Europe’s most individual thinkers,

who was also one of its earliest vernacular novelists

and the first of the great Iberian mystics.
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The next year his sisters were accused of causing the queen to become sick*

They were cut in two and the queen was carried between their bleeding limbs' "to

cast off the curse the/ Vagi claimed the Christians had put on her, (Duchesne,

Early Hist, of the church, Vol. Ill, p, 383). At once, all Christians were

ordered hunted down and killed. The Zoroastrians pursued them with ferocity.

At first the Christians tried to replace their bishop, but as soon as a new

bishop was elected, ho was killed^ until after five years the Christians gave

up the effort, and left the chair vacant for twenty years. The reign 61 “lasted

until the death of the King (Sapor 3.1 ) in 379 A„D.

8. Reorganisation of the Church, (380-828 ,h.D_.)

When the terrors of the persecutions had ended, with the accession

of iaphor TIT in 33 A.D., the Church of the East began to reorganize itself.

Its two great centers were Arbela ill the north, which was the great missionary

center, and S3leuc La-Ctesiphon in the South, the winter capitol of the empire.

Balk centers had oeen evangelized from Sdessa.

In the ya.r iilO a.D, The Council of Seleucia gave the Church of the

East -its first national organisation. The Council proclaimed the supremacy of

the 3ishop of the capitol, Soleuci a-Ctesiphon, over the vhole Church. Under

him it recognized five great metropolitan dioceses (archbishoprics )-A.rbela for

Adiabene (Assyria); Rei-Lapat (Gundosapour ) for Susiana the summer capital;

Uisibi.s for the Roman Frontier; frat (Sassora) for the province of the lower
river; and 3eit-Selok (1’erkuk) for Garamers,

It is important to note that this Persian Council of Seleucia was

recognized by the Western Church, which sent a representative, and that it was
not considered herstical, 'Wofficially adopted the Nicene Creed. Nestorius,

for whose alleged heres/ the Church of the East has always been condemned, was

at that time only an 18 -year -old boy, preparing to study law In far-off Roman
Antioch,

it i3 also important to note that the Persi an government officially

RECOGNIZED T^'E Oriental Church at this council. The King himself, Jazdgerd I,
(d. 820 A.D.) called the bishops together, .just as the Roman Emperor Constantine,
had summoned the Council of Nicea 8 5 years earlier. At the same time, like Con-
stnni.no, Jazdgerd issued an edict of religious toleration. The parallel between
the two Emperors was not unnoticed by the Christian world. It was even reported
i.i Constantinople t at the Persian King was about bo turn Christian. This was
not true. Gut he did order church buildings reouilt, and received in royal au-
dience the new Patriarch (G ibholi.cos) of the Oriental Church, Isaac, bishop of
Seleucia-Cte sipuna. (Duchesne, JIT , ?. 367 )

Ton years later a second Council was hold, .in 820 A.D., and moved
to establish closer relations with the Vestcrn Church, Gut in that same year
Jazd ;rd I died, his son, jahrani V, was no friend of the church. The Christi-
ana .nid begun to convert Large numbers of Zoroastrians, and this enraged the
oovjriul a 1 who timed the King's mind against the Christians. Ear two years
a ri .oond ; ro t Jt.vsaeuti an swept tie church (820-822 A.D.) v/hi ch ended only
;'b’' T Nrhi do feat b* a Roman (Uyzantine) army from Constantinople,

A IKviJ
1
’'••a"! wee h Id ~'hon the persecution ended, sometime between

1
VV — .{>•/ A-0, l>r\4tv .0 u_ n-eMp of tv

*o Pntri'-rch Dadiso the Council
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declared the ecclesiatical independence of the Oriental Church from the Churches

of the West. This action was taken to provent further intrigue by Constantinople:'

to increase its power over the church in Persia following the Byzantine victory

in L»22 A.D. No religious matters, it was decreod, were to be carried to the

Western Church for decision; the highest authority in the church was henceforth

to be its own Persian patriarch, the Bishop of Sdeucia-Ctesiphono (Duchesne III.

389) Thvis was finally cut the apostolic, ecclesiastical ties which had bound

che Church of the Hast to the Church of the West for three hundred years through

the eastern bishop’s nominal subordination to the Patriarch of Antioch*

This was the real beginning of separation. The next two hundred years

(U20—6U0 ^av/ the rift between Hast and West gradually grow wider. Three

powerful forces pulled the two churches apart. The first was Political ; the

enmity between home and Persia. The second was ecc lesiastical; the growing inde-

pendent strength of the Persian Church’s organization. The third was theologic al 1

the Nestorian controversy.

b Tho liestorian ' Controversy (Ji2h -Itbl A.D u )

About fi ve years after the Third Persian Council (Ij22~ii2i.; A „D« ) had

declared the Church of the Hast independent of the West (i«H» in h2
r

( A„D.) a Syr-

ian priest from Antioch, the Scholar-monk Ilactorius, was elected Patriarch of

Constantinople, a position which claimed equality with the Pope in Home. At his

installation ho said dramatically to the Emperor, ’’Give me, o Prince, a country

purged of heretics, and I will give you heaven,, 1
’ (Waco and Perice, oje. cit .

,

"Nestorius" ) . But suddenly, before ho had b on patriarch four years, he found

hims If accused of heresy by another patriarch, his great rival Cyril of Aledan-
dr u The theological background for this predicament was the fifth century
controversy b.;two~n the schools of Antioch and Alexandria about the nature of

Jesus Christ and the relationship between his deity and his humanity. There was

also a political background to the controversy; the rivalry between the patriac-

hates of Constantinople and Alexandria for ecclesiastical supremacy in the Hast.

The theological issue was a complicated one. Tho Nicone Creed had said

(in 32b A.D.) that Christ is God, and that ho is also Man. In that case, said
some Christian he is two persons - >no is God and one is Man. No, said the orth-

odox, hw is only one. But in order to preserve the oneness, theologians tended
to weaken either his dtity or his humanity, for complete God and complete Man too

strongly implied duality of person.

The School of Aloxa a dria , led by Cyril its patriarch, took the latter

approach. It weakened His humanity and stressed His deity. Its mein interest

was in redemption, it was natural therefore to emphasise Christ's deity, for only

a divine Christ could save sinners. But in so doing the Alex/cundrians almost

lest sight of Christ's h>unan nature. Sew vwx it, avuiYt ^
Ivvn, dwA V*rdX\ -t (L)u»\i/ sly Hvy\|lv -

WtllA luttyykv'J

due Schoo l of Antio ch took precisely tho opposite vi ../point, and weake-
n'd Christ ’a deity by stressing his humanity, Antioch was as much interested in
ethics as in redemption. It therefore emphasized Christ’s humanity, for only a

co plainly human Christ could be an ethical and moral example to men. Neither
School of eours -• denied that Christ wnd both God and ban. Both thought they were
ortho rx. It was a matter of difference of emphasis s w -It,

^
u,*Z-T

"U Uv^> auii.tfcVKi Uji —' ^ (.ill*
J?.
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Tho two leaders of tho School of Antioch were Theodore of Mopsuestfa^

and his pupil, Nostoriun. Theodore of Mopsudstia (3pO-li28 A.D.) is important

as tho- father of tho Extern Church’s Theology. He was born in Antioch, and

though ho had intended to sudy law he was persuaded by his friend Chrysostom,

the greatest preacher of' Ms century, to enter a monastery. In 392 A.D. ho was

made Bishop of Mopsues ti a whore ho ruled the church for thirty-six years. His

greatest famo was is an expositor of Scripture, and to this day ho is called-

"The Interpreter" By the East Syrians . His principle of Biblical exposition was

exact, literal interpretation, rejecting not .only Origan's fanciful aliegorism,

but oven tho more common prophetical and typological i aiorprstations of some

Bible passages. For example, he rejected the Book of ^ob because it was drama,

and accohtid only four P.saims as kensiauic ($s , 2, , hf, 110) . In th nolo yy he

disagreed with Augustine and leaned to the Pelagian side. To him sin is a weak-

ness rather than a disease, and as usual, when the doctrine of sin is weak his

doctrine of the saviour from sin was also v/eak. Christ was only "a man, indiss-

olubly united to Cod through tho promanent indwelling of tho logos". Theodore
was " Mestorian beforo Wester i us" ,

says tho church historian 3.J. Kidd (Hist, of

tho Church to A.D. I46I, vol III, Oxford 1922, pp. 196-196 ff.)

Theodore’s pupil, Mestorius, roso to groat power in the church, as we

have seen, first as Bishop of Antioch, and then as Patriarch in Constantinople.

Reflecting tho School of Antioch's concern for tho complete humanity of Christ,

but not wishing to soom to deny his deity, Nestoriustried to reserve the comple-

,ho humanity by insisting that it was seoarate :
tnsss of th

.

from Christ’s deity, thus
weakening the unity of bis person* .Ho therefore objected to the common practice
of calling Mary, ’’The Bother of Cod" (Theotokos - lit. "Cod-bearer”) Christ's
birth, ho insisted, was human, not dirino. It was not Christ's deity that Mary
brought to birth, but Christ's humanity. She should therefore bo called "Mother

of Christ", not "Mother of 3od".

This was precisely tho opportunity that his rival, the Bishop of Alexa-
ndria, had boon hoping for. Cyril hud two reasons for seeking the downfall of

Mestorius. The first «ras political, dp to the end of fourth century Alexandria-
had been the gre test patriarchate in the Christian -world next to Rome, But the
Second Ecumenical Council, (Constantinople

, 31 A.D.) had declared that the Bis-
hop of Constantinople was superior to tho Bishop of Alexandria. The Old order
of precedence had been Rome, Alexandria, and Constantinople. How ? t was Rome,
Constantinople a 1 Alexa idria. So Cyril of Alexandria was intensely jealous of
Mestorius of Constantinople

, In addition bo this political enmity, was a theo-
logy c. 1 rivalry. lestor' is was a champion of the Antioch school of theology
Against the Alexandrian school . Go when Mestorius criticized tho popular term
0 veneration for the Virgin Vary, "Mother of God", Cyril qu'ekly say his oppor-
tunity and accused Mm of* heresy.

The Council of EpMsus, l;31 A.D. tried to compromise tho quarrel by
condemning both Mentor Lus and Cyril, decreeing that Mostorius was wrong in rofu-
Mng to use tho title "Mother of God" for Mary; while Cyril -was wrong in denying
t At Christ had two distinct natures. But t v e two men reacted to tho condemna-
tion In different vnyn , Cyril bribed his way beck into power.

1 $ -
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V • The :?£3T0iTTfUJ Id ARABIA (to 6l£ AjO.)

For a fovr critical years before Pt-'Saia fall to the sweep'1 a;; armies

of the Arab conquerors and turned Mohammedan, the balance of _ history sftejjea

about to fall in the other direction. It appeared tuat Araoxa raigao • «^o,.e

Christian. How greatly tMd would have changed tno whole history at *sia.

1. The Bartholomew tradition. Some scholars believe that the coun-

try which the second~"6ntu ry 'a'fssi ona'ry Faitaonus called "Tnd.?a' !

,
-r*s really

South Arabia. He found there Christians who attributed the first xn.ro -i.ion

of Christianity to their country to the Apostle lartholonew. out toe

i 3 uncertain, and the ^graphical definition v*ry vague* (Sec Ease eras, c.cc.

Hist. V. 10 j and K.S. iatou^atte, hist , of Snp. vo] . I, p. Id?)

2 . Tho TheopVdlus Mission, (on. 360 A.D.). In the tou^tb century,

according to tfta~SccloslastTc^TOTory of Photius of Philostorgius (3k. r~S ch.

1,5 in Mien*. Pat7 Grfian rTaTTT.^r *>l's • Wl-kte)

,

hho Emperor _Constantius
, _

son of Constantine',‘ sent Theophilus, an Arlan, on a miss ‘on to Southern Arabia,

Ethiopia, "and other parts of India". He worked among tho dinyor: tes in n; -

ntw called Yemen, in south-west Arabia, converting the ruler, and building. church

in the capital, San 1 a, Adau (Aden?) and at fiormua at the mouth of the Persian Sea,

3 . The Nestorian Expansion. (5th and Oth o.) Renan influence m
Arabia, howev.r, did not last, and the off active Christian occupation of Araoi3

did not ooour until the next century when Historian Christianity from Forsi*
.

moved south into the lusort3 end almost won Arabia for tho faith. Lie stcu /
j.s

sumari zed in John Stewart's 'historian !•’ ana ry fkitoiyriso ,
chapter I ,05-

torianism in Arabia" (pp. HO-YT}

.

The first introduction of -Jos tor) misn into Arab! ; is associ . -ed with

the name of Hayyan, a warchant from Yoaion. The aocpunl is found D.n The_ Cook of

tho .?irayarito3 by A::ol Mobarg, quoting fragments of tho Kost:>rian 'Jh-»o«:-o_e ot

SSarrT fo 1. Atldai t>cher in Patrologia Orlentalio, vol • whi'Ji • •: r * : »te baa«r

to tho 6th century. Tho C.hr ml Cxlo fc oil s of a easiness trip o •f -'
1 1 r0:

1

' s.;>*n

to Constantinoplo, and of his return oy way of Persia in tho reign of i isd 1
•. n d

I (399-1420). Yfhilo in Kirbha (or Hira) in souther 1 Mesopotamia ho met n group of

Historian Christians and was converted. From thure he sot out to v »t ’.rn homo

and suoousafnlly nvaugolieed the j-.rabs in his nutivo Yemen.

In <23 \ ,D. , the Christians of Yemen cane under persecution at the

hands of the Jewish king of that country, v asruc, * They appealed for help to t o

Christian Ki ssi da, ..nd, aided by the Christian King of a leighoori

Arao city, uajran, were able to overthrow the ruling Jewish dynasty, ieihen, the

goan+nry of tho Hijuyaritou , thus became Christian, cut not for long. Yemen soorj

became * nvei.vnd in \ strug :1.3 for power against the Arab stronghold ot w-occa

about lf)0 miles to tho north. Tho Christian King of Yemen, I.iug Abraha attacked

Mecca in <6? A.D. but w;>e thr-rm pack in defeat bv tbs fierce true of the

Koreish (see tho Korean, oh. 109). ’Vho knows bow historv might have born chqng-j

od if tho Christianaand not the forelsh, had boon successful, for three years

later a baby vas born in Mecca, who, had he grown up in a Christian city, right

have ooeiplntr-jly ruv^rs^d th . course of religious world history. That baby's

nano whs Kohanir/umi.

20
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among tv.3 Turk! or Huns • The tribal kings of the Turks were accepting the
new fait>h and bringing whole bes into the church with them.' 3y 7 ; il i.J,

They had their first Turkish Archbishop, in that year Timothy the historian
Patriarch -wrote to the Christians in Syria (jVaronitos ) that another teib i

king had become Christian. "The king of the Turks ”

,

he -wrote, "with :o. rly
all (the inhabitants of) bin country has left his ancient idolatry and has
become cirristian and has bocorce ,r»-i

a Metropolitan for his country;
306)

u.. istian and he has .requested us to event
i this wo have done," (yin-yuia, on ci^___ ’ XP,

c h -
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The Celts originated in Alpine Europe at least six centuries

before Christ. Over a period of several hundred years they migrated

across the continent and two familiar groups settled in the British

isles: the Gaels in Ireland and Scotland and the Britons in England

and Wales. Contrary to popular legend, Christianity reached the

Celts well before the time of Patrick. Some theories have various

Apostles - James# Simon Zelotes# Peter - visiting Britain. A

popular English legend has Joseph of Arimathea in company with Mary

Magdalene and Philip bringing the Holy Grail and the founding the

monastery at Glastonbury. * Less romantic versions believe that

Britons came in contact with Paul's preaching as prisoners in Rome

and/or first century Roman colonists and legionaries brought the

faith with them. A final# more likely theory has Greek Christians

from Lyons# France escaping a second century persecution by fleeing

to the isles and then spreading their Christian faith.

Holiness to the Celt was embodied in the image of the monk

"who by uncompromising ascetic discipline detaches himself from love

of father and mother# wife and children# from love of self and even

of life# and abides in the monastic family." Monastic ideals

first reached the Celts with St. Ninian# who as a young man studied

in Rome and came in contact with stories of the early monastic ex-

periments in Egypt. Ninian imported the ideas to Western Scotland

during the fourth century where he founded the first of the great

Celtic monasteries: Candida Casa. Students flocked to the monastic

1. James Hanna# A History Of The Celtic Church From Its Incep-
tion To 1153 (Ann Arbor# Michigan: Edwards Brothers# 1963), p. 15.

2. Francis MacManus, Saint Columban (New York: Sheed & Ward,
1962), p. 7.
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school from Britain and Ireland and eventually built monasteries

based on Ninian's in their own areas.

Towards the end of this century was born the most famous of

Irish saints - Patrick (b. 389?) who was definitely from a Roman

family and just as definitely not Irish at all! He may have been

Scots , Welsh, English or even French. ^Patrick entered Irish history

as a slave captive forced to tend the sheep of an Irish chieftain.

He turned to God in loneliness, managed to escape by walking two

hundred miles to a ship after six years of captivity, and never

forgot the Irish people. As a monk, he heard their voices in a vi-

sion calling him to evangelize them. Patrick returned to Ireland

as a missionary bishop around 432. There was almost certainly

some groundwork preceding him in the form of a bishop named Palla-

dius and students from the monasteries of Scotland. However,

Patrick's was the personality and the organizational ability need-

ed to make Christianity take effective hold. Patrick was the model

of the Roman style bishop, exercising central authority in the best

way for the good of all. He was not really part of the Celtic

monastic tradition as it later developed, in which the role of a

Bishopjwith ties to the Roman system was subservient to the abbot

of an independent monastery.

During the fourth, fifth and sixth centuries the great monas-

teries of Ireland developed - Clonmacnoise , Clonfert, Bangor.

Monastery meant a collection of bee-hive shaped huts, grouped

3. Hanna, A History Of The Celtic Chu rch, p. 23.
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around larger huts which served as church, library and refectory,

the whole enclosed in an earthen rampart.

4

The psalms were sung

eight times a day in the form of prayer called "Divine Office".

Learning was held in high regard? manuscripts were painstakingly

copied and beautifully illumined. Monks were scholars, artists

and musicians, but also farmers, laborers and builders - com-

pletely self sustaining. Diet was meagre, often only one meal a

day, sleep interrupted and penances harsh. Monasteries were au-

tonomous, ruled by an abbot who was elected for a life term and

who often acted as a type of bishop for the surrounding area.

Each monastic center was also a school for young boys, many of whom

remained to become monks.

Such a one was Columban, born around 540 to a Leinster chief.

As a boy, he was tall, personable and extremely good looking, at-

tracting an unusual amount of female attention. He was advised by

a hermit to flee this temptation by entering a distant and strict

monastic school. This he did, literally stepping over the body of

his sobbing mother, prostrate in the doorway as she tried to pre-

vent his departure. J Columban became a monk and eventually head

of the teaching department at St. Comgall's great monastery of

Bangor. At the age of fifty, he developed the desire to become

a "peregrini" or wanderer - an exile for the love of God. By

this time, the great Roman civilization on the continent had been

over run by succeeding waves of barbarian invasion, leaving only

4. Diana Leatham, The Celtic Sunrise (London: Hodder &

Stoughton, 1951) , p. 19.

5. Diana Leatham, They Built On Rock (Glasgow: The Celtic
Art Society, 1948), p. 160.
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Ireland and western Scotland as outposts of the early Christian

civilization. Beginning with Columban and extending over the next

two centuries , a steady stream of white clad monks carried this

Celtic culture back to the continent. The typical missionary monk

carried a stout walking stick, a leather satchel of books and per-

haps a harp. The leader rang a small bell as they walked. Colum-

ban took with him twelve disciple monks and sailed for Gaul. They

settled in the area of modern Burgundy and began building on the

site of Roman ruins in the midst of a forested anarchy. The

Merovingian rulers were sunk in a state of bloodthirsty immorality;

the local clergy was uneducated and largely ineffective. ^

Columban was eventually to establish three monasteries in

Burgundy - Annegray, Luxeuil and Fontaines. Each expanded in

the same way. Local people were first attracted to the sound of

the monks’ chanting of the psalter. Drawn by the order and holiness

of the inhabitants - such a contrast to the bloody chaos surround-

ing them - young men flocked to become novices, parents sent

their sons to be educated and sick people came seeking healing.

The problem of these monks as they became reknowned for holiness

7
was that "the world they had fled pursued them." Columban

sought out a forest cave (which he took from a bear!) and made it

into a retreat. It was here that he wrote out the rule by which

they lived. He copied the ideals of Bangor in a document that

established "love of God with all your heart, mind and strength

and thy neighbor as thyself" as the number one priority. Men

6. Hanna, A History Of The Celtic Church, p. 31.

7. MacManus, Saint Columban, p. 38.
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were told to live under one father (the abbot) and in the company

of many monks that they might learn from each one a different

virtue. The lifestyle was harsh and monks were advised to "come

weary to bed, walking almost in sleep, and to rise from sleep be-

fore it is finished." ®

Columban ’s writings included Penitentials or codes of sins

and corresponding penances for both monks and laymen. Each monk

had an Anam-chara or "soul-friend" as an advisor and confessor.

To him, the monk confessed monastic faults and personal sins.

The anam-chara then assigned an appropriate penance for expiation.

Monastic penances ranged from six strokes for forgetting to bless

food, to fifty strokes for idle gossip, to imposed silence, fasting

or ostracism for graver sins. Penances might involve protracted

periods of psalm singing in either cross or prostrate body position.

Psalm 119 was a favorite penitential assignment! In the Roman Church,

sins could only be forgiven once in a lifetime by a system of public

penance that could be an agony for the shy or the proud. As word

of the monastic system spread, penitents flocked to the monasteries

for forgiveness, penance and spiritual advice. This led to the

writing of the Penitential codes as a guide for monks involved in

this ministry. 9 Although the Roman church eventually absorbed

most of the unique customs of the Celts, this method of forgiveness

overcame the practice of public penance, thus making private con-

fession the norm for Roman Catholics. In an apologia for the

harshness of monastic penances, Columban wrote that "men disfigured

by the dust and rubble of invasion and catastrophe need heroic

8. MacManus, Saint Columban , p. 48.

9, Ibid, , pp. 74, 75.



human and superhuman efforts for restoration." ^

After more than a decade of unimpeded growth in Burgundy,

Columban entered upon a period of both political and ecclesiastical

opposition. Politics centered about the old teutonic Queen Brun-

hilda who was ruling through her weak and sexually dissolute grand-

son Theuderic. When Columban refused to bless Theuderic's illegi-

timate children, a situation resembling that of biblical prophet

versus Israeli king ensued. Local clergy would not support the

monks since they resented Columban' s insistence upon keeping cer-

tain Celtic customs such as a different method of reckoning the date

for Easter and the celtic style of tonsure - shaving the head from

ear to ear and leaving the back hair long. The one gift lacking in

Columban was a knack for diplomacy and this led to his eventual ban-

ishment from Burgundy. ^

After a number of adventures, Columban and his original Irish

companions spent some time in Switzerland. One of his closest

friends was the linguist monk. Gall. When Columban decided upon a

continuation of their journey with Lombardy in northern Italy as a

goal. Gall was sick with a fever and asked to stay behind. Annoyed

and hurt, Columban granted the permission but levied a severe pen-

ance on the younger monk - he was not to celebrate mass until

Columban died. Gall recovered, obeyed the prescription, and went

on to found the famous monastery of St. Gall. Columban crossed the

Alps with the remaining monks and duplicated his work in Burgundy

among the barbarian Lombards. His last monastery was at Bobbio,

built when Columban was seventy. In November of 615, he bade his

10. MacManus, Saint Columban, p. 57.

11. Leatham, They Built On Rock , pp. 171 - 173.
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fellow monks to send his staff to Gall with word that he would be

dead by the time the message arrived. Gall might once again cele-

brate the holy sacrifice. Three years after his death, a young

monk named Jonas entered the monastery at Bobbio and undertook to

write Columban‘s biography. Because he was in a position to inter-

view many people who had actually known the founder, his biography

is unusually complete and factual compared to the hagiography of

. 1

2

the time.

Columban was followed by a stream of Celtic missionaries to

all parts of the continent. They included a number of saints

Killian, Fiacre, Colman - and penetrated even into the Slavic

countries. Though the great monasteries they founded eventually

switched to the milder Benedictine lifestyle, they are rightly

credited with keeping the light of civilization alive in otherwise

hopeless chaos.

12. MacManus, Saint Columban , p. 227.
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The purpose of this exercise is to investigate certain pertinent facts re-

garding the life of IJinfnd (later called Boniface) and the expansion of Christi-

anity in central Europe during the 8th century.

The introduction and prologue examine the sources of and reasons for Willi-

bald's biography. Boniface left an important, if not extensive, collection of his

oun writings (often only fragments of a complete work)', "primarily letters (usual-

ly sent to abbots and bishops he had consecrated, popes and secular rulers) deal-

ing with church administration and doctrine, a grammar text, poems and sermons

(on such topics as love, humility, justice and truth). Lul, Boniface’s successor,

and Degingoz, the Bishop of Wuerzburg, asked Willibald to write the biography

which he completed shortly before 768 (14 years after Boniface's death). There

was a great demand for a history of the Saint who was so well known in Britain,

the Frankish territories, Germany and Italy. Willibald's effort suffers for two

reasons: 1) an uneven style and poor grammar; and 2) lack of citations/references

to the original documentation that he purportedly consulted.

From Boniface’s early life, the following points are salient; 1) came from

a well-to-do family; 2) early call to the priesthood (supposedly at the age of

five); 3) father objected (he hoped that his son would pursue a business career),

but recanted when he mysterioulsy fell ill; 4) entered the Benedictine monastery

at Exeter; 5) first-class student excelling in history, grammar/rhetoric, and

biblical studies; 6) pious and spent touch time in meditation, prayer and at the

mass (there was a certain mystical quality about him that was hard for his col-

leagues to describe); 7) frugal arid practiced hard manual labor and strong as-

cetic discipline; 8) refused advancement (ordination) in the order until he

deemed himself, at the age of 30, to be intellectually and spiritually fit for

service to God; and 9) in light of his considerable talents and because itinerant

monks were then common in Britain, his abbot sent him as an instructor to other

monasteries. He became the ecclesiastical adviser to the King of the West Saxons

and was authorized to negotiate all church issues with local bishops. Boniface



functioned as a skillful secular diplomat while maintaining close ties uith his

Benedictine comrades and a cordial relationship uith the Archbishop of Canter-

bur y.

Because of his diplomatic experience and reputation, he uas asked to inter-

vene in a dispute between the Franks and the Frisians. Radbod, King of Frisia,

had revolted against Duke Charles. Frankish churches in Frisia were destroyed and

the clergy murdered. This demonstrates the danger of the church being associated

with a specific government or ruler. Revolts against Frankish lords were coupled

uith violent assaults on the church as a r epresentative of this foreign domina-

tion. Boniface uas instructed to proceed first to Rome and uas given a letter of

introduction from his abbot to the pope. Reasons were not given uhy he initially

uas sent to Rome, but this action indicates that close ties existed between Eng-

land and the papacy. Boniface accepted the charge and left for the continent. Fie

uas received by Pope Gregory II who asked him to make an inspection tour of the

German territories on behalf of the Holy See.

Before undertaking the papal commission, Boniface fulfilled his original

Frisian call. Radbod had died and Boniface uas able to enter the service of Arch-

bishop Uillibrord. He spent three years in Frisia helping to re-establish the

church. He then began his German mission. He had a tuo-fold strategy: 1) attack

all forms of heathen superstition; and 2) establish monasteries as centers of

worship, learning and administration. For his success, he uas recalled to Rome

and made a bishop. Boniface’s consecration oath (provided in a foot note) stres-

sed: 1) the universality of the Roman Church; 2) complete obedience to the pope;

and 3) Trinitarian orthodoxy (Arianism uas still a viable alternative for many

people). Boniface uas sent back to Germany. Gregory II asked Duke Charles to act

as Boniface’s offical patron. Papal and royal support were both important for the

success of this mission. A critical problem would later arise that uas not then

addressed in Gregory’s request to Charles for assistance: In the event of a con-

flict between royal and papal authority or instruction, which one governs?

2
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-The story of Boniface’s felling of the oak tree sacred to Jupiter at Geis-

mar is related in great detail (the only German event so treated). It is of par-

ticular significance because it demonstrates a governing principle of his mis-

sionary tactic: no accomodation to pagan practice if the same could not be trans-

formed into an aspect of Christian service. Boniface’s success attracted more

British monks to the continent. Although he made use of their service, Boniface,

to the extent that it was feasible, dreu on local converts for assistance.

He uas called to Rome again, this time by Gregory III. His missionary

charge uas nou altered. Gregory asked him to reorganize the church in Bavaria and

parts of the Ostmark (Austria). Boniface took the f ollouing action: 1) divided

the area into four neu dioceses and appointed neu bishops to preside over them;

2) dismissed unfit priests and bishops; 3) sought and obtained the support and

cooperation of local rulers; 4) strengthened ties to Rome; and 5) ensured ortho-

dox instruction of the faith. His great success in this undertaking brought him

to the attention of the tuo neu rulers of the Franks, Karl der Grosse and his

brother, Pippin. They asked Boniface to undertake similar reforms for the Frank-

ish church. Boniface accomplished the following: 1) removed morally corrupt or

heretical clergy; 2) enforced clerical vous; 3) ended the sale of church offices

by unethical bishops: 4) reaffirmed orthodox teaching by stressing the principles

propounded by the first four church councils (traces of Arianism still existed);

and 5) organized local synods so that uniform action could be taken applicable to

all Fr ankish churches.

Boniface then returned to Frisia where his colleagues were attempting to

convert the remaining pagans in the area. He and his companions were attacked by

heathens. Uhen his retainers sought to defend him with arms, Boniface ordered

them to put up their weapons and to trust in God. Boniface was slain while hold-

ing a Bible over his head to ward off the blows of his assailants.

Of Boniface’s many outstanding qualities, ten factors may be cited as

having special significance for the history of Christian misssions: 1) personal

3
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piety, devotion and (at times) mystical fervor; 2) scholarship of the first-rank,

e.g., he uas an expert historian and biblicist; 3) the importance of biblical

study and preaching; 4) accomodation to local customs, but not if Christian or-

thodoxy would be compromised; 5) administrator, reformer and diplomat (enthusiasm

and idealism were united with pragmatism and organizational skills); 6) coopera-

tion with local rulers while maintaining his independence and freedom of action

(a critical achievement not often matched by his successors); 7) loyality to Rome

conjoined with a belief in the universal church; 8) doctrinal orthodoxy (the same

faith everywhere preached); 9) frugal, even ascetic, lifestyle coupled with a

strong sense of personal and community discipline; and 10) people were impressed

by and converted because of both his teaching and his mode of living.

Without doubt one of the most remarkable individuals in the history of the

church. A man whom I have long admired since I visited his Benedictine monastery

at Fulda and prayed at his tomb. Would that I had his talent, skill, dedication

and spiritual strength. Here indeed was a man of service to God.

4
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,£eorge Whitefield: Evangelist Extraordinary
by Kenneth Cain Kinghorn

Drunk for a penny, dead-drunk for two pence, clean

straw for nothing”—thus reads a statement on

Hogarth’s famous engraving of 18th-century England.

The Industrial Revolution had rapidly spawned mills,

mines and factories. Rural folk poured into dismal city

slums, and in their misery they became what Disraeli

referred to as ‘‘The Other Nation.” It was into such a

place and time that George Whitefield was born.

For the most part the churches had fallen into a dull

and listless existence. In general, religion was at best

tolerated; and more often than not, it was scorned as

irrelevant.

In the midst of this discouraging religious scene God
blessed England with one of its most significant religious

revivals. One of those whom God called and anointed for

a powerful ministry to England in those times was George
Whitefield.

Whitefield was born December 16, 1714, in Gloucester,

England. His father, an innkeeper, died when George was
two years old. Young Whitefield worked in the inn until

his mother sent him to school when he was 12. At school

he attracted a great deal of attention by his oratori-

cal and theatrical skills. During his early teen years

he directed his attention toward having a good time:

frivolous thoughts, silly activities, truancy filled his

days—and he embraced irreligious views.

Seeing a way to earn his expenses as a ‘‘sizar”

(servant), Whitefield entered Oxford when he was
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18 years old. His religious sensitivities were stimulated
when he read “A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life,”

by William Law. Whitefield soon found fellowship with
John and Charles Wesley, fellow Oxford students, who
were also seeking to know God. These three, along with
about 12 others, called themselves the Holy Club.

This group of earnest seekers, led by John and Charles
Wesley, were not always wise in their seeking God. They
not only sought to be holy, but they strove to be the most
holy. Moreover, the members of the group sought God's
favor more through their own good works than through
God’s grace. But their motives, however misguided, were
sincere. Whitefield’s spiritual quest drove him into ex-

haustion and he had to return to his home, a sick young
man.
During his illness he continued to read his Bible and

began to see that God does not expect us to make our-

selves holy. He came to understand that we are reconciled

to God through the work of Christ—not through our own
merit. At last Whitefield trusted wholly in Christ for his

salvation. He wrote of his spiritual transformation: ‘‘The

spirit of mourning was taken from me, and I knew what
it was truly to rejoice in God my Savior; and, for some
time, could not avoid singing psalms wherever I was.” 1

Whitefield’s conversion to Christ came about seven
weeks after Easter in 1735— some three years before

John and Charles Wesley entered into

their own heart-warming conversion ex-

periences.

Soon after this great spiritual change
in Whitefield’s life, he was ordained at

the age of 21. He preached his first

sermon the Sunday following his

ordination, and it had an im-
mediate and powerful effect on
his hearers. From Whitefield’s

continued on next page
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first sermon God’s anointing clearly rested on him in great
power. One biographer comments, “There was no slow
winning of fame in Whitefield’s case. From the very begin-

ning to the very end of this man’s ministry, with very
few exceptions, he preached only to crowded
congregations.” 2 Far from making him proud, his

popularity made him grow in humility. He often signed
his letters “

. . . Less than the least of all, George
Whitefield.” 3

Gradually the ministers of the Church of England

"Far from making him proud,
his popularity made him grow in

humility. He often signed his letters

. . Less than the least of all,

George Whitefield'
"

closed their pulpits to him. Whitefield was introduced

to the notion of field preaching by Howel Harris, a Welsh
lay minister who had begun an open-air ministry in his

area. Clergymen were expected to confine themselves to

a narrow sphere of activity; and though gambling and
drunkenness were tolerated among the clergy, evan-

gelistic fervor was not socially acceptable.

Even though church doors were closing to Whitefield,

he was at first reluctant to engage in field preaching. But
Whitefield’s heart was deeply burdened for the un-

churched, and finally he plunged into a ministry of open-

air preaching. His journal tells how he felt about his deci-

sion: “My bowels have long since yearned toward the poor

colliers, who are very numerous, and as sheep having no
shepherd. After dinner, therefore, I went upon a mount,
and spake to as many people as came unto me. They were

upwards of 200. Blessed be God that I have now broken
the ice! I believe I never was more acceptable to my
Master than when I was standing to teach those hearers

in the open fields.” 1

The following day Whitefield preached in a mining dis-

trict, and this time the crowd had multiplied to 2,000.

The third outdoor service drew 5,000 spiritually starved

miners. Thereafter throngs of 20,000 were common.
John Wesley shortly followed Whitefield in “taking to

the fields.” It can be safely stated that the field preaching

of George Whitefield, John Wesley and a growing number
of Wesley’s lay preachers, gave birth to England’s 18th-

century revival and to the great movement of Methodism.
Luke Tyerman writes, “It may be fairly doubted whether
Wesley’s preaching in 1739 would have attracted the at-

tention which it did, if Whitefield had not preceded him
in 1737.

”

4

Whitefield’s evangelism took him throughout the

British Isles, and seven times he visited America. His-

torians agree that Whitefield was one of the major con-

tributors to the powerful spiritual revival in the American
Colonies, commonly referred to as The First Great Awak-
ening. Doubtless, an important dimension of Whitefield’s

astounding success as an evangelistic preacher was his

emphasis on the love and grace of God. With a magnifi-

cent voice, frequent tears and perfect diction, Whitefield
offered the Good News that God loves the vilest sinners

and can make them what they could only dream of becom-
ing. Like parched pilgrims, the crowds drank in the
Gospel, and thousands turned to Christ.

Another important dimension of Whitefield’s successful

ministry was his life of spiritual discipline. He gave
himself diligently to fasting, Bible study and much prayer.

An example of Whitefield’s spiritual devotion is found
in his journal. Shortly after his conversion he wrote, “I

began to read the Holy Scriptures upon my knees, lay-

ing aside all other books, and praying over, if possible,

every line and word.” 1

Observers of Whitefield’s ministry estimate that he ad-

dressed at least 10 million persons in the course of 34
years of open-air preaching. He made an impact on the

history and progress of almost every Protestant church
in England and America, for he brought converts to near-

ly every denomination.

Whitefield preached his last sermon— a two-hour, open-

"I believe I never was more
acceptable to my Master than when

I was standing to teach those
hearers in the open fields."

—George Whitefield

air oration— at Exeter, New Hampshire, on September

29, 1770. Bone weary, he prayed, “Lord Jesus, I am weary

in thy work, but not of thy work.” 3 He later said, “My
body fails, my spirit expands.” 3 During the night he suf-

fered a severe asthma attack, and he died at sunrise on

Sunday morning. His death was mourned throughout En-

gland and America, and newspapers widely lamented his

passing. John Wesley preached “A Sermon on the Death

of the Reverend Mr. George Whitefield” on Sunday,

November 18, 1770. Among his remarks Mr. Wesley said,

“Have we read or heard of any, who has been a blessed

instrument in his hand of bringing so many sinners from

‘darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto

God’?” 5

(1) From "George Whitefield's Journals." The Banner of Truth Trust. Edinburgh, Scotland,

and Carlisle. Pennsylvania. 1960. (21 From "George Whitefield— The Awakener: A Modern
Study of the Evangelical Revival," by Albert D. Belden, Purnell Books. Bristol. England.

(31 From "George Whitefield: The Life and Times of the Great Evangelist of the

Eighteenth-Century Revival." by Arnold A. Dallimore, Vol. 2. 1979 Arnold A. Dallimore,

Banner of Truth Trust, Edinburgh. Scotland: Cornerstone Books. Good News Publishers.

Westchester. Illinois. 1980. (41 From "The Life of the Rev. George Whitefield. by L.

Tyerman. Vol. 1. Hodder and Stoughton. 1-ondon. 1876.(5) Acts 26:18. KJV. From "Ser-

mons on Several Occasions." by John Wesley, Vol. 1, B. Waugh and T. Mason. New
York. 1833. Selections are used by permission
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The Evangelization of the Roman
Empire: Identity and
Adaptability.

By E. Glenn Hinson. Macon, Ga.: Mercer

Ui-yvMPress, 1981. Pp. x, 332, $22.00.

FofioWing t^e direction laid down by

Adolf bfam^ck and C. H. Robinson,

this important study essays to docu-

ment the significance o f institutional

Christianity, as distinguished from in -

divldual missionaries, in carrying out

its mission in the Roman empire. In

particular, attention is focused on the

catechumenate, baptism, Euchari st,

disciplinary procedures. Scriptures

and creeds, and the apostolic ministry

as institutional forms that (1) cultivated

•

' a strong motivation to outreach and (2)

supplied, at least indirectly, the means
to enlist recruits into the Christian faith

and life. A thorough analysis of the

extant patristic evidence (and this is

painstakingly searched in the literature

of the period through Nicaea and se-

lectively chosen from writings of the

fourth and fifth centuries) shows that

Cirri stianity spread primari 1v by the es-

tablishment of city churches, which be-

came centers of outreach into the

surrounding towns and villages in the

I
face of strong competition from the

mystery cults and the philosophical

schools bidding for popular support.

The burden of missionary activity

. was gradually transferred to the clergy,

though at the outset it seems to have
been a joint congregational effort,

which, alas, has been the pattern of

Ernest W. Saunders is Professor Emeritus of

Nero Testament Interpretation, Garrett-Evan-

gelical Theological Seminary, Evanston, Illinois.

April 1986
a ^ ;

church life through the centuries. Hin-

son's book provides a helpful restate-

ment of these six institutional forms as

they functioned in the life of these

early churches, which overrides the

immediate purpose of this study.

So comprehensive a task must per-

force have its restrictions. One could

wish that more attention could have
been given to regional differences in

the institutional life of these churches

and hence in their performance of mis-

sion. Thus, for example, the strong

Jewish-Christian component in Syriac

CErisTianity in the first four centuries

inescapably shaped its liturgical life

and conditioned its evangelistic ef-

forts. We are repeatedly reminded in

these pages that these institutional

procedures conserved a strong cove-

nant exclusivism, which inspired mis-

sionary effort. But Qumran and
rabbinical Judaism were also marked
by such a conviction, yet they did not

experience their commitment in terms

of a missionary mandate. It is neces-

sary to read the term "covenant ex-

clusivism" throughout against the

discussion in chapter 1 of the church's

understanding of itself as a messianic

people that is the heart of the new cov-

enant.

—Ernest W. Saunders
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the whole Christian movement from its beginning. It has become the

standard in the field.

5

'The Evangelists that were still Eminent at that Time" "Pantaenus

the Philosopher" 1 Eusebius

Introduction

The work of Eusebius is the most extensive docu-

ment of sources on church history to come from the

early period of the Christian movement. In this invalu-

able array of data on the early church are a number

of items that describe the spread of the faith. Book

III, chapter XXXVII speaks of the missionary pursuits

of the successors of the apostles who "preached the

Gospel more and more widely and scattered the saving

seeds of the kingdom of heaven far and near through-

out the whole world." He speaks of evangelists who
went on long journeys, laying the foundations of the

faith, appointing pastors to whom they entrusted the

young work, "while they themselves went on again

to other countries and nations." In book V, chapter

X he speaks of the philosopher-missionary Pantaenus

whose zeal carried him as far as India.

Ironically, as careful as Eusebius was to describe the

biographical details of others, we know nothing of his

parentage and can only assume that he was born soon

after 260, apparently in Neocaesarea. It was there that

he was baptized and received his first Christian instruc-

tion. He served first as a presbyter in that city and

later was promoted to the episcopate. He did, of course,

make numerous journeys to principal cities of his day,

collecting data for his history. He visited such cities

as Jerusalem, Caesarea Philippi, Tyre, and Antioch and

traveled as far as Egypt in pursuit of sources for his

history. He was a friend of the renowned scholar and
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martyr, Pamphilus, and in later years be was an inti-

mate friend of Emperor Constantine. One of*his meat-

significant accomplishments was his participation in

the historic Council of Nicaea. In addition to his fa-

mous history, he wrote The Martyrs ofPalestine. A number
of his letters, which contain helpful autobiographical

data, are found in the works of other early church

fathers. 2

The Evangelists that were still Eminent at that Time

Among those that were celebrated at that time was Quadratus, who,

report says, was renowned along with the daughters of Philip for his

prophetical gifts. And there were many others besides these who were

known in those days, and who occupied the first place among the

successors of the apostles. And they also, being illustrious disciples

of such great men, built up the foundations of the churches which

had been laid by the apostles in every place, and preached the Gospel

more and more widely and scattered the saving seeds of the kingdom

of heaven far and near throughout the whole world. For indeed most

of the disciples of that time, animated by the divine word with a

more ardent love for philosophy, had already fulfilled the command
of the Saviour, and had distributed their goods to the needy. Then
starting out upon long journeys they performed the office of evangelists,

being filled with the desire to preach Christ to those who had not

yet heard the word of faith, and to deliver to them the divine Gospels.

And when they had only laid the foundations of faith in foreign places,

they appointed others as pastors, and entrusted them with the nurture

of those that had recently been brought in, while they themselves

went on again to other countries and nations, with the grace and the

co-operation of God. For a great many wonderful works were done

through them by the power of the divine Spirit, so that at the first

hearing whole multitudes of men eagerly embraced the religion of

the Creator of the universe. But since it is impossible for us to enumer-
ate the names of all that became shepherds or evangelists in the

churches throughout the world in the age immediately succeeding the

apostles, we have recorded, as was fitting, the names of those only

who have transmitted the apostolic doctrine to us in writings still ex-

tant.
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Panternus the Philosopher

About that time, Pantaimis. a man highly distinguished for his learn-

ing, had charge of the school of the faithful in Alexandria A school
'

of sacred learning, which continues to our day, was established there
]

in ancient times, and as we have been informed, was managed by
]

men of great ability and zeal for divine things. Among these it is

reported that Pantamus was at that time especially conspicuous, as

he had been educated in the philosophical system of those called Stoics.
.

They say that he displayed such zeal for the divine Word, that he

was appointed as a herald of the Gospel of Christ to the nations in

the East, and was sent as far as India. For indeed there were still many

evangelists of the Word who sought earnestly to use their inspired

zeal, after the examples of the apostles, for the increase and building

up of the Divine Word. Pantaenus was one of these, and is said to

have gone to India. It is reported that among persons there who knew

of Christ, he found the Gospel according to Matthew, which had antid-

pated his own arrival. For Bartholomew, one of the apostles, had

preached to them, and left with them the writing of Matthew in the

Hebrew language, which they had preserved till that time.

After many good deeds, Pantaenus finally became the head of the

school at Alexandria, and expounded the treasures of divine doctrine

both orally and in writing.

6

A History of the English Church and People 3 Bede

Introduction

Bede's classic work, A History of the English Church and

People, is unique. There is nothing comparable to it in

any other country. It is a detailed account which begins

with the arrival of Gaius Julius Caesar in Britain and

concludes with events of which Bede himself had per-

sonal knowledge Though he was a prolific writer, deal-

ing in his work mostly with biblical themes, his history

is the most famous of his works. The two are insepara-
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ble in the minds of people who know the name Bede.

It received such early fame that King Ceolwulf of

Northumbia asked to see it. When the king returned

it, Bede made his final revisions of it, wrote a dedication

of his work "To the Most Glorious King Ceolwulf/'
and returned it to the ruler in order th.it he might
have his own personal copy made. His record of early

mission work in England is a valuable contribution

to the study of mission history. 4

Bede was bom around 673. At the age of seven,

he was placed in a monastery under the care of Abbot
Benedict. In 682 he was transferred to the monastery
of Saint Paul at Jarrow where he remained the rest

of his life. At the end of his famous history which
he finished at the age of fifty-nine, he gives a list of
his writings. It includes some twenty-four biblical

studies, several in more than one book (seven books
on the Song ofSongs, for example), letters, several histo-

ries and biographies—some in verse, and a number
of works on hymnody, poetry, and related themes.
He became so venerated as a writer and teacher, even
in his own time, that he came to be known as "the
Venerable Bede," a designation which has remained
with him until today.5

The holy Pope Gregory sends Augustine and other monks to

preach to the English nation, and encourages them in a letter

to persevere in their mission

In the year of our Lord 582, Maurice, fifty-fourth in succession from
Augustus, became Emperor, and ruled for twenty-one years. In the
tenth year of his reign, Gregory, an eminent scholar and administrator,
*r#r' e lec*ed Pontiff of the apostolic Roman see, and ruled it for thirteen
years, six months, and ten days. In the fourteenth year of this Emperor,
And aboiit the one hundred and fiftieth year after the coming of the

.
Rlish to Britain, Gregory was inspired by God to send his servant
ugustine with several other God-fearing monks to preach the word
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of God to the English nation. Having undertaken this task in obedience

to the Pope's command and progressed a short distance on their journey,

they became afraid, and began to consider returning home. For they

were appalled at the idea of going to a barbarous, fierce, and pagan

nation, of whose very language they were ignorant. They unanimously

agreed that this was the safest course, and sent back Augustine—who

was to be consecrated bishop in the event of their being received by

the English—so that he might humbly request the holy Gregory to

recall them from so dangerous, arduous, and uncertain a journey. In

reply, the Pope wrote them a letter of encouragement, urging them

to proceed on their mission to preach God's word, and to trust them-

selves to his aid. This letter ran as follows:

'Gregory, Servant of the servants of God, to the servants of our

Lord. My very dear sons, it is better never to undertake any high

enterprise than to abandon it when once begun. So with the help of

God you must carry out this holy task which you have begun. Do

not be deterred by the troubles of the journey or by what men say.

Be constant and zealous in carrying out this enterprise which, under

God's guidance, you have undertaken: and be assured that the greater

the labour, the greater will be the glory of your eternal reward When

Augustine your leader returns, whom We have appointed your abbot,

obey him humbly in all things, remembering that whatever he directs

you to do will always be to the good of your souls. May Almighty

God protect you with His grace, and grant me to see the result of

your labours in our heavenly home. And although my office prevents

me from working at your side, yet because I long to do so, I hope to

share in your joyful reward. God keep you safe, my dearest sons.

'Dated the twenty-third of July, in the fourteenth year of the reign

of the most pious Emperor Maurice Tiberius Augustus, and the thir-

teenth year after his Consulship: the fourteenth indiction.

Pope Gregory writes c'mmending them to the Bishop

of Arles

The venerable Pontiff also wrote to Etherius, Archbishop of Arles,

asking him to offer a kindly welcome to Augustine on his journey

to Britain. This letter reads:
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To his most reverend and holy brother and fellow-bishop Etherius:

Gregory, servant of the servants of God.
'Religious men should require no commendation to priests who ex-

hibit the love that is pleasing to God; but since a suitable opportunity

to write has arisen. We have written this letter to you, our brother,

to certify that its bearer, God's servant Augustine, with his companions,

of whose zeal we are assured, has been directed by us to proceed to

save souls with the help of God. We therefore request Your Holiness

to assist them with pastoral care, and to make speedy provision for

their needs. And in order that you may assist them the more readily,

we have particularly directed Augustine to give you full information

about his mission, being sure that when you are acquainted with this,

you will supply all their needs for the love of God. We also commend
to your love the priest Candidus, our common son in Christ, whom
we have transferred to a small patrimony in our church. God keep
you safely, most reverend brother.

'Dated the twenty-third day of July, in the fourteenth year of the

reign of the most pious Emperor Maurice Tiberius Augustus, and the
thirteenth year after his Consulship: the fourteenth indiction.'

Augustine reaches Britain, and first preaches in the

Isle of Thanet before King Ethelbert, who grants

permission to preach in Kent

Reassured by the encouragement of the blessed father Gregory, Au-
gustine and his fellow-servants of Christ resumed their work in the
word of God, and arrived in Britain. At this time the most powerful
king there was Ethelbert, who reigned in Kent and whose domains
extended northwards to the river Humber, which forms the boundary
between the north and south Angles To the east of Kent lies the
large island of Thanet, which by English reckoning is six hundred
hides in extent; it is separated from the mainland by a waterway about
three furlongs broad called the Wantsum, which joins the sea at either
*nd and is fordable only in two places. It was here that God's servant
Augustine landed with companions, who are said to have been forty
in number. At the direction of blessed Pope Gregory, they had brought
interpreters from among the Franks, and they sent these to Ethelbert,
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saying that they came from Rome bearing very glad news, which infalli-

bly assured all who would receive it of eternal joy in heaven and an

everlasting kingdom with the living and true God. On receiving this

message, the king ordered them to remain in the island where they

had landed, and gave directions that they were to be provided with

all necessaries until he should decide what action to take. For he had

already heard of the Christian religion, having a Christian wife of

the Frankish royal house named Bertha, whom he had received from

her parents on condition that she should have freedom to hold and

practise her faith unhindered with Bishop Liudhard, whom they had

sent as her helper in the faith.

After some days, the king came to the island and, sitting down in

the open air, summoned Augustine and his companions to an audience.

But he took precautions that they should not approach him in a house;

for he held an ancient superstition that, if they were practisers of

magical arts, they might have opportunity to deceive and master him.

But the monks were endowed with power from God, not from the

Devil, and approached the king carrying a silver cross as their standard

and the likeness of our Lord and Saviour painted on a board. First

of all they offered prayer to God, singing a litany for the eternal salva-

tion both of themselves and of those to whom and for whose sake

they had come. And when, at the king's command, they had sat down

and preached the word of life to the king and his court, the king

said: 'Your words and promises are fair indeed; but they are new and

uncertain, and I cannot accept them and abandon the age-old beliefs

that I have held together with the whole English nation. But since

you have travelled far, and I can see that you are sincere in your

desire to impart to us what you believe to be true and excellent, we

will not harm you. We will receive you hospitably and take care to

supply you with all that you need; nor will we forbid you to preach

and win any people you can to your religion.' The king then granted

them a dwelling in the city of Canterbury, which was the chief city

of all his realm, and in accordance with his promise he allowed them

provisions and did not withdraw their freedom to preach. Tradition

says that as they approached the city, bearing the holy cross and the

likeness of our great King and Lord Jesus Christ as was their custom,

they sang in unison this litany; 'We pray Thee, O Lord, in all Thy

L
r
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mercy, that Thy wrath and anger may be turned away from this city

and from Thy holy house, for we are sinners. Alleluia.

The life and doctrine of the primitive Church are

followed in Kent: Augustine establishes his episcopal

see in the king s city

As soon as they had occupied the house given to them they began

to emulate the life of the apostles and the primitive Church. They
were constantly at prayer; they fasted and kept vigils; they preached

the word of life to whomsoever they could. They regarded worldly

things as of little importance, and accepted only the necessities of

life from those they taught. They practised what they preached, and
were willing to endure any hardship, and even to die for the truth

which they proclaimed. Before long a number of heathen, admiring
the simplicity of their holy lives and the comfort of their heavenly
message, believed and were baptized. On the east side of the city

stood an old church, built in honour of Saint Martin during the Roman
occupation of Britain, where the Christian queen of whom I have spo-
ken went to pray. Here they first assembled to sing the psalms, to

pray, to say Mass, to preach, and to baptize, until the king's own
conversion to the Faith gave them greater freedom to preach and to

build and restore churches everywhere.

At length the king himself, among others, edified by the pure lives

of these holy men and their gladdening promises, the truth of which
they confirmed by many miracles, believed and was baptized. Thence-
forward great numbers gathered each day to hear the word of God,
forsaking their heathen rites and entering the unity of Christ's holy
Church as believers. While the King was pleased at their faith and
conversion, it is said that he would not compel anyone to accept Chris-
tianity; for he had learned from his instructors and guides to salvation
that the service of Christ must be accepted freely and not under compul-
sion. Nevertheless, he showed greater favour to believers, because they
were fellow-citizens of the kingdom of heaven. And it was not long
before he granted his teachers in his capital of Canterbury a place
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merits were: president of the American Baptist Con-

vention, member of the American Baptist Foreign Mis-

sion Society for twenty years, president of the Ameri-

can Society of Church History and the American

Historical Association, president of the Far Eastern As-

sociation and the Japan International Christian Univer-

sity Foundation. He was active in the International

YMCA and the International Missionary Council, and

played a part in the drafting of the constitution of

the World Council of Churches. He was one of the

leading missionary statesmen of his day. 12

The Great Century. By Way of Summary and Anticipation

The period to which we have devoted three volumes requires a sum-

mary. In the nineteenth century the geographic stream of Christianity

so broadened that we have been compelled to allot as much space to

its expansion as we did to its course in all the preceding eighteen

centuries. This has required us to traverse practically all of the land

surface of the globe It has involved us in many countries and peoples.

In spite of the fact that we have ruthlessly compressed the story, so

multiform were the activities of Christianity and so wide its extension

that we have been constrained to record great numbers of movements

and names. To some readers these must have seemed very confusing.

At times the chief trends may have appeared to be obscured by the

many details. Before we move on to the fateful years which followed

1914 we must, therefore, pause for a moment for retrospect and for

an attempt to disentangle from the masses of facts which we have

poured upon our pages the main strands which have run through the

decades. We shall then be in a position to view with a little more

understanding the stormy era ushered in by the events of 1914 and

be better prepared to cast our eyes back over the course of Christianity

from the beginning. It is these two tasks which we have reserved for

our final volume. As a preparation for that undertaking we must en-

deavour to see the period from a.d. 1800 to a.d 1914 as a whole.

The nineteenth century confronted Christianity with problems which

for variety and magnitude were unprecedented in the history of that

V
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faith. Again, as more than once before in its experience, Christianity

faced the disintegration of a culture with which it had become inti-

mately associated. In its first five centuries it had won the professed

allegiance of the Graeco-Roman world. The achievement had not been

completed when that world fell to pieces. The decay had begun long

before Christianity became prominent, but that faith proved powerless

to arrest it. Moreover, the rise of the Crescent not only tore away

much of the Mediterranean from the Cross but also handicapped the

latter's spread in the East. Yet Christianity survived the collapse of

the Roman Empire and provided the vehicle through which much of

the civilization of the region governed by that realm was transmitted

to future ages and to other peoples. Christianity entered potently into

the creation of the culture of medieval Europe. Indeed, it helped to

mould more phases of the Europe of the Middle Ages than it had of

the Graeco-Roman era. In spite of the obstacles presented by Islam,

it expanded, although in minority enclaves, across the entire breadth

of Asia. Then the structure of medieval Europe gave place to a new

and different one which arose from it. The Crescent, borne by the

Ottoman Turks, rose over the Cross in Asia Minor, Constantinople,

and the Balkans. The Christian communities scattered across central

and eastern Asia disappeared In its chief remaining stronghold, western

Europe, Christianity suffered from internal divisions and corrupt lead-

ership. While Christianity was still at low ebb, European peoples began

voyages, conquests, and settlements which carried them over much

of the surface of the globe. Then great revivals in the form of Protestant-

ism and the Catholic Reformation brought fresh access of life to the

Christianity of western Europe. New movements made that Christian-

ity more vigorous than it had yet been. So potent was it that missionar-

ies accompanied or followed the explorers and settlers and in great

areas preceded them and even went where they did not. Christianity

was planted more widely than it had ever been and ameliorated the

impact of European upon non-European peoples. In the second half

of the eighteenth century Christianity was again threatened. The na-

tions through which it had chiefly spread in the preceding three centu-

ries, Spain and Portugal, were in decline. Rationalistic scepticism made
sterile the faith of many. The French Revolution, in part anti-Christian,

shook Europe. Western peoples were tom by wars, some of them world-

wide in their dimensions. These changes were but a prelude to others
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which profoundly altered the entire life and thought of Western peo-

ples The scientific method was developed and applied to man and

his physical environment. The Industrial Revolution came. Vast shifts

and great increases of population were witnessed. Huge cities arose.

Man's mental horizons expanded. Old political forms and social institu-

tions disappeared or were altered almost beyond recognition. Many

Western Europeans openly disowned Christianity and in several coun-

tries the Church was disestablished and ceased to be the official faith

of the nation. European peoples poured into sparsely settled portions

of the globe and gave nse to new nations. They mastered all the Ameri-

cas, the islands of the Pacific, and Africa. They dominated most of

Asia. Could Christianity persist in this new age? Would it not be at

the most a more or less slowly vanishing remnant of an outgrown

and discredited order? There were many, among them some of the

most intelligent and vocal spokesmen of the fresh movements, who

were certain that this would be its fate. Indeed, they declared that

the mortal illness had set in and that the death throes could already

be discerned.

Once again Christianity proved its capacity to survive the demise

of a culture which it had helped to shape and of which it appeared

to be an integral part. Not only did it continue but, as in western

Europe after the fall of the Roman Empire, it went on to enhanced

power. Although its significance was not then appreciated, the revival

had commenced in the fore part of the eighteenth century, before

the break-down of the old order had more than begun. It gathered

momentum as the decades passed. Through it Christianity accompanied

and here and there pioneered in the expansion of European peoples.

Never had the faith won adherents among so many peoples and in

so many countries. Never had it exerted so wide an influence upon

the human race. Measured by geographic extent and the effect upon

mankind as a whole, the nineteenth century was the greatest century

thus far in the history of Christianity. That extension and that effect

mounted as the century wore on. They were growing when, in 1914,

world-shattering events ushered in a new period.

Some features of the nineteenth century favoured the spread of

Christianity. The era was one of comparative peace. No wars of the

magnitude of those which preceded 1815 and of those which began

in 1914 disturbed mankind. Western peoples were accumulating wealth
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and were multiplying in numbers and in power. Technically they were

still embraced within Christendom and their faith came to non-Euro-

pean peoples with the prestige of their dazzling might. Some of their

wealth, although only a small fraction of it, was devoted to the financing

of Christian missions. Improved means of communication facilitated

the travel of missionaries and contacts between the younger churches

and the parent churches of the Occident. The disintegration of non-

European cultures under the impact of the Occident lessened resistance

to Christianity. In some instances the collapse of the old orders made

for a wistful and even eager acceptance of the Christian faith as a

source of certainty and guidance in a crumbling world.

Although several exterior circumstances facilitated it, the nineteenth

century expansion of Christianity would not have occurred had the

faith not displayed striking inward vitality. That vitality expressed

itself in part through the revivals which began in the eighteenth and

in part through others which came in the nineteenth century.

These were in both Roman Catholicism and what for lack of a better

name is called collectively, although inaccurately, Protestantism. They

were particularly marked in Protestantism. Indeed, in some respects

the nineteenth century was pre-eminently the Protestant century. In

both numbers and influence Protestantism grew relatively much more

rapidly than did any other major division of Christianity. The main

current of the Christian stream seemed now to be flowing through

it

The reasons for the forging to the fore of Protestantism were not

simple nor were all of them clear. They were associated with the leader-

ship of the predominantly Protestant Great Britain in the industrial

revolution and with the outstanding place of the British Isles and the

United States, both more Protestant than Roman Catholic, in the expan-

sion of European peoples in the nineteenth century. Just as between

the fifteenth and the nineteenth century the expansion of Europe and

of Christianity had been chiefly through Spain and Portugal, Roman
Catholic by faith, so now it was powers in which Protestanism was
the characteristic religion which were in the ascendant. How far the

Portuguese and the Spaniards on the one hand, and the Anglo-Saxons,

British and American, on the other, owed their leadership to the particu-

lar form of Christianity which they espoused is not clear. That in

each instance their faith had some share in their hegemony appears
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probable. That in the earlier period Roman Catholicism and in the

latter period Protestantism profited by the association is certain Both

the vigour and the power of these peoples contributed to the extension

of the forms of the faith with which they were so intimately bound.

In several ways the spread of Christianity in the nineteenth century

was by processes which differed strikingly from those of any previous

period. In spite of the intimate connexion with the expansion of Euro-

pean, ostensibly Christian peoples, there was less direction and active

assistance from the state than in any era since the beginning of the

fourth century. The extension was chiefly by voluntary organizations

supported by the gifts of pnvate individuals. More of these bodies

came into being than in any previous century. Never before had Chris-

tianity or any other religion had so many individuals giving full time

to the propagation of their faith. Never had so many hundreds of

thousands contributed voluntarily of their means to assist the spread

of Christianity or of any other religion In general, higher standards

were maintained by both Protestants and Roman Catholics for the

instruction and baptism of converts from non-Christian religions than

had been customary since the first three centuries. To this generalization

there were many exceptions, but the trend was decidedly in that direc-

tion. This was partly because of a similar tendency in Europe and

America By tradition, Christianity had been the group religion of west-

ern and northern European peoples. It had been accepted through mass

movements, as have been most religions, and it continued as part of

the group heritage. Yet this was not in full accord with the initial

genius of Christianity. While it had social implications, the life into

which the Christian Gospel led could be entered upon only by individ-

ual decision and faith. In the nineteenth century the climate of opinion

was increasingly against the automatic identity of membership in the

community and the Church. This was partly from revolt against the

Church and partly from the greater emphasis by the churches upon

the standards for membership. Since the higher requirements were

insisted upon by the more earnest elements in the churches, and since

it was from these elements that the missionaries and their supporters

were chiefly drawn, it was to be expected that the prerequisites for

baptism of non-Christians would be fairly exacting.

Thanks to the several favouring circumstances, in the course of the

nineteenth century Christianity was diffused across most of the land

surface of the globe.
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In eastern Europe the Greek Orthodox Church made advances at

the expense of paganism and Islam. Here and there in many countries

of Europe there were conversions from the Jews. Yet there occurred

no mass movement of Jews towards Christianity. In the vast shifts

of population in western Europe which accompanied the rise of indus-

trialism and the growth of great cities, thousands lost the close touch

with the Church which had traditionally been that of their ancestors.

A large proportion of the labourers in the factories drifted away from

their hereditary faith. However, in many areas the churches followed

the migrations to the cities. New parishes were created and church

buildings erected. Fresh methods were devised to meet the novel condi-

tions. In England particularly the labour movement and the co-opera-

tives for the purchase and sale of the necessities of life for the labourers

and the middle classes had much of their impulse from the Christian

faith, especially through the nonconformist bodies.

In the United States the period opened with less than one-tenth

of the population counted as members of churches. During the century

Christianity was confronted with a vast westward migration of popula-

tion, with an almost equally great influx from Europe, with the Indians

and the Negroes, exploited non-Christian minorities, and with the

progressive industrialization of the land. It met these problems with
a high degree of success. The church membership rose from less than
one-tenth to more than two-fifths of the total population. The gains

were all along the line. Progress was registered in the older settled

portions of the country, in winning an increasing proportion of the
westward moving population, in holding to their hereditary faith very
large sections of the immigration from Europe, and in bringing to bap-
tism about the same proportion of Negroes and Indians as of the whites.

In Canada an even higher proportion of the population acknowledged
a relationship with the churches than in the United States, and that
in the face of settlement in the West, of fresh immigration from across
the Atlantic, of widely scattered Indian tribes, and of Eskimos. Practi-
cally all the sparse population of Greenland became Christians. In the
West Indies great advances were made among the Negroes who consti-
tuted the large majority of the inhabitants of most of the islands under
British, Danish, and Dutch rule.

In Latin America the fore part of the nineteenth century witnessed
discouraging reverses. During the throes of the struggle for indepen-
dence and in the subsequent political developments, the Church suf-
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fered severely. The successful struggle of the American-bom white*
J

to free themselves from the domination of the European-bom cost it

a large proportion of its higher clergy and its missionaries. The efforti

of the new governments to obtain the kind of control over the Church

which had been exercised by the Spanish and Portuguese crowns and

the reluctance of Spain to acknowledge the new political status brought

Rome much embarrassment and retarded the adjustment to the new

order. The suspicion and enmity of anti-clericals in high office wrou

restrictions on the Church. As a survivor of the colonial era, the Ch

—

seemed to many of the progressive obscurantist and the last bulwark

of an outmoded and oppressive regime. Many of the missions to the

non-Christian Indians fell into ruin and in some sections the quality

of the clergy declined. However, the actual numerical losses were slight

In the latter part of the century here and there the morale of the

Church began to show improvement. Moreover, Protestantism entered,

partly by immigration and partly by active missions to non-Protestants.

It made some gains among non-Christian Indians, but its converts were

mostly from nominal Roman Catholics. The Eastern churches were

represented by small groups of immigrants.

In Australia and New Zealand new nations, predominantly of British

stock, came into being. In them the churches were strong and held

the professed allegiance of the overwhelming majority of the popula-

tion. In the islands of the Pacific, very numerous but most of them

small, Christianity made rapid progress. In some of them practically

the entire population became Christian. In the larger islands conversion

was retarded. As in Australia and New Zealand, the Christianity thus

planted was chiefly Protestant and secondarily Roman Catholic.

In the great congeries of islands known as the East Indies, the larger

part of them brought under Dutch rule, Christianity achieved striking

gains, but amongst the animistic rather than the Moslem or Hindu

population. Until 1914 the advance was made mainly by Protestant

rather than Roman Catholic agencies.

The Philippines, since the sixteenth century the major outpost of

Christianity in the western Pacific, continued to be overwhelmingly

Roman Catholic. In the nineteenth century that branch of the faith

gained slowly among the animistic folk in the mountains but was

unable to make an impression upon the Moros, Moslem Malays in

the southern islands. After the American occupation, in 1898, Protes-
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tantism entered and won adherents, chiefly from the Roman Catholics.

A large nationalistic schism tore away hundreds of thousands from

the Roman Catholics into an independent church. The Roman Catholics

began a reorganization of their forces.

fn Madagascar notable accessions came to Christianity, both Protes-

tant and Roman Catholic, chiefly from the dominant Hova but also

from some of the other tribes. In several of the island groups between

Madagascar and India or which fringed Africa Christianity was either

planted for the first time or was reinforced.

In South Africa a new nation arose, governed by a British and Dutch

minority, within the British Empire. The white population was, for

the most part, professedly Christian. Active missions, mostly Protes-

tant, won large numbers of the blacks. In all the other political entities

into which Africa south of the Sahara was carved by European states

before 1914, Christianity, both Roman Catholic and Protestant, had

a rapid spread, particularly in the generation immediately preceding

1914.

Roman Catholic and Protestant missionaries were numerous and ac-

tive on the northern shores of Africa and in western Asia. Since, how-
ever, the region was overwhelmingly Moslem, few converts were made.
On the northern coast of Africa, chiefly in Algeria and Tunisia, Chris-

tian communities arose, but by immigration from Europe. Elsewhere
in the traditional strongholds of Islam Christian missionaries found
their fields predominantly among the Christian minorities which per-

sisted from pre-Moslem days.

In India a striking growth of Christianity was witnessed. It was
facilitated by the British conquest, but it came primarily in consequence
of the revivals in the Christianity of the Occident. The majority of
the missionaries were not British. Roman Catholic missionaries were
mostly from the continent of Europe and a large proportion of the
Protestant emissaries were from that continent and the United States.
Vet the British led in the Protestant enterprise and had a part, even
though small, in the Roman Catholic undertaking. In 1914 Christianity
was strong, as it had been in 1800, in the Portuguese enclaves and
the South. It had also made extensive gains in other parts of the land,
notably in the South. The ancient communities of Syrian or St. Thomas
Christians persisted, but in so far as they increased they did so almost
•ntirely by an excess of births over deaths. They gained very few
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converts The great advances were made by the Roman Catholics and

the Protestants. These were mainly from among the depressed classes

and the primitive hill tribes.

In 1914 Ceylon had a larger percentage of Christians than did any

other land in Asia except Siberia, some portions of western Asia, and,

if they be included in the Asiatic world, the Philippines. The Christians

of Ceylon were chiefly the fruits of the Portuguese occupation. To

them were added some by nineteenth century Roman Catholic and

Protestant missions. In Burma the gains were mainly among the Karens

and somewhat more by Protestants than by Roman Catholics. In Siam,

because of the nearly solidly Buddhist character of the population,

the numerical advances, whether by Roman Catholics or by Protestants,

were not so striking as in some of the neighbouring lands. In British

Malaya there were accessions from Chinese and Indian immigrants.

In the portions of lndo-China which by 1914 had come under French

control, Roman Catholic Christianity, dating from pre-nineteenth cen-

tury times, enjoyed a prosperous growth, and that in spite of persecu-

tion in the first three-quarters of the century and of the anti-clerical

bias of much of the later French administration.

In the vast Chinese Empire Christianity made progress, but at unequal

rates in the various sections. Its accessions were mostly in the two

decades immediately preceding 1914. They were chiefly in the provinces

along the coast and the lower reaches of the Yangtze River, the areas

most affected by the impact of the Occident. They were least numerous

in the regions farthest from the sea, Tibet, Sinkiang, and Mongolia.

Yet no province or outlying dependency was without them. Numeri-

cally Roman Catholicism was much stronger than Protestantism, for

it had been in the land much longer. However, proportionately Protes-

tantism was growing more rapidly.

In Japan the missionary activity which had been forcibly suspended

early in the seventeenth century could not be renewed until past the

middle of the nineteenth century. When it was resumed, the discovery

was made that Christianity had not been entirely extirpated by the

rigours of persistent persecution, but had merely been driven into hid-

ing and had been somewhat reduced in strength. Through the adherence

of many of these Christians, Roman Catholicism had an initial high

rate of accessions. The Russian Orthodox Church was represented,

chiefly through the leadership of a great missionary However, the
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major advance was by Protestants, predominantly through missionaries

from the United States, and mainly from the intellectual and profes-

sional classes most affected by Western learning.

In Korea Roman Catholic Christianity arrived late in the eighteenth

century. In spite of recurring persecution of great severity it gained

an enduring foothold. The suspension of persecution and the partial

conformation to Western cultural patterns which followed the treaties

of the 1880's were accompanied by a marked extension of the Christian

communities. Protestantism, as in Japan propagated mainly from the

United States, prospered more than did Roman Catholicism.

In the huge but thinly settled portions of Asia occupied by Russia,

Christianity made notable gains through migration from Europe. It

was mostly Orthodox, but there were Roman Catholic and Protestant

minorities. There were also Orthodox missions among the animistic

aborigines.

This rapid and compact summary will at least serve to show how
widely Christianity had been disseminated in the nineteenth century.

Nothing to equal it had previously been seen in the history of the

faith. Nothing remotely approaching it could be recorded of any other
religion at any time in the human scene.

We must note, however, that Christianity did not displace rival cults

over as wide areas as it had in some earlier stages of its spread. In

this respect it had no achievement comparable to its elimination of
the historic faiths of the Mediterranean world in its first five centuries

or to its destruction of its rivals in western Europe in what we have
termed "the thousand years of uncertainty." Nor did it deal such shat-
tering blows to non-Christian religions for so many millions as it had
between a.d. 1500 and a.d. 1800 in Mexico, much of the west coast
of South America, and the Philippines. Among non-European peoples
its major gains were from animistic or near-animistic folk and against
6ome of the near-primitive types of faith. Here and there, as in some
of the islands of the Pacific, it eradicated the antecedent cults. Against
the major high religions of Asia, however, it made only slight advances.
This may have been in part because of the brevity of the time in
which it had to operate. In most of Asia it did not get well under
way until the second half of the century. The twentieth and twenty-
first centuries might conceivably tell a different story. Yet down to
a.d. 1914 the major non-Christian systems of Asia and even of animistic
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Africa were either substantially intact or had only begun to disintegrate.

More important even than geographic spread is the question of the

effect which Christianity had upon its varied environments.

This is much more difficult to determine than the rather obvious

fact of the world-wide extension of the faith. Some questions, of ex-

treme importance, can probably not be answered beyond cavil. How
far, for instance, if at all, was Christianity responsible for the origin

of the scientific method, the closely related development of nineteenth

century industry, and the associated renewed expansion of Western
peoples which were outstanding features of the period? That by the

discipline which it gave the western European mind through the scho-

lasticism which its theology inspired in the Middle Ages and by the

faith to which it contributed in the orderliness, dependability, and

rationality of the universe Christianity was one of the sources of the

scientific approach seems not only possible but probable. Yet he would
be rash who would venture the assertion that it was the essential

source. That at times Christian missionaries, most notably David Liv-

ingstone, were pioneers in nineteenth century exploration by Europeans

is clear. That their Christian faith constituted their driving and sustain-

ing motive seems also incontrovertible. That but for them the geo-

graphic discoveries would not soon have been made would be a most

dubious generalization. That it was the daring faith bred in the Euro-

pean spirit by Christianity which inspired even seemingly irreligious

individuals reared in the milieu of which it was an ingredient to climb

unsealed mountains, to search for the North and South Poles, and to

embark upon vast industrial undertakings and the building of huge

empires is an interesting hypothesis. That it is indubitable truth only

the ignorant or the rashly dogmatic would confidently assert. Similarly

the situation is too complex to deny or to affirm that Christianity

was either a waning or a growing force in the culture of the Occident.

Plausible cases can be made for both contentions.

However, although there are many unresolved and probably unre-

solvable uncertainties, in some phases of culture potent Christian influ-

ences can be clearly established.

One of the most obvious of these was the emergence of Christian

churches in areas where they had not existed at the dawn of the nine-

teenth century. This was seen especially in large portions of North

America, in New Zealand and much of Australia, in many of the islands
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of the Pacific, in vast reaches in Africa, and in many sections of India,

the Chinese Empire, Japan, Korea, and Siberia.

Another of the well authenticated effects of Christianity was, as
in all ages, the transformation to be seen in individual character. In

a very large proportion, perhaps in most of its converts, Christianity
worked a moral and spiritual change. In some lives, usually the small
minority, this was revolutionary. There were those who found satisfac-

tion after a long and agonizing spiritual quest. Others won emancipa-
tion from a crippling habit. Some were released from hate. Many were
absolved from the fear of the surrounding spirit world. To a few choice
souls the Christian faith meant not so much a revolution as an enrich-
ment of insights obtained through nurture in other religions. To some
with a keen social conscience the Christian faith brought courage to
face apparently impossible odds in fighting entrenched evils or in seek-
ing to build wholesome order in an age of destructive change. To mil-
lions who were not fresh converts, but who had behind them genera-
tions of Christian heritage, Christianity was also an important formative
factor. It entered into the moral and spiritual ideals in which they
were nurtured. In a real sense each, no matter what his ancestry, had
on his own account to begin the Christian life. For many this was
through the processes of prolonged nurture. For others it was by soul-
shaking struggles. To all who were genuinely Christian, there were
crises along the way brought by decisions which had to be reached,
burdens which could not well be avoided, illness, or other misfortune,
in the meeting of which the resources of the faith were of major impor-
tance.

In the realm of the intellect and of education Christianity made
outstanding contributions. Christian missionaries reduced more lan-
guages to writing than had been given that expression in all the previous
history of the race. For the tongues of the majority of mankind means
of writing already existed, but the speech of many millions had not
been provided with these facilities until that was done by Christian
missionaries of the nineteenth century. These previously illiterate lan-
guages, although spoken by only the minority of the race, were more
numerous than those which had heretofore been rendered literate. The
Prime purpose of missionaries in this achievement was the spread and
maintenance of the Christian faith. Portions or all of the Bible were
translated by nineteenth century missionaries into more languages than
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had ever any other one book. Missionaries were not content with issu- *

ing religious literature. They also put into one or another non-European i

language much material from the Occident which was not strictly in ^

the field of religion but which they hoped would prove useful to the

peoples among whom they laboured. Such were the treatises on interna- 1

tional law and the large medical literature prepared for the Chinese.

Never before had any other set of agencies pioneered in education

for as many different peoples as did the Christian missions of the

nineteenth century. Even Christianity itself, which already had behind

it a notable record in education, in this respect surpassed its previous

history. This was true of schools of all grades, from the elementary

through the university. Christianity stimulated on the one hand the

spread among the masses of the rudiments of education and on the

other the most advanced training and research, with the pushing for-

ward of the borders of human knowledge into the hitherto unknown.

This was seen especially on the geographic frontiers of the advance

of western European peoples. As scattered illustrations of these general-

izations one remembers the scores of colleges and universities planted

by the churches on the westward-moving frontier of white settlement

in the United States and Canada; the part of Christian home missionar-

ies in bringing into being inclusive tax-supported public education

in some of the newer of the United States; the achievement of Roman

Catholics in the United States in the creation of church -controlled

systems of education from primary grades through the universities;

the fact that in 1914 the large majority of the universities of the United

States which were outstanding in their advanced research, although

largely or entirely independent of ecclesiastical control, owed their

inception to one or another of the churches or to a religious movement;

the commanding position held by Oxford and Cambridge, ecclesiastical

foundations, in higher education in the British Empire; and the fashion

in which Christian missionaries led the way in the creation of schools

of Western types in many non-Occidental lands, from some of the

smaller islands of the Pacific to the huge continent of Africa and to

the ancient lands of northern Africa and of western, southern, and

eastern Asia.

From Christianity issued impulses which contributed to the fight

against some of the chronic ills which have afflicted mankind. In coun-

try after country and among people after people Christian missionaries

were pioneers in modern Occidental medicine and surgery. This was

f4
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notably true in China, where the medical profession of the twentieth

century owed its origin and the early stages of its development almost

entirely to Protestant missions. The world-wide nursing profession

of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries had one of its main sources

in the institution of Kaiserswerth inaugurated by a Christian pastor

in the attempt to meet the needs of an obscure parish. Missionaries

later introduced it into region after region. Both in Occidental and

non-Occidental lands, care for the blind, the insane, and the lepers

owed much to devoted Christians. Hundreds of hospitals, large and

small, in all the continents and in many of the islands of the sea were

indebted to the churches for their inception. In China Christians fought

the opium traffic and helped some of its victims to emancipation. Negro

slavery, the largest scale exploitation of members of one race by another

in the annals of mankind, was abolished through movements which

had as their chief creators men and women whose consciences were

made tender and whose resolution was given persistence and confidence

by their Christian faith. On many fronts earnest Christians, numbers
of them missionaries, fought the mistreatment of other races by their

fellow-Occidentals. They sought, not without success, to ease the shock

of the impact of Western culture upon non-Westem peoples and to

assist the latter to a wholesome adjustment to the impinging culture

of the Occident. Christian idealism contributed to the benevolent objec-

tives and programmes of British, Dutch, and American imperialism

of the latter part of the period—as it had modified Spanish and Portu-

guese colonial laws and policies in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and
eighteenth centuries. The efforts to curb war which displayed their

chief strength in Great Britain and the United States usually were
due at the outset to devout men and women who drew their convictions

from their Christian faith.

The basic structure of Western civilization was not revolutionized.

It was still marked by extreme nationalism and materialism and from
time to time was disturbed by wars. It was far from conforming to

Christian patterns. Yet Christianity was modifying it both in the Occi-
dent and in its outreach in other portions of the globe. By a strange
contradiction, some of the chronic ills of mankind, notably slavery
and war, attained their acme in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
among peoples which had been long subjected to Christian influences,
yet the most vigorous movements which mankind had ever witnessed
to free the world of these evils had their rise and development among
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these very peoples and to a great degree stemmed from Christianity.

Whether the culture of the Occident was more or less shaped by Chris-

tianity than it had been two centuries earlier is impossible to determine.

Christianity was potent within it as it had been since the nominal

conversion of western Europe. Not in the centuries which Europeans

termed the Middle Ages and when Western peoples numbered only

a few millions and were an inconsiderable factor in the life of the

race as a whole could Western civilization be properly termed Christian.

Now in the day when Europeans had multiplied and had mastered

most of the world it could still not accurately be given the appellation

of Christian. Yet in both ages Christianity was an appreciable force

within the Occident, modifying even though not fully informing every

phase of life.

Not only was Western civilization not made over to conform fully

to Christian standards. It was also true that in 1914 no non-European

people could properly be designated as Christian. In the Philippines

and a few of the smaller islands of the Pacific the majority of the

population called themselves by that name. Their collective life bore

the marks of Christianity, but no phase attained even approximately

to Christian standards. In the major non-European peoples those calling

themselves Christian were only a small percentage of the total pop-

ulation.

It was clear that Christianity, while powerful in human affairs, was

as yet far from remaking mankind into the image of its ideal. Some

of the states of the Occident were officially Christian. Several sub-

scribed to Christian principles in their laws, morals, and social institu-

tions. At least one large government, however, had frankly severed a

Christian connexion of long standing and in others the drift was in

that direction. Professing Christians were more numerous and more

widely spread than ever before. Their faith was having a greater effect

upon mankind as a whole than in any former period. Yet the trend

was towards the situation in the first three centuries in the Graeco-

Roman world, when Christians were self-conscious minorities, in the

world but not fully of it. This was in part due to the nature of Christian-

ity. The goal set forth in the New Testament could probably never

be fully attained "within history." Judged by the standards of Jesus

and the early Apostles no individual could hope to be perfect this

side of the grave.
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However, there was that in the Christian faith which forbade Chris-

tians ever to rest content short of its high calling. In it, too, was that

which encouraged them to strive to attain the exacting goal. They

were assured that if not within history, then beyond it, they were to

be "filled unto all the fulness of God." They could not be satisfied

to leave the world about them to destruction. They might believe that

the full realization of the Christian hope by any human society was
impossible. Yet they were commanded to love their neighbours. That

meant that they must seek to relieve the myriad wants of those about

them. Moreover, one of the obligations laid upon them in the New
Testament was to teach all nations to observe all that their Lord had

commanded them, an injunction which made a duty the attempt to

bring all mankind to the standards of the Sermon on the Mount. This

was to be their objective and in the endeavour to attain it they were

promised the companionship of an unseen all-powerful Presence. With

these qualities in its very nature, Christianity, if it were not to deny

its genius, must continue to be a leaven in the affairs of men. It was

still young. Presumably it had only begun its course. The nineteen

centuries during which it had been present were only a small fraction

of the total history of the race. If one could judge by its past record,

Christianity would continue to spread. In general, it came to the year

1914 on an ascending curve. It was now for the first time almost world-

wide in its representation. Much of that was the achievement of the

preceding few decades. Christianity was gaining momentum.
In what for the present may seem an anticlimax, we must pause

to say something of the effect of the nineteenth century environment
upon Christianity. Clearly the Christianity of 1914 was not identical

with that of 1800. This was partly because of inner developments
within the faith itself, partly because of changes brought by expansion,

and partly because of the temper of the times. It is not easy to disentan-

gle the various factors which issued in the modifications, but some
of the alterations are obvious.

The main strains of Christianity which were present in 1800 contin-

ued. However, by 1914 what is usually called Protestantism was, in

relation to the others, much stronger than at the beginning of the

nineteenth century. Indeed, the term Protestantism had become more
than ever a misnomer. What was embraced under that designation
had never been merely a reaction against Roman Catholicism. It had.
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rather, been a series of fresh movements which the structure of Latin

Christianity had not proved flexible enough to retain. These movements
had now been so long separated from the parent stock that they could

less than ever be deemed a protest. They were positive affirmations

with their own ecclesiastical structures and their characteristic forms
of religious experience and expression. The fresh awakenings within

Protestantism in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were making
that wing of Christianity ever more distinct from Roman Catholicism

and increasingly an independent set of movements. Protestantism pre-

served many features of historic Christianity. By clinging to the Bible

even more emphatically than did Roman Catholics and the Eastern

churches it conserved much of the primitive spirit of the faith. Angli-

canism and some phases of Lutheranism held to much of what had
been developed by the church of the West in pre-Reformation times.

Yet what had come out of the Roman Church at the time of the Refor-

mation was clearly not a waning series of schisms. More and more
the main stream of vitality in the Christian movement seemed to be

flowing through it. This trend was strengthened by the nineteenth

century spread of Christianity. Relatively Protestantism had a greater

extension than any other form of the faith. It was ceasing to be so

largely what it had been at the outset, a Teutonic expression of the

transmitted Latin Christianity. It was becoming world-wide. In the

largest of the new nations which arose out of the nineteenth century

migrations of European peoples, the United States, Protestantism was
dominant. In some of the others, Australia, New Zealand, the Union
of South Africa, and, to a somewhat less degree, Canada, it was in

the majority. In the traditionally Roman Catholic areas of Latin America
and the Philippines it was winning growing minorities. In non-Euro-
pean lands it was making proportionately more rapid gains than was

Roman Catholicism. In India, Ceylon, Indo-China, China, and some
parts of Africa it was numerically not so strong as Roman Catholicism,

but in Japan, Korea, the Netherlands Indies, and several sections of

Africa Protestants outnumbered Roman Catholics, and in India and

China they were having a greater effect upon the country as a whole.

Such major social reforms as the anti-slavery, temperance, and peace

movements issued more from Protestant than from Roman Catholic

Christianity. In developing educational systems Protestantism was the

more potent.
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In some of its phases Protestantism was partly conforming to its

environment. It was, in general, more inclined to adjust itself to the

intellectual currents of the day than were the other main types of

Christianity. Although by tradition fissiparous, it was beginning to

come together in various co-operative enterprises. These were especially

marked on the new geographic frontiers. In the United States, Canada,

China, Japan, and India where many forms of Protestantism existed

side by side, the trend was towards interpenetration of one variety

by another and towards working together in common tasks. Through

Protestantism a distinct kind of Christianity was already beginning

to emerge in the United States. Here and there were indications of

similar trends in Japan, China, and India.

The Roman Catholic Church also showed the effects of the nine-

teenth century environment. This was in part in a refusal to conform

to such tendencies in its milieu as civil marriage, secularized education,

and the application of some forms of historical method to the Bible

and to its own history. It rejected its own "modernists/' It was not

as subservient to the state as it had been in the preceding three centuries.

It affirmed the infallibility of the Pope. That pontiff had far more
effective administrative power in the whole of his communion than

he had enjoyed for several centuries. The Roman Catholic Church

was spreading rapidly, but as a more and more highly co-ordinated

body under a centralized authority.

Of the Eastern churches the strongest was that of Russia. The Russian

Orthodox Church responded less to the spirit of the times than did

either Protestantism or Roman Catholicism. It did not move out of

Russia to any great extent. It remained in the position to which Peter

the Great had reduced it, ancillary to the power of the Tsar and an
instrument for enforcing Tsarist autocracy and assimilating non-Rus-
sian peoples to Russian culture.

In many ways 1914 marked no sudden break in the stream of Chris-

tian history. Numbers of the movements which had been gathering

headway before that year persisted. After 1914 Christianity was still

expanding, chiefly by conversions from non-European peoples. It be-
came more nearly evenly distributed over the earth's surface than ever

before. Through the development of indigenous leadership it also be-
came more deeply rooted among non-European peoples. It continued
to have profound effects, some of them of increasing magnitude, partic-
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“IT WAS HORRIBLE,” Spicer

recalled to a reporter later, “an

abomination. First we saw an

undulating sort of neck, a little

thicker than an elephanfs trunk ”

Spicer accelerated toward it, but

the creature flopped and crashed

through the undergrowth and into

the lake. Spicer described the beast

as a “loathsome sight. It looked

like a huge snail with a long

neck”
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IT ALL REALLY STARTED
with St. Columba, the Irish priest

credited with bringing

Christianity to Scotland
,
who,

according to his biographer, one

day encountered “a certain water

monster” on the River Ness — an
encounter that ended abruptly

when the saint ordered the

creature to desist in its pursuit of

a human swimmer

Myth and fantasy. Maybe.
The “water horse” or “water

kelpie” was a prominent mythic
character in the Scottish tales and
legends told by the tribal peoples

who settled the rocky highlands. The
kelpie—Each Uisge—was an evil

sort of creature inclined toward
luring unsuspecting human victims

to a watery doom. The magical,

habT



COLUMBANUS: A MENTOR IN MISSIONS
C. George Fry

“The spirit of Columbanus still haunts

Europe from Ireland to Italy,” mused the

canon theologian sitting with me in the

restaurant under Durham Cathedral (yes,

there is a restaurant in the Cathedral; it even

is listed in one of the better restaurant guides

to Britain).

I knew what he meant. Columbanus (or

Columban, or Columba the Younger), lived

in the sixth and seventh centuries. He was
“the greatest of the Irish missionary-monks

on the continent of Europe.” Often in my
travels, I had been reminded of his labors.

During my summer in Britain two years

ago, I could not help but recall his contribu-

tions. A decade earlier, attending a seminar
in Rome, I saw evidences of his labors in

Italy. Still earlier, while in Switzerland, I

had the opportunity to encounter yet other

evidences of his work.

It is easy for me to agree with the historian

who noted that Columbanus “initiated the

medieval Irish missionary' movement in

Europe.” The late Robert Hall Glover called

Columbanus “the fearless, far-reaching mis-

sionary of the Celtic Church.”
Over my piping Indian Tea and ginger-

bread cake I continued the conversation

about Columbanus. “What was his genius as

a missionary?” I asked the Anglican minister

at the table with me. “Columbanus,” he
replied, illustrated the truth of a saying
ascribed to one of our modern-day English
missionaries, Henry Martyn.
“Which saying?” I inquired. “The Spirit

of Christ is the spirit of missions, and the
nearer we get to Him the more intensely mis-
sionary we must become,” he responded.
That, of course, is the primary cause of mis-
sionary success, commitment to Christ.

Over more tea we settled down for a long

\,

T
'

.u'
Fry was Siting Lecturer with tNorth of England Institute for Christian Education

the Spring of 1984, when this article was written.

conversation concerning some of the specific

ways in which Christ formed the life and

labors of Columbanus. Let me share with

you some of the ways in which Columbanus
can be a mentor in missions to us in the late

20th century.

Personal Qualities

Columbanus (ca. A.D. 540-615) is called

“the Younger” in distinction from his near

contemporary', Columba, the Apostle of

Scotland (521-596), who is known as “the

Elder.” Columbanus is honored in the

Roman Catholic and Anglican churches as a

saint, in the Reformed churches as a peerless

pioneer for Christ. Certainly Columbanus
exhibited four personal qualities that are

essential to contemporary missionaries:

1. Columbanus was a man of virtue. Born

in West Leinster in Ireland around 540, Co-

lumbanus had a childhood that is largely lost

in obscurity. What is remembered, how-
ever, is his early struggle for virtue. Blaise

Pascal has told us that “grace is indeed re-

quired to turn a man into a saint; and he

who dou ts this does not know what either a

man or a saint is.”

As Joseph in the Bible had to struggle with

sexual temptation, so Columbanus was
tempted to immorality. Through personal

experience he learned the truth of the state-

ment made by Clement of Alexandria, “the

sacrifice most acceptable to God is complete

renunciation of the body and its passions.

This is the only real piety.”

In the hour of trial, Columbanus fled,

seeking counsel. A godly advisor reminded
him that he should rethink the Scriptures:

“Do you remember Eve coaxing and Adam
yielding? Samson made weak by Delilah?

David lured from his former righteousness

by the beauty of Bathsheba? The wise

Solomon deceived by the love of women?”
Then Columbanus was urged to “go away,
turn from this river into which so many have
fallen.”
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Victory over this temptation caused Co-
lumbanus to become strong in virtue. Know-
ing that saints cannot, if God will not,”
Columbanus committed his entire life to
Christ s rule. Later he won a reputation as a
man “not to be intimidated by threats or en-
ticed by rewards.” Missionaries today need
also to be “as immune to evil as possible.”

2. Columbanus was a man oj prayer.
Avoidance of vice alone does not constitute

virtue. It is the practice of the presence of

Christ that transforms. Prayer is part of that

process. Columbanus practiced what Martin
Luther later advised, when he said, “Prayer
is the most important thing in my life. If I

should neglect prayer for a single day, I

should lose a great deal of the fire of faith.”

Columbanus believed that “prayer of the

heart must be matched with the continual

application of the mind to God.” A prayer-

ful spirit informed each day for Colum-
banus, which he felt ought to be divided into

three waking activities: reading, to cultivate

the mind; manual labor, to strengthen the

body; and patterned public and private

worship, to nourish and discipline the soul.

Clement of Alexandria, a favorite au-

thority to many in the Celtic Church, had
defined prayer as “conversation with God.”

Listening is involved as well as speaking.

Columbanus knew, as did Anglican prelate,

Donald Coggan, “Really to pray is to stand

to attention in the presence of the King and

to be prepared to take orders from him.” A
service of worship can easily lead to public

service in the world.

Missionaries today need to be men and

women of “profound spirituality” if they,

like Columbanus, are to have “the vitality to

transform their times.” William Cowper’s

words are still true:

And Satan trembles when he sees,

The weakest saint upon his knees.

3. Columbanus was a man of learning.

Wisdom was to be matched with morality

and spirituality. Having committed his life

to Christ and dedicated it to the service of

the church, Columbanus sought the best

training possible for this calling.

After studying at a number of places, Col-

umbanus came to Bangor, situated on the

coast of Down. This was a major center of

the ancient Celtic Church, where, it was

said, “sanctity and scholarship were com-
bined.” Columbanus, named “the dove,”

took to learning as a bird does to the air.

Soon he was accomplished in Greek, Latin,

and Hebrew, languages that still lived in the

Celtic Church though they had perished in

other parts of Europe. With these linguistic

tools Columbanus was at home in the Scrip-

tures and in the Fathers. At least one com-

mentary is ascribed to him (dealing with the

Psalter)

.

Columbanus seemed destined for a

scholar’s life. For more than thirty years he

was a teacher and author. “Fire, which

mingled light and passion, flowed from his

tongue when he taught,” commented one

historian.

Even today Columbanus is remembereu
for his prose and poetry. John Ryan,

biographer, noted that “his letters, rules,

and poetry form part of the great tradition

of Irish Latin literature and had a lasting ef-

fect on the culture of the Middle Ages.”

An old English proverb insists that “learn-

ing is the eye of the mind.” Missionaries to-

day, like Columbanus of old, need to have

“active minds, ready to learn” and, like

Timothy, be “apt to teach.”

4.

Columbanus was a man of faith. Faith

is a radical trust in God that displays itself in

a moral life, a prayerful spirit, a consecrated

mind, and a committed life.

When one is close to Christ, one can be

called to experience sudden changes. After

about thirty years in the classroom, Colum-
banus felt the call to “a mid-life career

change.” This doughty Irish saint was
almost fifty when he decided to be a foreign

missionary. The needs of the people of

Europe touched his heart and Columbanus
decided to go to the Continent.

This reminds us that not all missionaries

are young. Many, indeed, commit them-

selves to this calling while still in high school

or college. Others, however, are “summoned
by Christ in midstream.” Nor do all mis-

sionaries begin as missionaries. Most, prob-

ably, have trained for that career, but others

are called from farm, office, and factory to

the mission field.

William Carey left a shoe cobbler’s bench

to save souls. Reginald Heber forsook a safe

parish in Britain for the perils of a bishopric

12/MISSIONARY MONTHLY



in India. Jonathan Edwards became a mis-

sionary among the American Indians after

several years in the parish. Columbanus, in

similar fashion, was led by Christ into cross-

cultural work from the classroom and in

later life.

In our own time, more and more mission-

aries are women and men called by Christ to

overseas assignments from "secure, safely

established homes and careers.

Social Characteristics

Columbanus is not only a mentor for to-

day’s missionaries in terms of his personal

qualities, but also in the way in which he

met the challenges of his age. There are

several striking similarities between the era

Oi' ‘Columbanus and ours.

Evangelicals are fond of comparing the

’Oh century with the time of the Reforma-

tion, but they often fail to see the impor-

tance of the Early Middle Ages. It seems to

me that certain common characteristics can

be noted between the times of Columbanus

and ours. Four of these traits are especially

noteworthy:

1. Columbanus lived in a time of political

fragmentation. It was a post-imperial era.

The vast Roman Empire, which once had

united much of Western Europe, had been

replaced with scores of successor states.

This is similar to the 20th century. The
British, Dutch, French, Belgian, Italian,

German, and Portuguese colonial empires

have disappeared. In their stead, one finds

many new nations in “Lafricasia" (Latin

America, Africa, and Asia).

Columbanus would have appreciated this

situation. He worked with twelve compan-
ions believing strongly in team ministry

(missionary work was not a solo operation

for him). His group, which included the

future St. Gall, went to the continent,

eventually working in France, Germany,
Switzerland, and Italy.

Initially Columbanus labored in Burgundy.

There he preached “the love of God and our

neighbor,” including the ethical implica-

tions of the Gospel. Columbanus refused to

sanction the immorality of Theodoric of

Burgundy, who, though supposedly a Chris-

tian, was living with several women. The
prophetic preaching of Columbanus against

this evil resulted in his deportation, though

the effects of his work remained evident in

the Vosges region.

Columbanus was led by God to the

neighboring Kingdom of Austrasia, where
he witnessed to the pagans near Zurich.

Once more political intrigues forced Colum-
banus to flee. Crossing the Alps at the age of

seventy, he arrived in Italy, where he began

to preach among the Lombards. In each of

these regions remains of his work still

endure.

Modern day missionaries often find that

they must minister in a variety of contexts.

When I was in Iran, I met many who had
begun their missionary callings in the Philip-

pines, or Honduras, or Zaire. Now they have

moved from Iran to points as distant as

Pakistan, Argentina, and Japan. Colum-
banus would have understood.

2. Columbanus lived in a time of detiom-

inational proliferation. Columbanus and his

coworkers were members of the Celtic

Church. Because of need in a Catholic con-

text, they went to work in what is now
France. Their intention was not “to contend
in words” with their Roman Catholic

neighbors, but “to reach out to the unChris-

tian segments of the population.”

When French bishops tried to entice Co-

lumbanus into controversy, he reminded
them that he was “a poor stranger in these

parts for the cause of Christ.” In a fervent

appeal, Columbanus insisted that there were
more important matters facing them than

the liturgy’, ritual, the date of Easter, or the

tonsure (close-cut hair) of monks. The
bishops appealed to Rome. Columbanus
then w’rote to Pope Gregory the Great, ask-

ing permission to stay.

Even later Columbanus would encounter

Eastern Orthodox priests and bishops. Three
main traditions— Celtic, Roman Catholic,

and Eastern Orthodox—were at w’ork in

Italy. Columbanus consistently avoided

polemics, emphasizing his mission of

teaching Scripture and serving people.

“All we Irish living in the furthest parts of

the earth,” he explained, “are followers of

St. Peter and St. Paul and of the disciples

w ho w rote the Sacred Canon under the Holy
Ghost.” Continuing, he said, “We accept

nothing outside the evangelical and
apostolic teaching.”

Today missionaries serve in regions where
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many Christian churches may be at work —
Protestant, Roman Catholic, Eastern Or-
thodox, Oriental, and indigenous churches.
Columbanus would understand the tempta-
tion to “polemicize and dogmatize.” But he
would urge instead “humility before God,
fidelity to the Word, consistency in service,

and charity of spirit.”

3. Columbanus lived in a time of revivifi-

cation of the Churches. Large parts of

Europe, which previously had been Chris-

tian, were experiencing major problems.

As we today confront the challenge of

secularization, so in the era of Columbanus
there was a repaganization of the West. In

part, this was due to the migration of

polytheistic tribes into formerly Roman
Catholic areas; in part, it was caused by the

resurgence of ancient Roman ways.

Other sections of Christendom expe-

rienced the immigration of heretical groups,

as the Arians, who taught a faulty

Christology and therefore could not pro-

claim the fulness of salvation. Some have

compared the current influx of Muslims into

the Atlantic community as “a Neo-Arianism

in our era.” With more Muslims now in Brit-

ain than Methodists, one can understand

this challenge.

Yet other portions of the church suffered

from corruption of life, or confusion of

belief, or a sectarian spirit that radically

limited the scope of Christian fellowship.

Columbanus, as many missionaries today,

had to work simultaneously in all these

areas.

In March 1983, while visiting a Nigerian

pastor in Lagos, I saw a similar challenge.

Within his parish lived Muslims, adherents

of tribal faiths, converts to cults and sects,

secularized urbanites, as well as members of

scores of Christian churches. Columbanus
would have recognized the need, and his ex-

ample encourages us.

Columbanus lived in a time of the

ation of a Christian worldview. Pro-

sm was replacing the cosmopoli-

of Rome. Tribalism eroded a feeling

universalism. Sectarianism eclipsed a

sense of the Catholicism of the Church. Peo-

ple thought of themselves as Celts or

Burgundians or Lombards, not Europeans,

as Roman Catholics or Greek Orthodox or

Celtic churchmen, not as Christians.

Columbanus argued for a vision of the

evangelical depth of the Word and the

ecumenical breadth of the church. Writing
to Pope Gregory I, Columbanus urged the

pontiff to “a larger vision,” speaking of

“totius Europae” (“all Europe”) as “a Chris-

tian cultural unity.”

Amidst the increasing divisions of the late

20th century, missionaries are compelled
again to show the oneness of all in Christ. In

Him there is no East or West, black or

white, male or female, but “one new people,

born of one baptism, nurtured by one Sup-

per, natured by one conversion.”

Conclusion

At this point, my conversation with the

Anglican canon two summers ago was inter-

rupted by the ringing of the great bells of

Durham Cathedral. The hour of Evensong
was at hand.

We walked toward our places in the

choir, passing the tombs of several of

Britain’s great saints — Cuthbert, Bede, and

Lightfoot. I sensed, as seldom before, “the

communion of the saints.”

My heart and mind travelled far from

County Durham to Bobbio, Italy. There, on

November 23, 615, Columbanus had been

laid to rest. More than thirteen and one half

centuries later, I thought of Columbanus as

an important mentor for missionaries today.

Matthew Henry was right: “The saints are

God’s jewels, highly esteemed and dear to

him; they are a royal diadem in his hand.”

From them light still is reflected, il-

luminating our path. This light, reflected

from the likes of Columbanus, helps us, the

church militant and missionary, as we wind

our way upward to join them, in the church

victorious.
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ritft] the implication that there were not two different planes

of ' ristian life, one superior to the other. Further, they

del foe red in monasticism elements of works-righteousness, the

very thing which was repudiated by Luther and Calvin in their

insistence that salvation was by faith alone and that a gift

l God. In rejecting monasticism the Reformers were discarding

hi it dilution which had proved to be serviceable in the task

f mi sionary outreach. Thus, even if they had had an inclination

the direction of missions there would have been no organizational

struct ire comparable to the monasteries through which to channel

the energies of mission.

We have already noted the close relationship which had existed

for centuries between the Roman Catholic Church and the secular

rulers. It must be remembered that Luther and Calvin, too, were

ion >f their own time. It was only natural, then, for them

to hold the opinion that-, the secular magistrates and rulers

did responsibilities in church affairs, among them the maintenance

of public worship and the extention of the faith in the territory.

In fact, most of the large Protestant churches were under the

authority and subject to the control of the secular rulers.

Latourette has pointed out that unlike many Catholic rulers,

notably those of Spain and Portugal, most of the Protestant

sovereigns were uninterested in spreading the gospel among

11
non-Christian peoples outside their territories. Had the

Protestant kings of Calvin's day felt a responsibility for mission

the non-Chri stian people it would have been a difficult

hits t< carry out, for the Catholic powers of Spain and Portugal

1

1

Latourette, p.25*
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controlled a great deal of the non-Christian world by virtue

1

2

of their strong naval fleets. ~ It was not until the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries and the rise of the British and Dutch

seat ower that the Protestants came to have contact with non-

Ihri tian peoples on a large scale and Protestant missions

1

1

realty began. At the time of the Reformation, however, the

fviss and Jerman Protestants had, as yet, little contact with

those outside of Western Europe. This, and the indifference

>l the Protestant sovereigns, were undoubtedly factors which

t rib i ted to the Reformer's apparent neglect of missions.

The above paragraphs have outlined some of the historical

rs which may have accounted, in part, for the Reformer’s

1 ick jf mission concern. The historical factors, however,

••inriot fully explain the absence of a theology of mission in

works of most of the Reformers. If Luther or Calvin had

ive i evidence that they lamented the fact that, due to historical

• i rooms lances
,

they were unable to carry out missions or to think

deeply about the missionary calling of the church we would at

Least have known of their concern for missions. Such was not

t ie case, however, for as Warneck observes, "fundamental

theological views hindered them from giving their activity, and

14
ever, their thoughts, a missionary direction." Let us now turn

to some of the theological factors which prevented the Reformers

mm recognizing the need for a theology of mission.

Leith, pp .
50f

.

1

^Latourette, p . 26

.

14
Warneck, p.9.
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It was the view of many of the Reformers that the

missionary mandate of Matthew 28 had been fulfilled in the

‘ i me of the apostles and thus many of the Protestant leaders

obligation here to spread the gospel to non-Christians

.

but! or recognized that not all peoples are Christian and

• l le maintained that Christianity had already realized its

call in to be the world’s religon. Thus he can say:

Everywhere the Word is preached and the sacraments are
administered. It needs no longer that men go to
Jerusalem, . . . another temple or church has been built
whose walls encompass the whole world, . . . for He now
lets His Word go to all creatures as He Himself gave
Commandment to the Apostles, ' Go ye, etc,’ Though all
people do not now believe, yet Christ rules everywhere
where people are, maintains there His Word and Sacrament
against all devils and men, for the Gospel and Baptism
must go through the world as they have gone and are
going day by day. ^5

Luther's view the mission of preaching the Word is

comparable to the effect of a stone thrown into water--it

was begun by the apostles and, like the waves which eminate

fr ! the entry point, is pushed farther and farther into the

world bv preachers who are persecuted. Thus nowhere does
$

Luther propose a program of mission activity by preachers or

evangelists to reach non-Christian peoples. The gospel is

t" be spread on an individual basis by Christians who, by

persecution or circumstance are put in a position to proclaim

t.he Word .

^ '

'

One reason that the Reformers were inclined to see the

mi: nonary mandate oi Matthew 28 as having been fulfilled

Ly the apostles was that they tended to think that the task

1
r

Quoted by Warneck, p. 13 .

^ <J

Warneck, p. 15 .
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17
of mission outreach required special offices of ministry.

hilvin held that the offices of apostle, prophet, and evangelist

.vore extraordinary and temporary, that "these three functions

won lot established in the church as permanent ones, but

noiv for that time during which the churches were to be erected

18
where none had existed before....” Given such views^to the

temporary nature of these offices it would have been easy for

the Reformers to have seen the mandate for mission in Matthew

as being fulfilled in the time of the apostles.

The theological flowering that accompanied the Reformation

brought renewed emphasis on the sovereignty and majesty of God

and a new awareness of the reality of God's grace towards

1 Q
Mnftil humanity. This, indeed, was one of the greatest

; i f t. s of the Reformers to the church, but it also may have had

i. subtle and yet. profound impact on the Reformers' theology

in regard (or should we say disregard) to missions. If God

truly sovereign in this world, then he workshis purpose out

regard Less of human action. To be sure, human cooperation in

the divine plan was expected but was not essential. John Leith

writes in defense of the Reformer whose theology most strongly

asserts the sovereignty of God, "Calvin^ theology supports

ristian missions. No theologian placed greater emphasis

20
n the working out of the divine purposes in human history."

support this claim he quotes a short passage from a commentary

1

y

Avis, Paul D.L., The Church in the Theology of the Reformers.,
1

1 • 1 7 3 •

1

Calvin, I ns ti tu tes , IV . 3 . 4

,

p.1056.

*

^Bosch
, p . 121 .

t (,

Lei th
, p . 51 •
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MISSIONS CHRONOLOGY

AD (many of the dates below are approximate)

34 Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch

40 Addai's mission to Edessa (Osrhoene) (?)

45-49 Paul's first missionary journey, Asia Minor
50-52 Paul's mission to Europe (Greece)

50 Mission of Thomas to India (?)

54 Nero's persecution of Christians in Rome

180 Conversion of Abgar VIII of Osrhoene (Edessa) ?

96 Reports of Christians among the Bactrians (Afghanistan)

300 David, Nestorian bishop, to India (?)

301 Tiridates, king of Armenia, converted by Gregory the Illuminator

311/13 Conversion of Constantine and Edict of Toleration
320 Arian Controversy
325 Council of Nicaea
328 Frumentius consecrated bishop for Ethiopia

330 Constantinople founded
339-380 The great Persian persecution
341 Mission of Ulfilas to the Goths
345/6 Thomas the Merchant brings Christian refugees to India (?)

361 Julian the Apostate
367 Mawiyya, "first Arab Christian queen".
407 Romans evacuate Britain

410 Alaric sacks Rome
410 First Nestorian Synod (Isaac's)
413 Mission of Hayyan to Yemen (?)
420 2nd Nestorian Synod (Yaballaha's) declares Asia's independence
431 Patrick returns to Ireland
432 Nestorius condemned
440 Pope Leo the Great (r. 440-461)
451 Council of Chalcedon condemns monophysites
457/8 Egyptian monophysites (Copts) separate from west

476 Last western Roman emperor
486 School of Edessa exiled to Persia (Nisibis)
496 Clovis, King of the Franks, converted
497 Shah Kavadh of Persia sheltered by Christian Huns in Bactria
523 Christian Ethiopia invades Yemen, aids Arabian Christians
540 Mar Aba I, Nestorian Patriarch
542 Jacab Baradaeus initiates Monophysite missions, western Asia
547 Cosmas Indicopleustes finds Christians in India and Ceylon
550 ? Scriptures translated into language of Huns, Bactria

552 Justinian reunites Rome
563 Columba, "apostle to Scotland", founds Iona

568 Lombards take Roman west
571 Birth of Mohammed

590 Pope Gregory the Great (r. 590-604)
597 Augustine of Canterbury's mission to Britain

611 Roman Empire becomes Greek
622 The Hegira (to Medina)
633 Death of Mohammed

Alopen; Nestorian mission to T'ang China
Aidan; mission from Iona to northern England (Northumbria)

642 Persia falls to Islam

635



1 .

664
692
698
699

716

745

774

781

, . v
,
1 t&s

g2g
861

864
920

"954''

966/7
983
987
1000
1009
1096

1219
1266
1275
1281

1294
1315
1330

1358
1370

1457

1480
1482

1486

1491

1493

1500
1503
1511

1512

1(7 - >>-’

Synod of Whitby; Celtic and papal missions begin to merge
Willibrord; beginning of Anglo-Saxon missions to Europe
Persecution of Nestorians in China
Theodore of Tarsus to Canterbury

710 Islam invades Spain
Boniface (Winfrith) ."apostle to Germans", to Europe

732 Charles Martel stops Arabs
China's Nestorians change name from "Persian" to "Syrian" church

751 Chinese clash with Arabs
756 Charlemagne, Kg. of Franks

Copper charter granted to Christians in India (Kerala)
Nestorians consecrate bishop for Central AsiaticTurks
Nestorian monument in China

786 Danes attack England
Pope crowns Charlemagne Holy Roman Emperor

Ansgar, "apostle of the north"; mission to the Danes
Cyril and Methodius, "apostles to the Slavs", in Bohemia
Baptism of Boris, king of the Bui gars
Nestorian bishopric in Burma, at Pegu
Olga of Kiev baptized, beginning of mission to Russia
Duke Mieszka of Poland baptized
Bp. Adalbert of Prague begins Czech mission to Magyars, Poles
Conversion of archduke Vladimir of Kiev (Russia)
Stephen, king of Hungary, leads mass conversion of Magyars
Nestorians convert prince of the Keraits (Mongolia)
The first Crusade; Christians invade Seljuk Turk empire
Francis of Assissi preaches to the Sultan of Egypt
Kublai Khan asks Pope for missionaries to Mongols
Nestorian church reorganized in Far East
Nestorians elect Mark, a Mongol monk, as Patriarch in Baghdad
John of Montcorvino brings Roman Catholicism to China
Raymond Lull, missionary to Muslims, martyred in Algeria
Jordanus, first Roman Catholic bishop in India (Kerala)
Tamerlane begins extinction of Christianity in Entral Asia
Mongolia converts to Buddhism

1453 Fall of Constantinople
United Brethren (Moravians) organize Christian village
Russia expels Muslim Mongols; restores Christian state
First Roman Catholic missionaries to Zaire
Portuguese convert African chief in Senegal
King of Benin (Nigeria) baptized

1492 Columbus to America
Pope divides world between Portugal (Africa, Asia) and Spain

for missions.
African chief in Congo baptized
Franciscan college in Haiti

First Roman Catholic diocese in America (Puerto Rico)

First mission to Cuba (Dominicans)
1518 Martin Luther's theses

1550 First Roman Catholic missionaries in Tanzania



Miaslologyt Fall of Roms to Reformation 2

it may help to have a brief chronology of some of the
important names and events of the period*

6th o, 529.

54$.
c. 550.

563.
573.
596.

Benedict lays foundations of Western monastioism
at Monte Cassino.

Hcphthalite Huns (Afghanistan) receive Nestorian bishop,
Christians in Ceylon (Taprobane),

Colunba leads Irish monks to Scotland (Iona),

Colunban, from Ireland to Europe (Luxouil).

Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to southern Sagland.

7th c.

c

u

635.

. 640.

, 645.

678.

690,

Alopen, first Hestorian missionary to China,

(Moslem conquests begin)

Aidan, missionary from Scotland to northern England.
Wilfrid begins Anglo-. Saxon missions to northern Europe
Willibrord, M apostle to the Netherlands”.

8 th 0. 719,

772.

Boniface, from aigland to Germany.
Charlemagne begins forcaful conversion of the Saxons.

9 th 0, 0 . 626.

861.

864,

Anskar, from France (Luxaiil) to Denmark,

Cyril and Methodius, from Constantinople begin the
conversion of the Slavs (eastern Europe).

Boris, king of the Bulgars, baptized.

10th c. 910,

966,

$87.

995.

Monastic revival and reform at Cluny,

Duke Mies&ka of Poland baptized.
Baptism of Vladimir of Kiev begins conversion of Russia.
King Olaf Tryggvason makes Norway Christian.

11th c.
I <* c>c.

1008.

1073.

1096.

Olof Skotkonung, first Christian king of Sweden.

Pope Gregory VII (Hildebrand) reforms the papacy.

The first crusade.

12 th c. 1190. Nestorians return to China through Keraits, under Mongols.

13th, 0. 1209.

1215.
1245.

1292.
1294.

Franciscan order founded.
Dominican order founded.
John of Plano Carpini, first R.C. missionary to China.
Raymond Lull, missionary to the Mo situs.
John of fontecorvino, first R.C. archbishop of Peking.

14th c. 1395. Conquoets of Tamarland begin to destroy Asian Christianity

15th c. Constantinople falls to the Turks.
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Far from Rome, and even farther from Jerusalem; across

the Alps and farther North than any average Roman citizen

could imagine, was the land of the Celts. This is the story of

Christianity's survival and eventual wide spread acceptance by

a wind swept warrior people living in what is now know as Ireland

The defining of who the Celtic people were is a tricky

one. To the Romans, the Celts were one of four barbarian groups

greatly feared.

About a quarter of a century after the death of

Herodotus, Northern Italy was invaded by Barbar-
ians coming through the Alpine passes. These
invaders were Celts. .

.

^

It is no easy task to define who exactly the early Celts

were. Nearly all peoples in Western Europe owe some of their

roots to the Celtic peoples.

A map of the ancient Celtic world would give the
impression of a vast empire. But the Celts, as

Caesar said, "are too much given to faction" to

erect a political structure on a grand scale.
Their political achievement was nevertheless far
from despicable. With loose federations of tribes,
and despite incidents of internecine strife, the
Celts of Gaul, Britain, and Ireland long maintain-
ed territorial sway and subsequent invasions have
left in these countries a large admixture of Celtic
blood .

^

These Celts were known for their talents and prowlness

in war .. they were brave fighters

.

They were well practi c e d

in the use of horses and chariots . The early Celts came into

bat tie making much noise and shouting great boasts.

The ancient Celts are described as a race
tall, fair-haired warriors, stray, agile,
easily provoked to battle, boastful before
combat. . . They come to the battlefield
in two horse chariots driven by subordin-
ates, and leap from there (sometimes stark
naked upon their startled foemen with loud

K
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shouts, brandishing their great swords

.

The Celts' pre-Christian religious life is quite inter-

esting. Like all ancient peoples, these Celts had their gods.

There seems to have been considerable fear of what these "gods"

might do and so much of their religion revolved around appeas-

ing and attempting to gain control over these "gods." Thick

damp woods and misty bogs of the British Isles caused them to

imagine and to fear the evil spirits that lived there.

Spirits dwelt in fountains, trees and sacred stones
and were so venerated and sometimes so feared that
Celtic missions after exorcising these demons, had
hastily to replace them with saints that the course
of the people’s worship might be re-directed into
Christian channels.

5

A society of holy men called druids were the religious

leaders. They were priests and magicians and highly revered

by the people. Considering the fear that these early Celts

had of spirits and evil forces, the druids represented a way

to gain control over the evil forces. The utter reverence

for these holy men seems to have been the rule. These were the

educated and powerful ones of the society. This reverence

for the druids proved to be helpful to Christian missionaries

when they began arriving with their witness.

How then are we to account for the fact, too often
forgotten, that despite these perpetual feuds
scarcely any of the hundreds of unarmed missionaries
lost their lives in Ireland while apparently not
one was killed by Celts in Scotland? The Celts of

Ireland and Scotland obviously considered men of God

to be as sacred as the gold in their pagan temples.

^

Perhaps it was because the Celtic religion included so many

spirits, evil forces and gods that the Christian God was able
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for slaves and for women and took advantage of this cultural

phenomenon. Women played a large part in his ministry, often

accompanying him on his preaching tours. It was, however,

Saint Brigid who just after Patrick's death began a sweep-

ing movement calling many women to monasteries. She herself

established communities of nuns and went on preaching tours

as Patrick did. "She rightly suspected that all over the country

were Christian women who longed to give their whole lives

to God, living together in organized groups as dedicated

members of Christian convents, she foresaw their enormous

potential . Men, women, slaves and druids entered the mona-

stery and accepted the faith. Young people by the hordes began

pouring into the monasteries.

As Christianity developed, it became more and more ascetic

and monastic. Monasteries sprang up everywhere. Monks and

nuns could be found wandering the countryside and living on

Islands of the coast.

What most arrests our attention is the astonishing
flow of youth into the monastic life, which drew
men with irresistible attraction. In many cases
what the founders sought was a retreat with a few

companions in some remote spot, but they found
themselves pursued by throngs of young men eager to

follow their example.

Colunba for example set out to live in exile on Iona only to find

each year more and more monks arriving to join his group. Many

monks would later emerge from this sheltered place to witness

in foreign lands. Later saints like Columbanus, Willibord

and countless others became wandering missionaries called "Pere-
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of his kinsmen on the isle of St. Thomas. At nearly the same time,

Zinzendorf heard by way of two Greenland Eskimos that the government

planned to abandon the difficult missionary endeavor to Greenland. The

chance meetings strengthened Zinzendorf 's life-long dream to establish

missions to the heathen.

The other incident which aided in establishing his unique style of

missionary activity was an earlier exposure to the Christian

entrepreneur August Hermann Francke at Halle. Zinzendorf lived with and

studied under Francke and witnessed his masterful blend of true

Christian piety and zealous business sense. Francke supported his many

charitable institutions not only through collections solicited from

supportive donors, but also through a number of business enterprises,

including a drug store and a few publishing houses.

These experiences were to have major influences upon the Count's

activities with the Moravians. As Danker has it, "Halle inspired him

with a dream. Herrnhut and its Moravian refugees provided him with the

people, ...over whose readiness to witness and to die he marvelled at

St. Thomas." 1

IHE EARLY Y EAES.

The early years at Herrnhut saw the formation of a spiritual and

economic community which was to be a key to Moravian missionary success.

’ Danker
,
William J

. ,
Profit for the Lord

,
(Grand Rapids, Mich,: Urn, B, Eerdmans, 1971), p, 19.
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X

The Brethren undertook such enterprises as a credit union, the spinning

of flax, salt production, beer brewing, and the operation of a drug

store. In all of these endeavors the goal was not the personal

accumulation of wealth, but rather that each person might be able to

earn what was necessary for his or her subsistance. Also within this

period was borne the characteristic self-sacraf ice and contentment; a

desire to devote much to the cause of the Lord at the expense of one's

self.

Zinzendorf himself went through a metamorphosis in his view of

economics. As a member of the aristocracy, he shared the prejudice of

his class against trade and did not see himself as one of the emerging

capitalists. Initially, he felt that the idea of a community-owned

business was unfitting and that such enterprises should be left to

individuals. He also felt that they were an "abomination in the eyes of

the ecclesiastical ordinary." Furthermore, they caused a community to

be unduly involved in the market, in making transactions, and in

borrowing money. At the same time, however, he noticed how nicely these

industries produced capital for the support of the Moravian missions.

When the financial needs of the missions were at a point where

revenue-producing industry became a necessity, Zinzendorf' s bias changed

allowing such activity. The selection of a course of business, however,

was always based on the criteria of whether it helped or hindered the

function of the mission. He was personally apposed to carpentry and

2
Danker, p, 21
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farming because they took the missionary away from his station. (It is

ironic in light of this that David Mitschmann, one of the first two

Moravian missionaries, supported himself and his partner by carpentry).

Zinzendorf's new tolerance for busineess activities was exemplified

in 1747 by his placement of Abraham Durninger as manager of the general

store in Herrnhut. Durninger was a new Brother and an experienced

merchant. In just twenty-five years under his expert management, the

little general store was transformed into an international textiles

business, including manufacturing, wholesale, trade, and imports and

exports. The business enabled the Brethren to be employeed and

consequently make contributions to the treasury for the support of

missions. Upon Durninger' s death, he had turned the community's debts

of 651 talers (an old German denomination of currency) into a capital of

277,000 talers with buildings totaling 39,000 talers and an annual

business profit of 15%. The enterprise maintained itself for the next

two centuries until it ended up in the Soviet section of Germany at the

end of World War II and was farced to minimize its operations. The

Abraham Durninger Foundation still exists, however, on a smaller scale;

and in West Germany, The Durninger Zigarren GmbH operates sixteen

tobacco stores from its offices within the same complex as the Moravian

Missions Headquarters. 3 Other West German holdings include a resort

hotel and a department store. A

S

3
Ibid., p, 146

1
Ibid, p, 146,
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Diirninger had established the business in his own name because of

Herrnhut's bad credit reputation, which was a result of Zinzendorf's

unrealistic economics and bad financial management. As a result,

Diirninger was able to do business even when Herrnhut could not.

Although the enterprise was good for the church's missions, the Brethren

were not always as beneficial to business. Diirninger often had to

recruit workers from outside the community because his best weavers were

taken to the mission field on a day's notice by the lot system. Another

reason was that, often, he could only find outsiders to work for the

wages which he could offer and still make a profit for the missions.

All along, what made the business so ideal was Diirninger' s pious

motivation: that the profit be used for the work of the Lamb.

When the Moravians came to America to establish missions to the

Indians, they naturally brought with them their ethic of self-support.

It was part of being a Moravian. They saw themselves not only as

missionaries who needed to earn their support, but also as partners in a

world-wide mission which needed their donations; and how were they to

make contributions if they had no means of income? Besides, they saw

all of their endeavors, whether physical labor or sharing the gospel, as

religious endeavors; responses to their faith. It was for these

reasons that they founded the General Economy in Pennsylvania, a complex

consisting of 6000 acres of land purchaed between 1741 and 1749. The

5



organization incorporated the personnel and activities of the towns of

Bethlehem (their center of operations), Nazareth, Gnadenthal,

Christiansbrunn, and Friedensthal
,
Pennsylvania. Most of these smaller

settlements were agricultural, but Bethlehem produced pottery and beer,

operated a tannery, and produced textiles with machines they themselves

had built.

Faithfulness, service, and system were integral parts of every job.

The Moravian self-sacr^ficial character which sought the welfare of

others in the Christian family before self was characteristic of the

communal love which often found expression in such things as love feasts

before or after any major undertaking, such as a harvest. A celebration

like this consisted of a simple meal, coffee and rolls, hymn-singing,

and liturgy. B Communal ism was stressed to a degree easily judged

excessive by some. There was usually a common household with seperate

sleeping quarters for the two sexes; families were not exempt. Goods

were to be shared without partiality, although an individual's personal

property with which they arrived at the settlement was recognized as his

or her own. Nonetheless, a selfless lifestyle was expected of each

person, with no thought to be given to personal gain. Such a structure

was certainly unappealing to some, but the alternative was to be

excommunicated for non-conformity.

Unfortunately, even amid such tight controls, secularization invaded

and eventually cause the downfall of the General Economy. For some, the

6
Danker, p, 26
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cause may have been discontent with communal living and the seperation

from family which accompanied it. For others, increased profits from

their hard work may have aroused unquenchable covetous desires. Still

others may have become frustrated with their seemingly perpetual

position as supporters for other missionaries; never getting the

opportunity to go to the far-away mission fields themselves. Despite

the ultimately negative aspects of the communal lifestyle, it was an

effective ingredient for the maintenance of their selfless, faithful,

persevering lifestyle in service to the Lord. Without such intimate

sharing of economic, spiritual and personal endeavors, the bond which

united them in their effort would likely not have existed. The downfall

which came in part by economic success probably would have much come

sooner, had it not been staid off by such pious accountability and

support.

When David Zeisberger and Christian Heinrich Rauch took up their

missionary activities among the American Indians, they were not welcomed

by other whites. Most of them did not consider the natives to be

worthy or capable of salvation and were merely interested in helping the

Indian vanish or exploiting him as a consumer of their whiskey and

gunpowder. But these missionaries sought to show the Indians how to

apply the Christian faith to their own lifestyle, not a European or

American way of life. They taught them diligence, proper times for

planting, hunting and fishing, the preservation of meat, and abstinence

from alcohol. The converted Indians were settled in such towns as

FriedenshUtten where they lived in log houses, tended gardens, and

7



maintained fields and herds. The missionaries sold them butter, maple

sugar, and corn; and to the settlers they sold dugout canoes. e

Tragically, most of the Indians converted by the missionaries were

killed by whites who held a general hatred toward Indians and a thirst

for retaliation from earlier attacks by other natives (most of which

were probably in self-defense or retaliations for mistreatment by

whites)

.

OTHER MISSION FIELDS

In Labrador, the missionaries engaged in trade with the Eskimos.

Once a year, a ship would come from England with supplies for the

general stores which existed in each missionary settlement. As an

annual salary, each missionary received £90 credit at the store and £10

pocket money. The store was stocked with such items as coal, tinned

meat, tinned fruit, tea, coffee, household medicines, sugar, and bacon,

and a variety of other items. The Eskimos, in exchange for these

things, would trade seal-oil, cod-liver oil, seal-skins, fox-skins, and

carved ivory. These native products brought such a good price back in

London that the Labrador Mission needed no support from the general

Mission fund for over a century. 7 The Eskimos benefited from the

arrangement not only by receiving a market and fair prices for their

6
Danker, p, 40,

7
Hutton, J.E., (History of Moravian Missions

,

(London; Moravian Publication Office, 1922),

p.304.
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show them first-hand how to incorporate the faith into every-day life.

It was far more effective than trying to teach them the same things in

school. Also, by working, they could not only save the church money by

providing for their own support, but they could also contribute to the

general missions fund for the support of others. Therefore, Zinzendorf

held missionary labor to be as important as the missionary task itself.

But the mission was always recognized as the reason for their labor and

each vacation was selected only after consideration of the effect that

such work would have on the success of the mission.

As we have ssen, a consistent feature of Moravian character was

self-sacraf ice. They were content to work for the missionization of the

world, and not for their own material advancement. They willingly

sacrificed the luxury of their own home for crowded, segregated,

communal housing. They saw themselves as partners in world-mission

whether they were at Herrnhutt working for the support of those in the

field, or were in the field trying to make as much as they could, out of

a desire to contribute to the treasury rather than to draw from it.

Moravians have also been willing to adapt their enterprises to the

social context of their mission field. They have used individual,

communal, socialist and capitalist approaches, as the situation

dictated.

The importance of their communal lifestyle and especially the

fellowship and support which resulted from it cannot be overstated.

Were it not for the comradery that was established as a result of

living, working and worshipping together, (and so closely together)

,
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the self-sacraf icial nature and steadfast devotion of the Brethren to

i ••

their cause may not have been possible.

The Moravians recognized the necessity of doing their task

professionally as well. Whether it was carpentry, cutlery production,

beer-brewing, watch-making, or textile production, they did it well.

They did not just install some cleric as overseer of a project and

assume that he could figure it out eventually, even if he knew nothing

of the industry to begin with. Rather, they sought professionals;

craftsmen who knew their trade. If none could be found among the

Brethren, then they were sought from outside the community.

But the Moravians did have to deal with the tension between working

for a profit and working to advance the Kingdom. As one would expect,

business demanded a good deal of time, sometimes so much that it

interfered with the real task. . . mission. The question which often

posed itself was: to what extent should the two efforts be united and

in what ways should they be distinct and seperate? This was a problem

which Durninger had faced from the start at Herrnhut. He had to fight

the lot system which took his best weavers at a day's notice. That may

have been a fine spiritual way to select missionaries, but it was lousy

for business. Conversely, it would have been less than ideal to

withhold men and women from their calling to the Lard's work in order to

avoid financial loss.

Such a tension is an ever-present feature of any tent-making

ministry. Even the establishment of a General Synod by the denomination

and the subsequent establishment of a Missions Board to oversee all

12
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The purpose of this paper will be to conduct a study

of the Society of Jesus and it's founder, Ignatius of Loyola.

Ignatius was born, and lived, during a troubled time for

the Roman Catholic Church. This paper will attempt to show

the medieval background which formed and propelled Ignatius.

This paper will conclude with the Jesuits, as The Society

of Jesus is commonly called, striding militantly into the

Post and Counter-Reformation period of the late sixteenth

century. In the middle will be a portrayal of a man who

is clearly stradelling both eras.

The resources surrounding Ignatius seem to be of two

basic natures. There are the apologetic, almost legendary,

accounts which present a highly positive and spiritual

portrayal of Ignatius. In contrast to these writings, there

seems to be a body of literature that is highly polemical
)

and casts dispersions on the Jesuits every move. This paper

will attempt to present an unbiased account which will

represent a distillation of various materials with appropri-

ate cautions and critical remarks.

Ignatius was born, most probably in 1491, into a family

that had a deep aristocratic heritage but very little money.

He was the last child in a very large family. Accounts

vary, but the most reliable account puts the number of children

at eleven.'*’ Although not wealthy, Ignatius was raised learning



the refined acts of fencing, dancing, and the mendoline

but only the basic rudiments of reading and writing.

At the age of fourteen, after his mother's early death

and in anticipation of his father's death in two years,

Ignatius was sent to be the page of Juan Velazquez de Cuellar

who was the chief treasurer of the royal court under Ferdinand

2
and Isabella. It was here that Ignatius was groomed in the

romantic ideas of a Spanish gentleman and the medieval codes

of chivalry and honor.

In 1516 Ignatius' patron fell out of favor with the

royal court. Ignatius stayed with de Cuellar until his

death a year later in Madrid and then chose a career that

was especially suited to the ambitious aristocracy of Europe--

the profession of soldiering and knight-hood . In Spain,

the military had a special dignity. It was in Spain that

Christian soldiers defeated the infidel Moors. In contrast

to the Holy Crusades, which quickly degenerated into a series

of petty squabbles and jealousies, the successful campaign

against the Moors gave the Spanish soldier a special prestige.

In addition, Ferdinand and Isabella added the ideal of

national unity to Christian religious sentiment so that no

other soldier in Europe viewed the connection between their

3
faith and their nation as did the Spanish soldier.

Ignatius' was to be particularly influenced by his nation

of birth. Spain, in the early 1500' s was completely dominated

by the Roman Catholic Church. Spain's isolation from Europe,

it's own "spiritual successes" of defeating the Moors and

explusion of the Jews, the piety of its rulers-nat ably Queen

Isabella, and the vigorous strength of Spain's own clergymen



combined to strengthen and preserve the medieval concept of

the universal mother-church. Ignatius' was to be particulary

shaped by this religious context.

Within this cultural setting Ignatius, not yet a religious
7 ;<

man, joined the royal command of the duque de Najera at

Pamplona. For approximately four years Ignatius pursued a

romantic combination of jousts, warfare, the business of the

duke, and women. In 1521 Ignatius was in command of the

citadel of Pamplona as a replacement for the royally appointed

commander who deemed the pendtNcj French onslaught upon their

citadel as hopeless. The commander marched away. Ignatius

roJleyed the remaining troops and defended the fort admirably.

For six hours the best artillerymen of Europe bombarded the

citadel until a breach in the walls was opened. Romantic

accounts then depict Ignatius standing in the breach, sword

in hand, fighting valiantly until a French shell broke his

right leg. Ignatius was treated by the French and then, in

accordance with the best codes of medieval chivalry, was

carried back in a litter to Loyola.

The leg of Ignatius was re-broken and a protijrding

piece of bone was sawed off as a result of the incompetence

of French doctors. Ignatius underwent extremely painful

operations and had to have his leg stretched on a rack in

an attempt to recover. The ordeal was almost a complete

success. Ignatius did walk with a slight limp but was at

least able to dress in the finest fashions of a Spanish

gentleman

.

As a result of his wdhds, Ignatius had an extended con-

valescence. It was during this period that Ignatius' life



was transformed. Ignatius sought romantic novels and books

on chivalry to read while resting. Instead, Ignatius was

brought the Life of Christ By Ludolph of Saxony and a book

containing accounts of medieval saints--the Golden Legend

by Jacopo de Barazze. Ignatius was powerfully moved by the

nobility and heroism of the Saints and the calm perfection of

Christ's life. Ignatius arrived at a fundamental and central

idea: Christ is King, the saints are his knights, and the

human soul is a battleground for warfare between God and

4
Satan. Ignatius resolved to live a life of penance and

labor for Christ

.

Ignatius did not have a developed plan to fulfill his

new resolve. In typically medieval fashion, Ignatius decided

• ft
to maKe a pilgrammage to Jerusalem. It was at this point

'
<

that Ignatius had his first mystical vision. One night, he

"clearly beheld" the Blessed Virgin Mary holding the Child

Jesus. Ignatius experienced a great spiritual joy as a

result of this vision which was accompanied by a correspond-

ing revulsion when his past sinful excesses were contem-

plated.

In early March, 1522, Ignatius started on his pilgram-

mage to Jerusalem. Ignatius started on this pilgrammage

mounted on a mule and still dressed in the fine fashion of

a courtier. However, at the Benedictine abbey of Montserrat,

Ignatius purchased a pilgrim's tunic of rough cloth, a staff,

water gourd, and sandals. At Montserrat, Ignatius made a

three day general confession to the director of the abbey. He

donated his mule to the abbey, gave his clothes to a beggar,



hung his sword and dagger in front of the chapel, and then

left Montserrat.

At this point Ignatius made a detour that was to have

significant consequences. Writers differ in their explan-

ations, but instead of continuing on to the Holy Land,

Ignatius went to a small town called Manresa. Ignatius

only planned to stay a few short days but instead lived

there almost a year. At Manresa, Ignatius became the arch-

typical medieval mendicant refusing worldly comforts

while punishing himself severely for past and present sin.

The previously well dressed Spanish gentleman now wore rags.

His heir became long and unkempt. His finger and toe nails

were not trimmed. Ignatius begged for his food and became

very competent at providing for himself in this manner.

Ignatius rationed his sleep spending several hours each

night in prayer. In addition, he flogged himself with length

of heavy chain several times a day.

Despite all of Ignatius' machinations his conscience

still troubled him greatly. Ignatius thought that even

stricter religious observance was the path to peace, but it

did no good. Finally, in the depths of his despair, Ignatius

considered suicide."* At this bottom point in his agony

Ignatius began his climb out of asceticism and medieval

thinking. Ignatius did not find his deprivations unendurable

only ineffective in securing spiritual peace. For Ignatius,

the path to peace was through a loosening of religious

restrictions. As Ignatius became less self-absorbed he had

more time for others. In his Confessions

,

Ignatius was to



write "after he began to be consoled by God and saw the fruits

of his efforts to help souls, he gave up those extremes which
r*

he had practiced before and cut his nails and hair."

It was during this time that Ignatius wrote his famous

treatise on Spiritual Exercises . This book was a series

of practical instructions on methods of prayer and self-

reflection that would enable one to discern God's will for

their lives. The book was divided into four weeks. The

first week was a series of reflections considering the depth

of human sin, the consideration of humanity's purpose in

this world, and the servide which humanity owes its Divine

Monarch. The second, third, and forth weeks deal with Christ.

The second week deals with the earthly trials and tribulations

of Christ. The intention is to get to know Christ more in-

timately. The third week is characterized by a contemplation

upon Christ's willing movement to Calgery and the final week

is the peaceful reflection of Christ's resurrection. Through-

out these exercises are an awareness of the battle between

Christ and Satan and the human need to surrender self-love,

self-will, and self-concern.

In February, 1523, Ignatius left Manresa to complete

his journey to the Holy land. In his Confessions Ignatius

says, "His firm intention was to stay in Jerusalem and visit

the sacred places constantly, and besides these acts of de-

votion, he also intended to help souls." Ignatius intention

7
to "help souls" was a desire to convert the heathen. This

was despite the fact that Ignatius spoke no other language

than his own. When the Provincial Father of the Franciscan



to organize themselves into an order. To unify the order

together they resloved to affirm three vows: poverty, chasity,

and a journey to Jerusalem to convert the heathen. They de-

cided that if the last vow was impossible to carry out they

would go to Rome and place themselves under the service of
Y

the pope. At a small chapel on the Slope of Montmarte out-

side of Paris, the group celebrated Mass, took Communion,

and pronounced their vows before God and each other.

These were the first Jesuits. It would be only three

years until this small band of brothers were to receive

papal approbation as a religious order with the name of the

Society of Jesus. During that time their desire to go to

the Holy Land was confounded at every turn by warfare, lack

of available ship transportation, and separations forced

by the ill-health of their leader Ignatius. During this time

the unofficial Jesuits worked in h/spitals, serviced the poor,

and taught at every opportunity. In 1537, under a special

blessing by Pope Paul III, the non-priests of the Jesuit

order (all but one), were able to receive the sacrament of

holy orders. In 1538 the band went to Rome and placed them-

selves under the service of Pope Paul III. The pope detached

two of the members to affect reform within the monasteries of

Sant Agnese and San Prospeso. Two others received teaching

appointments. Finally, after celebrating mass on April 15,

1539, the group decided to petition the pope for official

status as a religious order.
V-

The early 1500* s were not a fovorable time pf religious
I

orders in general. Many of the religious communities were



apo state and morally in disrepute. There was significant

opposition to orders and many felt that their numbers should

be lessened, not increased by the order proposed by Ignatius.

Ignatius drew up a basic compendium of their beliefs which

were solidly Roman Catholic, professed their loyalty to the

Holy See, expressed a special vow to go anywhere in the world

at the Pope's request, and vowed poverty and obedience to

the Pope and the general of the order. ^ Pope Paul III

appointed a three person tribunal to examine the order's

petition and, after much wavering and discussion— influenced

by letters of recomendat ion from Spain, Italy, and France-

Pope Paul accepted the positive endorsement of the order.

On September 27, 1540, Pope PaulIII gave formal approbation

by his bull Regimini militantis ecclesiae . The Society of

Jesus was now a fully canonical order.

The early work of the Jesuits was diverse and wide

ranging. Pope Paul III sent Jesuits on diplomatic missions

for the Holy See. Jesuits were engaged in acts of purification

and restoration of orders and elements within the Church

that had fallen into disrepute. Jesuits were used as coun-

selors at important convocations such as the Council of

Trent in 1545. In addition, the order continued its charitable

work among the poor and its conversion of the unchurched.

The Jesuits became primary participants in the Counter-

Reformation movement. By 1556, the year Ignatius died, the

order had grown from ten members at its inception, to over

one thousand members.

The record of the Jesuits in the Post-Reformation period

depends largely on one's theological orientation. The Jesuits



became warriors for Christ—oftenin the literal sense of the

word. At all times the Jesuits were engaged in acts in defense

of the mother-church. The Jesuits enjoyed periods of great

popular ityand corresponding periods of decline, even suppression,

by the pope. The Jesuits were a unique order within the church.

They came into existence during a time of religious and in-

stitutional upheaval. Much of what the Jesuits came to be

could be traced to its origins in Spain and the experiences of it

founder Ignatius of Loyola.

It could be argued that the Jesuits could have started

in no other country except Spain. Spain was a country steeped

in tradition. It was geographically and ideologically

isolated from the rest of Europe so that the disruptive waves

of the Reformation were late in getting there. As stated

earlier, the combination of military success, nationalism, and

piety combined to give the Spaniards a significant concept of

the universal church which was unquestioned at the time of

Ignatius. The Jesuits battle for the church reflected Ignatius'

deep belief in the unity of the church.

Individually, the piety and purity of the Jesuits reflected

the medieval spiritual journey of its leader. Ignatius

wrifet from Spanish gentleman to religious ascetic in a very

short period of time. His pursuit of spiritual cleansing and

purity is reflected in his Spiritual Exercises which was

mandatory training for every new recruit. Ignatius was the

proper combination of Old World chivalry, mystacism, asceticism,

and romanticism that was able to be instrumental in determining

the nature of the Society of Jesus.



This paper has tried to show the important early experi

ences of Ignatius in his road to spiritual enlightenment.

I have shown that his experiences were uniquely appropriate

for Spain. Finally, I have tried to protray the institution

of the Jesuits as having its roots frimly in the medieval

experiences. The Jesuits have been a uniquely influential

order within the Catholic Church.
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Douglas M. Strong

COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION
Modern European Church History
Dr. James Hastings Nichols
June 1, 1984

I. B. Review the missionary enterprises of pietism.

In 1705 two young men named Ziegenbalg and Plutschau left the

University of Halle to be missionaries to India. Thus was the be-

ginning of what was to become one of the greatest missionary en-

deavors of Christendom, at least prior to the nineteenth century.

These two men represented only the first of scores who would be

sent to fulfill Christ's Great Commission via the influences of

German pietism. Indeed, a worldwide missions movement was to emanate

from Halle, Hernnhut and other pietist centers in Germany (and Scandi-

navia). In order to understand the reasons behind this new emphasis

on missions and in order to better comprehend its scope, it will be

necessary to trace the development of the pietist movement as it re-

lates to the missionary enterprise.

German Lutheranism had been dominated since the later sixteenth

century by scholastic orthodoxy. This movement was an attempt to care-

fully define Reformation doctrines in order to provide sound doctrine

for Lutherans. Unfortunately, the scholastic intransigence also led

to formalistic worship, dry, doctrinal preaching, a loss of Luther's

emphasis on the priesthood of believers, and intolerance of other con-

fessions. This intolerance resulted in extremely bloody sectarian

strife, culminating in the Thirty Years' War (1618-1648). Germany was
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the storm center of this conflict.

Any desire to spread the gospel was relegated to insignificance

when compared to polemical theological disputation. Active mission

work (or any sort of Christian action) was made secondary to doctrinal

purity. Even if any had had an impulse toward missions, such would

have been made impossible by the disruption caused by the warfare, and

the inability to participate in any cooperative ventures.

Even before the Peace of Westphalia, several persons had antici-

pated the pietist emphasis on religious experience, which was more re-

lational, and less dogmatic. Johann Arndt ( True Chri stiani tv ) , Jakob

Boehme, Valentine Andreae and others all antedated the cessation of

hostilities and the beginning of what is known as pietism. Influenced

by these earlier, somewhat-more mystical writers, Phillip Jakob Spener

(1635-1705) has traditionally been credited with the publication of his

Pia Desideria (Pious Desires) in 1675. This book, originally merely

an introduction to a collection of Arndt's sermons became the "Programm-

schrift" for the new movement.

After bewailing the spiritual condition of the clergy and the laity

in Germany, Spener provides his agenda for renewal within the church.

First, he suggests the need for greater study of the Bible by all

Christians. Such study could effectively be accomplished in religious

conventicles which he set up called collegia pietatis . August Herman

Francke (1656-1727), Spener's disciple who taught at and helped to

establish the new University of Halle as a pietist Spener, began a

similar sort of conventicle called the collegium philobibl icum .
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Bengel
A
s famous study of Scripture at Wurttemberg also followed

Spener's directive here. These conventicles provided the basis

for collective support for those who would go as missionaries and

helped to cultivate the missionary desire among young men who saw

their service as a biblical mandate. Secondly, Spener advocated a

renewed emphasis on Luther's spiritual priesthood of all believers.

All Christians, lay as well as clergy, had a responsibility and a

privilege to be involved as Christ's ambassadors to the world.

This doctrine left no room for idleness, but rather gave each one
the

the responsibility for one's own spiritual nourishment, and^edifica-

tion of everyone else.

Spener's next suggestion for correction follows logically.

Since all Christians are to be involved in their own spiritual develop-

ment and others' also, then their faith must be active. No mere doc-

trinal assent is possible. Rather, a truly Christian person will

manifest the depth of the Christian experience in practical faith.

This would include works of charity and, significantly, the call to

spread the gospel to the "heathen."

The Pfa Desideri

a

also included suggestions for more practi-

cal training of ministers, preaching that was to be edificatory

instead of merely doctrinal, and a plea for the peaceable end to re-

ligious controversies. This last point, a call for toleration, was

not meant to include Roman Catholics for Spener but a later pietist,

Zinzendorf, was to include even them. Toleration of relatively minor

religious differences in the face of other religions such as Islam,
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Buddhism, or tribal paganism, was also a spur to missions.

But why this new missionary urge among pietists? It seems that

several reasons become apparant. First, pietism was, above all, an
a

attempt to renew^rel igious faith that was conscious, personal, active,

and practical. Whether one's heart was renewed gradually (as with

Zinzendorf and Spener
) or dramatically in a radical experience of

tl

Busskampf
>

' (repentance -- as with Francke), there was the necessity

for the new birth ("Weidergeburt") . Each one must individually come

to an existential knowledge of Jesus as a person, not as assent

to a doctrine. It became necessary to experience Him, not merely to

know about Him. Since this new birth was to result in a practical

faith, then every person had the opportunity of sharing this experience

with others. In fact, there was a compulsion to do so, and who needed

to hear more than the most remote pagans. That could explain why the

pietist missionaries went to some of the most difficult missionary

parts imaginable — Lapland, Greenland, the West Indies, India, the

East Indies, China. These personnel were sent by the pietists

throughout Germany and Scandinavia, often prompted only by the encounter

of a pietist with someone who had travelled to such a location and

came back with a report of the lack of Christian witness there.

While such an emphasis on an activistic faith seems to call into

questio.n Albrecht Ritschl's thesis (in Geschichte des jMetismus -- 1880-

T886) that pietism was a capitulation of Lutheranism to a type of

medieval ascetic mysticism, it is interesting to note that one of the

mystical emphases of pietism was its stress on suffering for Christ's



sake which was certainly true of those who faced the dangers of the

mission field.

Also significant was the world-wide vision of pietists, and es-

pecially of the Moravians under Count Zinzendorf's direction. It is

estimated that the Moravians provided eighty percent of the missionary

personnel in the eighteenth century. They also were highly ecumen-

ical, as is illustrated by Zinzendorf's attempt to unite all German

Christians in America.

Perhaps the last explanation for the renewed emphasis on the

missionary enterprise with the pietists is due to its location as a

movement within modern society. No longer was the church coterminous

with society. Rather, unlike Puritanism, which was not generally

evangelistic, pietists cultivated a religious spbere within society.

Since the church was no longer to be equated with the society, than the

church had to be made by individuals of the society becoming part of

the church. Missionary endeavor was one way to make new Christians,

but this was one at a time, drastically unlike the mass conversions

of early Christian missionaries.

Even if it was individualistic however, the pietistic missionary

enterprise was still important. It was the first significant Protes-

tant missions effort, and was perhaps the most ambitious ever to

come from Continental Europe. And it was a full century before William

Carey was to begin what many call the "modern missions movement."
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II. B. Review the similarities
Frat rum and Methodism.
Moravians ?

and dissimilarities of the Unitas
What did Wesley owe to the

Nicholas Ludwig, Count von Zinzendorf (1700-1760) was liter-

ally and spiritually the godson of Spener. Zinzendorf never knew

himself not to be a Christian from age four when the aged Spener

placed his hands on the child's head. Zinzendorf attended Francke's

Paedagogium (training school at Halle) and was known from his early

years to be religiously sensitive, zealous, and precocious. How-

ever, he was prevented from entering the Lutheran ministry due to

the more ambitious wishes of his parents. Consequently, he became

a lay apostle of pietism (although he was consecrated bishop of the

Moravians later in his life) .

While living at his estate of Berthe lsdorf
,
Zinzendorf heard

of the plight of the persecuted Bohemian and Moravian Protestants,

direct descendents of the original Hussite church. Moved, he in-

vited their remnant to relocate on his estate, which they did,

naming it Hernnhut. For several years, he had little contact with

these "Moravians," allowing them to pursue their own religious

sentiments. Soon, however, he became interested in their deep

piety, and finding it similar to his own, took on an ever-increasing

leadership role among them. In fact, it was Zinzendorf who rein-

stituted the disparate elements of Moravianism now at Hernnhut as

the Unitas Frat rum
,
Christian brethren united for fellowship, edi-

fication, and service. Zinzendorf s desire was always to remain

within the Lutheran Church, and lie envisioned the Unitas Fratrum

as ecclesiolae en ecclesia, small renewal groups within the Church.
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His hope was that eventually the concept would spread to all con-

fessions so that they could one day be united in one renewed truly

Christian ecclesia. The Moravians shared his vision, but not

necessarily his continued support of Lutheranism, while at the same

time the state and the state church see-sawed in their tolerance

and condemnation of Zinzendorf's views.

John Wesley (1703-1791) was the fifteenth of nineteen children

born to a rural Anglican priest and his devout wife, both of whom

were from non-conformist backgrounds. While brought up thoroughly

Anglican, Wesley was also raised in an environment that reflected

a serious Puritan style of piety, complete with rigorous religious

discipline and conventicles for serious religious study. Always

religious, John, his brother Charles, George Whitefield, and others

formed the so-called "Holy Club" or "Methodists " while at Oxford

for the purpose of cultivating religiosity through moral resolve,

spiritual disciplines, and charitable service. Unsatisfied with

his level of Christian devotion, Wesley went to Georgia as a mis-

sionary. While there he became well -acquainted with the Moravian

missionaries, especially Spangenberg, second only to Zinzendorf in

leadership. He was much impressed by their evident piety and their

display of peaceful confidence in the face of death. This Wesley

lacked

.

On returning to London a miserable failure as a missionary,

Wesley struck up a friendship with Peter Bohler, the leading

Moravian in Britain. He attended several of their meetings and



Vas convinced of the need for "saving faith," a personal appropri-

ation of the gospel to his own life. This led to his famous con-

version of May 24, 1738 at an Anglican "society" (conventicle) on

Aldersgate Street, his subsequent sermon on "Salvation by Faith"

at Oxford, his further attendance at Moravian meetings, and his

trip to Germany to visit Halle and Hernnhut. He was much impressed

with what he saw in Germany, especially at Halle, but also at

Hernnhut, and his visit with Zinzendorf was positive.

Wesley came out of these experiences ready to begin what was

to become a remarkable career of evangelizing the lower and middle

classes of Great Britain, and organizing them into the largest and

most significant post -Reformat ion religious subdivision. At first

he placed his whole support with the Moravian Fetter Lane Society,

but after some disagreements, started his own society at the

Foundery in 1740. This was the beginning of Methodism as a move-

ment; persons who were evangelized by the message of salvation by

faith, organized "to beat the devil" into highly structured sub-

groups and encouraged to "go on to perfection" in their religious

lives. Wesley continued this activity unabated until his death,

always claiming allegiance to the Anglican church, and asserting

that his autocratically-controlled socie/tes were merely renewal

groups within the Church.

To the Moravians, obviously, Wesley owed a great deal.

Initially, their theological emphasis on salvation by faith alone

convinced him of his legalistic religious inadequacy and,
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consequently, this experience confidental ly buoyed him up to be

the incredible leader that he was. That theological emphasis was

to remain his central message for the rest of his life. The

Moravians believed in a religion of the heart, which then mani-

fested itself in a religion of practical action. Wesley had the

order reversed until his encounter with the Moravians.

Wesley also gained evangelistic zeal from the Moravians. As

has been noted above, they were ambitious missionaries and Wesley’s

initial desire for evangelistic outreach was derived from them.

Most importantly, Wesley modelled his organization after the

Unitas Fratrum. He came to recognize the practicality of keeping

and disciplining converts via a small, supportive religious con-

venticle, and the possibility of such groups to renew the church

at large ( ecclesiolae en ecclesia ) . It was his own organizational

genius that perfected the system into tightly-controlled societies,

classes, and bands, and it must be admitted that the conventicle
the

idea had been his already from ^Epworth parsonage and from Oxford,

but the Moravian/Pietist use of the idea was more developed and

highly useful for Wesley.

There are consequently many similarities between the Unitas

Fratrum and Methodism, but also some significant dissimilarities.

For instance, both claimed to be within the state Church, but they

both struggled to maintain this position, and neither ultimately

did remain. Both were ecumenical in nature, at least in respect
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to the positions of the day. Zinzendorf was a firm advocate of

ecumenicity, although Muhlenberg asserted that this cooperative

spirit was only present if Zinzendorf himself could be in charge.

Wesley, too, had an irenic posture toward other Christians, de-

claring according to his sermon "The Catholic Spirit" that "if

your heart be as my heart, take my hand." And there is the rub --

another similarity between the two movements: True Christianity

is a religiously right relationship with God in the heart, and no

other sort of faith. The subjective experience of faith becomes

normative for all Christians. Both are, in this way, clearly

modern movements, in the sense that religion is anthropocentrically

defined

.

The dissimilarities between Methodism and the Uni tas Frat rum

are largely a matter of personality difference between Welsey and

Zinzendorf. Both were strong-headed and Zinzendorf was somewhat

arrogant, while Wesley rather self-righteous. Zinzendorf's

Lutheran quietism was sharply contrasted to Wesley's activism, and

this became evident in the Fetter Lane Society controversy. The

Moravians stated that believers who doubt should absent themselves

from the sacrament and prayer until God again revealed Himself to

them. Wesley's activism would have no such quiestic, almost

mystical, elements. And, while the Moravians certainly dealt with

the social needs of those around them, Wesley's activism led to

the Methodists dealing with a wider scope of people's needs. How-

ever, Wesley's perfectionism caused the Methodists to be more

moralistic than the more lax Moravians were ever to be.
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,/jy. B. Outline the story of the evangelical union church of Prussia.

Unlike the other major language groupings in Europe, those who

speak German have significant numbers of all three post-reformation

traditions—Lutheran, Reformed, and Roman Catholic. Prussia, spe-

cifically, is largely Lutheran and Reformed. In the religious

strife of the seventeenth century, Germany was dealt the most severe

blow, so consequently both rationalism and pietism in Germany stressed

a tolerant, ecumenical faith based on sujective experience, not

objective dogma.

King Friedrich Wilhelm II was a conservative enlightened despot

in the post-l8l5 Restoration era. He subscribed to Metternich's

conception of conservative government
, which would harken back to

the pre-Revolutionary situation. He also held firmly to the pos-

ition of Erastian state control over the Church, and his minister

Altenstein carried out his policies. Also, he desperately wanted

to avoid sectarian strife and so he supported ecclesiastical unity

in the realm. Many had suggested ecumenical union previously, but

the king, of an irenic spirit himself, decided to impose it uni-

laterally.

The new Lutheran and Reformed body was dubbed the "Evangelical

Union Church," and was met with some Initial enthusiasm. Many

from the respective churches quickly dropped their names ("Lutheran"

or "Evangelical," and "Reformed") for the new name. Friedrich

Schleiermacher , at this time a pastor in Berlin, supported it.

The king declared that the marriage should be consummated at a

communion service in 1817 on the three hundredth anniversary of

Luther's Ninety-Five Theses.
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Trouble came to the surface when the king tried to impose a new

uniform liturgy on all the churches. The many varied rituals

of the Reformation confessions were now to be reduced to one. It

was bland, superficial, and overly formalistic (vestments, etc.),

for many of the Reformed. In 1821 , he forced the liturgy on mili-

tary chaplaincies and on all churches by 1822. There was open

hostility, including opposition from Schleierraacher

.

Animosities remaining from the days of confessional orthodoxy

surfaced again. Heavily homogeneous Reformed or Lutheran areas

were especially adamant against the plan, Lutherans perhaps more

actively. In one case, the new form of church government ("synods")

was declared to be "opposed by the Holy Ghost."

A significant break came i^hen many Lutheran churches and pastors

openly rebelled, and seceeded. These "Old Lutherans" were per-

secuted. Many emigrated, and today make up the bulk of the buffalo,

Ohio, and Missouri Synods of American Lutherans. A Lutheran pastor,

Harms, posted his own "Ninety-Five Theses" in 18 1 7 as to why this

new union was apostasy.

Eventually, the new church was accepted, although perhaps grudg-

ingly, by most Prussians. It has come to us down to the present

day, and was a major element in the "German Christian" movement

under Hitler (although a significant minority refused to go along

with Nazism).

Two obvious significances are apparant from tie history of the

Evangelical Union Church of Frussia. First, this represents an

early ecumenical move, one of the first post-Reformation attempts

at direct ecclesiastical union. Secondly, the Church represents
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the triumph of Crastianl sm in Prussia; the church was completely

controlled by the conservative state— fertil e ground for ilarx's

critique of the church as the "opiate of the people." It is no

fonder that he saw Christian! ty as the servant of op pi- as ;ion r.u . i

bourgeois interests.

Note : I ran out of time on this question. Consequently , the
description was not as thorough as it might have been, or as was
intended.
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The success of missions in previously unevangelized areas of the world

during the last three hundred years has indicted the Reformers who have been

accused of being indifferent to the biblical mandate to spread the Gospel.

While it would be convenient to suggest that the world situation in the six-

teenth century did not avail itself of Christian expansion, the success of the

Roman Catholic Church during this parallel period contradicts such an easy

defense. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the view of Calvin toward

mission. The paper is divided into four sections: Calvin's Understanding and

Praxis of Missions: Reasons for the Comparative Lack of Missions; Mission in

Reformed Theology; and Personal Reflection.

While my bias for Calvin will undoubtedly show through, I will be as

objective as my humanity will allow me to be. If this paper starts to sound

like a dogmatic defense of Calvin, then my integrity will be somewhat dubious.

If, on the other hand, the paper degenerates into a castigation of the man

from a twentieth century perspective which grants 20-20 hindsight, then my

historical sensitivity to Calvin's sitz im leiben is questionable. As D. W. H

Gensichen says: "Nobody would dream of quoting Napolean in favour of, or

against, nuclear warfare."'*' If I am able to understand in some small way how

Calvin viewed mission and how his sixteenth century world factored into his

application of those views, my goal in writing this paper will be accomplished

Finally, I will react to what I uncover in this analysis.

Calvin's Understanding and Praxis of Missions

Many critics have suggested that Calvin's doctrines of Election and

*D. W. H. Gensichen, "Were the Reformers Indifferent to Missions?" The

Student World LIII (1960) :119.
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Double Predestination were theological obstacles to Calvin's mission activity.

Critics suggest that since Calvin believed that the elect would be brought

into the Kingdom anyway, and the reprobate would never enter the Kingdom;

mission on the part of humans was futile. Such an understanding is a misrepre

sentation of Calvin's doctrines.

Calvin quoted Augustine as follows: "For as we know not who belongs to

the number of the predestined or who does not belong, we ought to be so minded

2
as to which that all men be saved." Hence, Calvin said: "So shall it come

3
about that we try to make everyone we meet a sharer in our peace." Our role

in this as Christians who serve God is as follows: ". . .a healthful and

severe rebuke should be applied as a medicine to all that they may not either

perish themselves or destroy others. It belongs to God, however, to make that

4
rebuke useful to those whom he . . . has foreknown and predestined."

Clearly, Calvin recognized that the doctrines of Election and Predestina

tion were an attempt by humans to understand God's perspective from the shoes

of humankind. Calvin recognized that while God's plan for each person would

ultimately be effected, God depends upon human beings to act as instruments

of God spreading the knowledge of self (sin) and the knowledge of God (grace)

to all people. Since humans cannot know who are the elect and who are the

reprobate, "one must take it for granted that God wills all to be saved.

The doctrines of Election and Double Predestination are limited to the secret

will of God; they are not intended to negatively influence our activity in the

church where the elect and reprobate cannot be distinguished. Rather than

2
John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion , ed . John T. McNeil

(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1960), p. 964.

3 4
Ibid. Ibid.

”*W . Stanford Reid, "Calvin's Geneva: A Missionary Centre," The Reformed
Theological Review XLII (September-December 1983): 66.
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eliminating the need for mission, Calvin's understanding of these doctrines

encouraged a spirit of outreach to all persons.

This same spirit of universal scope shows up in other writings of Calvin

as well. C. E. Edwards points out the following taken from Calvin's sermons

, . 6
and commentaries:

i) Isaiah 12:4: "He means that the work of this deliverance will be so

excellent, that it ought to be proclaimed, not in one corner only, but

throughout the whole world."

ii) Micah 4:3: "A law shall go forth from Zion, that is, it shall be pro-

claimed far and wide; the Lord will show, not only in one corner, what

true religion is, and how he seeks to be worshipped, but he will send

forth his voice to the extreme limits of the earth."

iii) Romans 16:25-27: "He again refers to the end, mentioned in the begin-

ning of the first chapter, for which the gospel is to be preached,

—

that God may lead all nations to the obedience of faith."

Further, that Calvin had great concern for the expansion of Christian-

ity* attested to in his treatment of the Lord's Prayer. Calvin says: "We must

daily desire that God gathers churches unto himself from all parts of the earth

that he spread and increase them in number; that he adorn them with gifts;

that he establish a lawful order among them."^

Finally, S. M. Zwemer points out that in a sermon on Isaiah 12:4-5,

the mission ethic of Calvin is put forth very clearly: "This is our duty,

g
everywhere to make known among the nations the goodness of our God."

^Charles E. Edwards, "Calvin and Missions," The Evangelical Quarterly

VIII (1936): 48-49.

^John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion , p. 905.

O

Samuel M. Zwemer, "Calvinism and the Missionary Enterprise," Theology

Today VII (July 1950):211.
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And after analyzing many of Calvin's letters to friends of the Reformation in

England, Italy, France, and the Netherlands, Karlfried Froehlich concludes:

"
. . . Calvin believed that the Kingdom of Christ should be extended not only

inwwardly' but outwardly in every part of the world, for this is the will of

9
God."

This analysis of Calvin's understanding reveals several conclusions.

First, Calvin believed that the Gospel should be proclaimed to all peoples.

Second, while his doctrines might seem superficially to oppose mission, Calvin

understood them as supportive of mission. And third, while Calvin certainly

emphasized God's initiative in all of his theology, he saw humans as instruments

of God who were expected to proclaim the Word of God to all.

But though the theology in his letters and exegeses of texts reflects

an undeniable ethic for mission, his application of that ethic is equally undeni-

ably lacking, at least as we understand mission. In fairness to Calvin it

should be said that the Reformation was involved in a struggle for survival

during Calvin's tenure in Geneva (1538-1564). Calvin received many requests

from France, Germany, Hungary, the British Isles, and the Netherlands for minis-

ters and others who could effectively establish churches. That trained ministers

where in short supply during the early years of the Reformation is an historical

fact. And except for one mission venture to Brazil, which ended in failure,

there is no record of applied foreign mission activity on Calvin's part.

Before reviewing that tangible attempt at mission to Brazil, it is

interesting to mention one writer who saw Calvin's Geneva as a training ground

for mission work. Through Calvin's commitment to education in religious studies

and the classics, Geneva became a learning center. By 1559 Calvin succeeded in

offering courses at the university level to train students for ministry. W.

Stanford Reid observes that Calvin's willingness to train refugees for other

9
Ibid . , p. 209.
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lands was actually part of his plan to provide missions to those lands from

which the refugees left.^ Calvin’s interest in these refugee Christians did

not end when they left Geneva, as Calvin acted as a consultant to these persons

as they sought to establish churches.

To this somewhat marginal practical conception of mission must be added

Calvin's motivation for proclaiming God's Word. Calvin states: "We must hold

to what we have quoted from Paul— that the church is built up solely by out-

ward preaching, and that the saints are held together by one bond only: that

with common accord, through learning and advancement, they keep the church order

established by God."^ Calvin's emphasis on "outward preaching" for "learning

and advancement" comprises a mission praxis which cannot be ignored. In out-

ward preaching, which Calvin does not precisely define in its scope, there is

a call to mission which recognizes that activity as a divinely sanctioned task

of the church.

The sole foreign mission activity supported by Calvin involved the French

adventurer, Nicolas Durand de Villegagnon. The Church of Geneva enlisted de

Villegagnon to lead missionaries from France to Brazil in 1555. Their goal

was to settle a colony for mission work among the Topinambou Indians. Tragical-

ly, however, de Villegagnon turned traitor against Protestantism and had the

missionaries martyred.

Reasons for the Comparative Lack of Missions

A number of reasons for the dormant mission activity of the early

Reformers have been offered by many scholars. The belief that the end of the

world was at hand may have led people to believe that mission activity was

1U
Reid, "Calvin's Geneva: A Missionary Centre," p. 67.

^Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, p. 1019.
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futile. Also, in the political structure of the world, only the secular power

had effective access to foreign lands. But to a person with the resolve and

faith of John Calvin, those reasons seem to be feeble excuses.

J. van den Berg states: "A really important check to the full unfolding

of the missionary idea was the Reformers' fear of the idea of 'apostolic

12
succession.'" Writing in defense of Calvin, van den Berg suggests that

Calvin and the other Reformers experienced some confusion over "apostolic

succession" and hence, "the missionary command of Matthew 28 remained in the

shadow of the theological discussions.” This confusion was related to the

Reformers' strong objections to the structure of the Roman Catholic Church in

which unlimited power rested in the hierarchy. Yet, van den Berg proposes

that if the opportunity for foreign mission had presented itself, the Reformers

would have allowed their theological convictions to overcome their objections

and they would have become involved in foreign mission.

Van den Berg views the entire lack of missions among Reformers as pri-

marily a lack of opportunity. The Reformers had virtually no contact with the

heathen world outside western Europe. Most of the lands where missionary work

could be considered were under the control of the Roman Catholic Church. And

since the Reformers were engaged in a fight for just survival, they did not

have the luxury of engaging in mission. Van den Berg concludes: "I am convinced

that the main cause of the alleged lack of missionary zeal with Calvin and

the other Reformers lies in the outward circumstances: the missionary ideal re-

mained as it were a subterranean stream, unable to reach the sea of the Gentile

world, and hindered in its spread by theological objections, which were

according to K. S. Latourette perhaps partly an unconscious outgrowth of the

^ J . van den Berg, "Calvin's Missionary Message: Some Remarks About The
Relation Between Calvinism And Missions," The Evangelical Quarterly 22 (July

1950) :178.
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external difficulties."

D. H. W. Gensichen advances a similar defense of the Reformers. He

believes that the situation in which the Reformers found themselves did not

provide any opportunities for foreign mission. He suggests that the Reformers'

own priority on obedience demanded that they dedicate themselves to the battle

of the Reformation. Circumstances, not their theology of mission, dictated

their mission activity. As Gensichen says: "Neither Luther nor Calvin could

find pastors for all the congregations at home, let alone missionaries; and

monasticism, the inexhaustible reservoir of man-power for the missions of the

14
Roman Church, could not possibly be allowed to persist in Protestantism."

In summary of this section, van den Berg's conclusion serves well: "That

Calvin's fundamental recognition of the missionary duty of the Church did not

lead him to a plan for organized missionary work is no wonder—such a plan

could only find a hearing in a later period under more favourable circum-

stances."^ The extent of control of the Roman Catholic Church, the Reformers'

lack of access to heathen lands, the battle for survival for the Calvinist

Reformation, and the shortage of trained pastors all contributed to a situation

which prevented the Reformers from becoming actively involved in foreign missions.

Mission in Reformed "Theology

The preceding analysis has shown that there was a mission ethic in Cal-

vin's theology. This ethic, primarily owing to circumstances, was never real-

ized during Calvin's lifetime. Yet, in the four hundred years since Calvin

died, Protestants have been very zealous in their mission activity. This

13
Ibid., p. 180.

^^Gensichen, "Were the Reformers Indifferent to Mission?," pp. 125-126.

^ 3
Van den Berg, "Calvin's Missionary Message: Some Remarks About The

Relation Between Calvinism And Missions," p. 181.
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serve God is not confined only to the clerical profession. Christians do not

serve God merely through worship alone; Christians serve God in all that they

say and do in all of life. As McKim says: "This vision of vocation helps

18
Christians to realize extensive areas of mission."

Strongly based on the Genesis text of 1:28-30, Protestants understand

themselves as careful managers of all that God has created. Responsible

stewardship encompasses a person's time, energy, and talents for the glory of

God and service to others. McKim sees this understanding as being derived

from Calvin, whose personal seal depicted a "flaming heart in an open hand

extended in offering to God." In recognizing that all of the created order

falls under our personal expression of stewardship, Protestants are called to

minister to specific peoples and issues that are in need of justice and the

revelation of Jesus Christ.

All of these doctrinal understandings support the necessity for mission

activity in this world. Through Election we are called to serve in God's

Creation. Through Vocation that service becomes focused on any of a number

of the areas of the Kingdom, all of which are rightfully in the realm of

Christ. And in Stewardship, we must efficiently oversee all the resources of

the world so that justice and righteousness are upheld. The doctrines of

Reformed Theology which are consistent with Calvin reflect a concept of mission

which cannot be limited to one specific activity. Foreign missions, which were

popular before the Reformers and after them as well, are certainly to be pursued

in this theological scheme.

Personal Reaction

In reacting to my research, I think it is accurate to say that many Pro-

testant historians have felt a need to defend Calvin's view of mission. While

18
Ibid . , p . 7

.
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the theological underpinnings of a mission ethic to all the world present

in Calvin's thought, the application of that ethic in foreign missions is

absent. Given the circumstances Calvin faced, I think it is fair to come down

on the side of Latourette, Froehlich, and van den Berg who attribute the lack

of missions to the external difficulties which resulted in stifling whatever

missionary zeal that Calvin had. As this analysis has shown, Calvin's theology

at a fundamental level supported mission. That support was never systematically

and structurally refined in his writings. Perhaps Latourette 's insight that

the theological objections of the Reformers to mission were actually "an

unconscious outgrowth of the external difficulties" deserves much weight.

Calvin was a very strong willed man whose singularity of purpose was to

do the will of God. I think it is fair to say that Calvin perceived God's will

for him as involving the establishment of the Reformed Church in Geneva and

other parts of western Europe. The obstacles and setbacks which plagued Calvin

required a commitment on his part which wc probably can't understand in twenti-

eth century America. We have the luxury of looking at four centuries of

Protestant mission activity which has been very successful. Whether Calvin was

as zealous about missions as some writers contend or whether he was more in-

different to missions than mere circumstances can explain is not of paramount

importance. What is important is for us to reflect on the revival of mission

activity among Protestants who followed Calvin. With perhaps as many as one

and a half billion Christians in the world today, the success of Christian

missions since the Reformation is astounding. It may be that in God's plan

the Reformation was a time of preparation for greater things to come. Like

the woodcutter who does well to sharpen his ax before tackling the forest, or

the seminarian who prepares for several years before going out into the world of

need, the pause in Christian expansion caused by the inability of the Reformers
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to engage in foreign missions may have been a time of theological reflection

and synthesis ordained by God tantamount to a calm before a great storm.

Ecclesiastes 3:2b says there is "a time to plant, and a time to pluck up what

is planted." There is a time for everything; and the time for the Reformation

did not coincide with the time for great mission expansion. All we can say

is that the Holy Spirit works wherever and whenever God chooses. Our task is

to proclaim the Gospel in a world of need; God will work through us. As a

graduating senior it is now time for me to engage in service to others and

mission to those who have not heard the Good News. That time for me has come!

Gensichen refers to Calvin's Reformation and says "that in its theology

19
a seed was sown which ripened into a missionary harvest in a later age.'

19
Gensichen, "Were the Reformers Indifferent to Mission?," p. 127.
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